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Lately, we at Grapevine often find ourselves in a somewhat
difficult position when it comes to reporting on life in Iceland.
On one hand, we are clearly and proudly a tourist publication, one that has the stated aim of serving visitors to Iceland and offering them a critical window into local events,
culture and discourse. This has been our MO since our very
first issue, way back in 2003, when only around 60,000 travellers passed through Keflavík International Airport (last
year, the number amounted to roughly 1.4 million. My, how
we’ve grown).
On the other, we care deeply about our local community—the people; their values, culture and traditions—and we
try to actively support and participate in it. The culture that
has evolved in Iceland through the ages has value in and of itself (much like any regional culture, anywhere in the world).
What our ancestors have built is inherently important, and
we are all responsible for preserving it; for treating it with
respect and handling it with care (while of course remaining susceptible to necessary change, and critical enough to
eschew the rotten parts, of which there are plenty).
So, while The Reykjavík Grapevine is ostensibly For The
Tourists, it is also no less meant to foster and support local
culture, offering the natives an outside perspective on their
surroundings while maintaining an active platform for them
to engage in discussion and self-expression. Oh, and we also
try our best to publicize local music, art and other cultural
offerings—to tell the (English-speaking) world about all that
great stuff we’ve got going on, in a language it understands.
--As the abovementioned Keflavík Airport passenger numbers
demonstrate, Icelandic tourism has experienced somewhat
of a BOOM! in the twelve years since we started publishing
our little magazine. This unfettered growth has, inevitably,
resulted in clashes between the tourists that we serve and
the community we belong to. Which can put us in a bit of a
tight spot.
Whether local concerns about things like “the mass exodus of music venues from downtown Reykjavík” are justified
or not is mostly beside the point. The important part is that
they are an expression of a collective emotion: a clear sign
that the community which voices them is experiencing difficulties adjusting to a rapidly changing environment—attempts to understand and contend with what’s going on.
Now, tourism is great. It is our lifeblood, and it provides
a steady stream of new ideas and outside influence to a onceisolated society that has often suffered from stasis and lack
of imagination. Plus, travelling is super fun and everyone

The Reykjavík Grapevine is published 18 times a year by Fröken
ltd. Monthly from November through April, and fortnightly
from May til October. Nothing in this magazine may be reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of
the publishers. The Reykjavík Grapevine is distributed around
Reykjavík, Akureyri, Egilsstaðir, Seyðisfjörður, Borgarnes,
Keflavík, Ísafjörður and at key locations along road #1, and all
major tourist attractions and tourist information centres in the
country.
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should do it.
Tourism is great, but as any industry—especially one
that’s undergoing a period of unfettered growth—it needs
to be carefully managed and considered, thought out and
discussed. As Grapevine journalist Paul Fontaine noted in a
powerful opinion piece a few issues back, we Icelanders have
far too often placed all our eggs in a basket, gleefully rushing
forward with reckless abandon in a clumsy gold rush orgy
that inevitably ends in tears (seriously, it’s been, what, seven
years since we last passed through a financial valley of the
shadow of death?).
Don’t for one second imagine that we don’t love you guys,
tourists. A lot of us that have toiled making the Grapevine
through the years began our journey as tourists. And most
of the rest are Reykjavík outsiders, formerly isolated country
bumpkins who came here for much the same reason as many
of you did – to partake in this wonderful city’s vibrant culture
and contribute to it to the best of our ability.
To go back to the ever-popular “music venue vs. hotel and
puffin shop debate” it is clear that many of those who criticize the current development have not fully registered that
a thriving downtown area goes a long way towards ensuring
our musicians and artists can make an actual living off their
strife, that there is a market for what they would sell and celebrate.
Meanwhile, many of those who take offence at Icelanders’ concerns about the effects of mass tourism perhaps fail
to comprehend that the criticisms voiced are not directed at
them, personally, but at the many opportunists who seek to
exploit them for profit.
Anyway: There is nothing wrong with tourism. There is
nothing wrong with profit, and there is nothing wrong with
business. There is, however, something wrong with shortsighted lunging at an unclear goalpost without considering
the ramifications.
There are no easy solutions to our current conundrum.
Proposed ones, such as seeking to limit the number of travellers that are admitted to the country, or changing priorities
or marketing to appeal only to wealthy demographics, seem
mostly elitist and wrong.
Nope. Our best course of action is to demand that those
we have elected to power—officials on both municipal and
state levels—to take some real steps towards ensuring the
preservation and conservation of the culture we love and the
sites we are fond of, while enabling us to welcome anyone
who would visit with open arms.
--Also, thank you, Anna. It’s been a blast.
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“Wait For Me” is an extremely personal
ballad for Agent Fresco’s vocalist Arnór
Dan Arnarson. He wrote the song while
meditating not only on the death of his father, but also on the amount of time that
he’s missed spending with his family due
to his career choices. “I’ve been absent
from my loved ones through so many lifechanging moments,” Arnór explains in the
video’s description. “Time hadn’t stood
still [...], and realising that was just heartbreaking.”
His heartbreak is palpable, and the
song makes that explicitly clear. It’s full of
mystery, with an undeniable sense of painful longing. Arnór's buttery voice just projects emotion, and that combined with the
melodic nature of Agent Fresco makes the
track just wash over you with a veil of both
sadness and beauty. You viscerally feel for
Arnór, and by god, you’ll most certainly
wait for him.
Why wait? Go download “Wait For Me”
RIGHT NOW at www.grapevine.is.
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Dear team at grapevine,
First of all having a source of information about ones travel destination is
a relief and an eye opener for all the
hidden treasures of the host culture and
even a country's mindset.
The latter part though leaves me
stunned...coming from Germany I
enjoyed eight days of pure nature travelling along the ring road. Untouched
wild northern sceneries made me fall
in love with Iceland. Then I started
reading about the tourist defecation
issue and how pressing this problem
appears to be. Well, I can assure you not
only that even on the famous ring road
tourist appearance in the last week has
proven way below anything considered
"massive tourism" in other countries
but also I have never seen anybody
doing the free nature release thing.
Nobody. Not even remains of such
disrespectful behaviour were sighted.
However, it was surprising how few
public toilets for "all these tourists" are
found along the road, gas stations being
the only sure point for human relief.
My advice thus would be: instead of
making fun of it or rubbing this issue
all over the tourists face and starting to
develop apps not solving the issue but
acting as watchdog one might consider
a constructive straight forward way of
developing easy to use and clean mobile
public toilet that also from a design
point of view fits into the wonderful
Icelandic scenery.
Jm2c
Sebastian Eckert

Dear Sebastian,
Thanks for writing, and for your
kind words.

You are right, Iceland isn’t really
THAT crowded with tourists, at
least compared to what you’ll find
in places like, uh, Times Square or
Piccadilly Circus.
But, have you ever been to Times
Square or Piccadilly Circus? Those
places are vile, disgusting, foul,
putrid, de-humanizing, smelly and
vicious (in that exact order). They
attract the dredges of humanity;
the worst-of-the-worst suburban
dreck from all over the globe, mindless homunculi that feel implored
to “travel” because they’ve seen
people do it on TV (which they obey
and emulate after spending their
entire lives being conditioned in
capitalist internment camps, the
Consumer’s Categorical Imperative relentlessly hammered into
their soft skulls since they slithered
out of their mother’s toxic wombs),
but cannot—even for a fraction
of a second—fathom leaving the
safety of their focus-grouped,
target-marketed, SEO-optimized,
user-friendly, branded, copyrighted
and trademarked corporate run
comfort zones and contend with Actual Human Culture; to the point of
their travels consisting of nowt but
experiencing their favourite chain
feeding pens in slightly different climates than they are accustomed to
(and even that is rendered meaningless by the now-omnipresent Central Air Conditioners), surrounded
by their favourite corporate mascots, as their favourite formulaic
shiny, soul-less garbage robot hits
blare from tastefully out-of-sight
speakers.
Which is to say: ew.
Anyway, the Gullfoss parking
lot is certainly nothing like those
places, and this is a good thing for
which we are grateful. You’re right,

the present situation is No Big
Deal. However, you can’t blame the
locals for getting a little spooked as
they face the exponential growth
of Iceland’s tourism industry on
a daily basis, with all the minor
growing pains that entails (things
have changed quite a bit over the
past decade, and change always
entails a period of adjustment, and
it’s always a little painful, right?).
At least, it’s better that they’re
voicing their concerns in public and
engaging in healthy discussion, even
though some of what’s said might
at times feel misguided. Hopefully,
such a discussion will lead to some
clear policymaking and necessary
legal and regulatory reform.
While we appreciate your suggestions and hear what you’re saying,
we’ll probably keep reporting on
stories about defecating tourists
and shit like that. Because, c’mon,
they’re news stories about poop!
How amazing is that! Such ample
opportunity to have fun and joke
around (did you catch our “POOP
NEWS” supplement? What a classic!).
ANYWAY, thanks for writing! And
if you happen to come up with any
cool ideas for an “easy to use and
clean mobile public toilet that also
from a design point of view fits into
the wonderful Icelandic scenery,” do
pass them along!
Love,
Your Friends At The Reykjavík
Grapevine
PS – get in touch to receive your
fancy prize for writing such a nice
letter!
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For The Sake Of Memory:
An Interview With Arch-Archivist
Lára Hanna Einarsdóttir

We reached out to a few people in the
news business to get their thoughts on
Lára Hanna and her work. Here's what
they had to say:

Words by Paul Fontaine
Photos by Internet
Lára Hanna Einarsdóttir is not a journalist. In fact, the
closest she's come to journalism is doing subtitles for Stöð
2, a job she's had since 1987. Yet, she has for a almost a
decade now proved an important media resource for the
people of Iceland, providing necessary context and information at crucial times, which corresponds awfully well to
the role we ascribe to journalists. She does this by spending untold amounts of time diligently archiving numerous
Icelandic media sources—primarily TV and radio—which
she then digs up and uses to call out politicians and people
in power when they contradict themselves or flat-out lie.
Her devoted archival efforts, it could
be argued, amount to the sort of foundational journalism that few modern
reporters can afford time and energy to
engage in—and she does it all of her own
accord, never earning a króna for it.
We spoke with Lára Hanna to learn
more about what drives her.

We forget
How did this all get started?
I started blogging in November 2007,
to fight against the building of a geothermal plant up in Hellisheiði, where
they were going to effectively destroy
an absolutely beautiful area in Iceland.
I posted interviews with specialists and
all kinds of people who weighed in on
the environmental impact of the plant
on the area. Then in March 2008, I believe, I began to record material off of
television.
What sources do you collect and
archive?
I record all the news. I archive the noon
and evening news from RÚV radio and
TV, Stöð 2, [media roundtable discussion

shows] Silfur Egils, Kastljós and Ísland í
dag, and a lot of others.
Why do you do it?
Memory. I had grown increasingly
frustrated with other people's—and my
own—lack of memory. We forget what a
politician said, and they get away with it
when they contradict themselves. Videos are the most effective medium for
showing people what a politician said,
followed by hearing it, and then reading
it. To read what someone said a number
of years ago is one thing; it's totally different when you see them on video saying it.

Why take politicians at
their word?
What is perhaps the biggest
example of doublespeak or contradiction you've uncovered?
Oh, that's hard to say! The President
[Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson] comes to
mind. He's selling Iceland abroad as a
country that uses completely clean and
renewable energy, and that's just not
true. [Geochemist] Stefán Arnórsson

has been saying since before 2007 that
it's neither renewable nor clean. Also,
the way former Left-Green chairperson
Steingrímur J. Sigfússon completely
changed his position about heavy industry once his party got into power. I compiled news clips from 2007, 2009 and
2013 into a single video to point out how
he's contradicted himself there.
Sounds like you're doing the work
of a journalist.
The thing is, when a politician says, “Oh,
I never said that,” you can find out if they
did or did not. I think that's missing in
the Icelandic media. The fact-checking,
digging through video archives, instead
of taking politicians at their word. The
media began to do this sort of work a
little bit shortly after the 2008 crash, but
they hardly do it anymore—or far too
rarely.

Strange freak bird
Seeing how many people in power
you've called out, and how much
attention it gets on social media,
I guess it's unsurprising that they
would react to you.
I suppose not. [Conservative ideologue] Hannes Hólmsteinn called me
a “furðufugl” [an old fashioned word
meaning “strange bird”] once. [Laughs]
And then there's [Progressive MP] Vigdís Hauksdóttir, who recently called me
a “freak.”
Yeah, what set her off?
I got one of these “on this day” buttons
on my Facebook timeline, and one post
was about Vigdís; about how she abuses
power, saying things she can't back up
with facts, and accusing our national
broadcasting of having a political agen-

da. So when I shared this two-year-old
“on this day” post, I basically just added
“every word of this is still true.” And she
didn't like that. But when I heard what
she called me, I just laughed.
You mentioned earlier that
Icelandic journalists were doing their digging on politicians
shortly after the crash, but then
not anymore. Why do you think
they stopped?
Maybe they don't have the time, or
they aren't given the time. Many of the
more experienced ones are gone—either sacked or retired. You also have
to have a pretty good sense of when
something happened. I've spent three
hours sometimes, digging through my
own archives, just trying to find a single
sentence someone uttered. But I should
point out that some news sources—such
as Kjarninn and Stundin, for example—
are doing more of this, by linking to
older news.
So where do you see yourself
going with all this? You're doing
a journalist's job, or doing the job
for other journalists, for free.
Could you see yourself joining up
with a media outlet?
I doubt I could work as a journalist. I'm
more the columnist type. I also have two
websites, www.larahanna.is and www.
malfrelsi.is. I bought the first one the
day [former Independence Party chairperson] Davíð Oddsson became editor
of Morgunblaðið. I might set up a blog
on either site. Facebook disappears. You
can't search for things on it. I want other
people to be able to access my posts for
years to come.

"Lára Hanna has the collective memory
of our society on her computer, as well
as justice and wisdom in everything she
writes."
Guðmundur Andri, writer and
columnist

"Lára Hanna is a great example of how
one person can accomplish a lot. She
stands by the environment and human
rights. There is no one more noble. She
also makes sure to keep track of a wealth
of news, and reminds us of the context
that is missing. Every nation should
have their own Lára Hanna."
Heiða B. Heiðarsdóttir, cofounder of Stundin

In my mind, Lára Hanna is first and
foremost a powerful social critic and
journalist. She surpasses most of us in
her ability to find, gather and contextualize information. Her work is very
commendable, even though some will
inevitably loathe the fact that records
are being kept of their words and actions.
Helgi Seljan, journalist at
Kastljós
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and would definitely recommend. The price was approx.
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booking over the internet. Fantastic.
Visited May 2015
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So What're These Russian Trade Sanctions
I Keep Hearing About?
Words by Kári Tulinius
@Kattullus
Illustration by Lóa Hjálmtýsdóttir

scale and have used that money to get
influence in politics and purchase media
companies to propagandise for them.

In March of last year,
Iceland joined in internationally coordinated
trade sanctions against
Russia. The principal
advocates were the United States and
members of the European Union, but
many nations are partaking, including Japan, Australia and Montenegro.
These sanctions were put in place following Russia's military intervention in
Ukraine. Russia retaliated by imposing
trade sanctions of their own, but are
only now getting to Iceland.

That's less depressing if you
picture them as haddock with top
hats and monocles.
The ultimate example of that is Morgunblaðið. After it was taken over by
the fisheries, Davíð Oddsson, former
right-wing Prime Minister, was made
editor-in-chief. His signature foreign
policy while in office was supporting the
US invasion of Iraq, so at least supporting Russian military actions in Ukraine
would be consistent. He did not go so
far, however, although he heavily criticized current Foreign Minister Gunnar
Bragi Sveinsson for advocating for the
trade sanctions. Gunnar Bragi Sveinsson's signature foreign policy is support
for Ukraine against Russia, even visiting
Kiev shortly after announcing Iceland
would join in the trade sanctions.

What's taken them so long?
The Russian government has been busy
with a severe financial crisis, caused by
the sanctions and low prices for its oil
and gas exports. Worrying about people
buying fish from Iceland was the least of
their concerns. But, one day in late July,
the Russian government noticed an
unticked entry on its to-do list, and announced they would look into sanctions
against a number of countries, including Albania, Iceland, Montenegro and
Liechtenstein.
That's highly suspicious, as I'm
pretty sure there's no such place
as Liechtenstein.
Even though they should have seen it
coming, Icelandic authorities were surprised when the Russian Prime Minister announced the sanctions. Some
members of Parliament in both ruling
parties started agitating for Iceland to
end its trade sanctions. In the end the
government announced that they were
unanimous in their support for continuing sanctions. It took three weeks from
the first news reports out of Russia until the ruling political parties made that
announcement. In the meantime, lots of
politicians and businesspeople said lots
of stupid things.
How is that different from any
other three-week period in
Iceland?

The responses came in two types. The
first was the Cheese Hater's Explanation of Bad Events. It is a three-step process:
1) A bad thing happens.
2) I hate cheese.
3) Therefore, cheese is to blame for
whatever bad thing happened.
Some people's cheese was NATO, even
though NATO had little to do with it.
Turkey did not join in the sanctions, and
many countries outside NATO did. Others blamed the EU, which at least has
something to do with it, but Iceland was
not coerced into imposing sanctions on
Russia.

No one blamed cheese, right?
Because what kind of monster
hates cheese?
The other response was cynical cowardice. Leading the charge away from the
field of battle was Independence Party
MP Ásmundur Friðriksson. The day
after Russia said they were looking into
imposing sanctions on Icelandic products, he started advocating for Iceland
to stop supporting sanctions on Russia.
Other politicians made similar statements. Following closely behind was
Fisheries Iceland (SFS), the trade association of Icelandic fisheries. The chairman published an opinion piece, arguing that trade sanctions had no effect

and that Russians and Icelanders were
old friends that should not let a global
squabble spoil the relationship.
Good to see businesspeople
speaking for calm, peace and... oh,
they risked losing money, didn't
they?
From 2009 to 2013, the export of Icelandic fish to Russia more than tripled,
from 26 thousand tonnes to 90 thousand
tonnes. Last year, Icelandic fisheries
sold over 140 million Euros worth of fish
to Russia. A large amount of money in
a society of three hundred and twenty
thousand people. The fisheries’ owners
are incredibly wealthy on an Icelandic

Don't tell me he also spoke against
the sanctions.
The Foreign Minister did, in fact, say
that it was unlikely that Iceland would
stop supporting sanctions. However, he
made the caveat that it might need to be
discussed if the EU did not lower tolls on
Icelandic mackerel. He had also talked
about the possibility that the government would assist fishing companies
financially.
I'm glad someone's looking out for
the interests of wealthy people.
Traditionally in Iceland, August is the
month for taking it easy, vacationing
abroad or travelling around the country. Usually there needs to be a volcanic
eruption or a polar bear drifting ashore
to get anyone very excited. However,
the enormous influence of fishing companies now means that their search for
new buyers for their mackerel has the
same news value as a volcano spewing
polar bears.

Licensing and
registration of travelrelated services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents,
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.
Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet
website.
Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the
Icelandic Tourist Board.

List of licenced Tour
Operators and Travel
Agencies on:

visiticeland.com

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
O P E N 7-21
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“Amazing
experience!”
Reviewed 23 August 2015
We did the 2 1/2 hour speedboat
whale watching trip. Amazing!
The friendly captain and owner
Stefan was able to find whales
very quickly. We spent a long
time right alongside several massive humpback whales. Also got
up close to Dolphins and puffin
birds. The naturalist onboard
was a wealth of information.
The speedboat trip is wonderful
because it travels at high speed
to the best areas. They provide
warm overalls and gloves. Maybe
bring a ski hat so your ears don’t
get cold.

“We finally saw
whales while whale
watching!!”

“Amazing
whale watching
experience!”

“Whale watching Gentle Giant - highly
recommended”

Reviewed 22 August 2015

Reviewed 22 August 2015

Reviewed 20 August 2015

Excellent staff, and a great experience. …
… Within 15 minutes, we had
found a curious humpback that
stayed around us for about 20
minutes. We also were checked
out by a pod of dolphins, and
later cruised alongside another
humpback that was heading
slowly out of the bay. At times,
we were only about 10 feet from
it as it swam all around the boat!
A very memorable experience,
and a very professional and kind
staff.

We took the evening sail (20:00),
and what a great way to end the
day it was! Our skipper new just
were to go, and really “hunted”
those whales (a mother and
calf blue whales and a couple
of humpbacks). We all had the
chance to see them from a really
close distance - you can judge
yourselves by looking at my
pictures.

The whale watching tour was
fun. Gentle Giant staff were polite and professional. We took the
earliest trip. It is less crowded but
your chances of finding whales
are slightly lower . We saw few
dolphins, few 10 ton whales and
briefly saw a humpback whale.
The tour is highly recommended.
Nevertheless - we saw more impressive whales in Boston

150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY
HÚSAVÍK
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Menningarnótt:

By Paul Fontaine

Reykjavík’s
Playground
For The People

The end of the summer is upon
us, and concluded as per tradition
with the festivities at Culture Night,
which had a reported 120,000 attendees. That’s almost half the country, so we imagine that any part of
Iceland that wasn’t Reykjavík was a
barren wasteland. In the aftermath
of the massive, car-free festival: much
grumbling about the use of drones
(the non-lethal kind). Apparently seven drones were buzzing over Culture
Night, and there are as yet no safety
regulations for their use, much to the
consternation of the Icelandic Drone
Association. In related news, there is
an Icelandic Drone Association.

The new Finn in town
loves on Culture Night!

Words by Sini Koskenseppä
Photos by Roman Gerasymenko
You know that dream where you can run a marathon,
then eat dozens of free donuts, then go watch a rock concert with a bunch of bikers, followed by a performance
of traditional Icelandic 50s music in a barber shop, all
capped with observing a patch of green grass growing
out of the asphalt? Well. In Reykjavík, that’s no dream—
they call it Menningarnótt, and experiencing the city
through it feels like opening every window on your advent calendar in one go.
So, what’s so special about yet another
Icelandic festival, you ask? Well, Menningarnótt (or “Culture Night”) marks
Reykjavík’s anniversary, and is celebrated every year on August 18 (or the
following Saturday). Large organizations, like museums and corporations,
stage and sponsor events on the day,
but anyone can get creative and register their own. You can even apply for a
small grant from the city to help make
yours as great as possible.

Júlíus’s garden
comes alive
I started my Menningarnótt early.
Arriving at Vitastígur 17, I could hear
faint sounds of vintage Bob Marley
wafting through the air. Stepping
through the garden gates, I found out
why. Resident Júlíus Ólafsson was
celebrating Menningarnótt’s 20th anniversary by opening his backyard and
shed for any dub fans that wandered
by. The turntables were in his kitchen,
the sound system in the garden shed.
An audience had yet to form, but the
whole day lay ahead.
”I’ve never taken part in Menningarnótt before, but this year I decided
to bring this garden alive,” Júlíus told
me, adding that he was expecting a few
guest DJs to take turns on his decks

later in the day.

Like a box of chocolates
The city centre had been transformed
into a pedestrian area for Menningarnótt, and walking down towards Klapparstígur I ran into another kind of
party. An entire intersection had been
covered with grass, a huge disco ball
hanging in the air above. Not even the
cold rain that was beginning to pour
could stop the two dozen people who
were already dancing with abandon,
smiling at onlookers.
”The best thing about tonight is
that you can find a surprise behind any
corner,” said Rósa, 33, as she danced
on the freshly laid grass with her
young son. “After walking for about
fifteen minutes, I had already enjoyed
two free coffees, cookies and some
kleinur.”
Speaking of food on Menningarnótt, it was so abundant that you
couldn’t get hungry even if you tried.
There were pop-up cafés in backyards
and on side streets, there were twelve
hundred kleinur on Skólavörðustígur
(courtesy of an oil company), there
were chefs frying burgers on Bankastræti all day long. Although the queues
were long, there was no question people would be fed. Way too much, as it

Not even the cold
rain that was beginning to pour could
stop the two dozen
people who were
already dancing with
abandon, smiling at
onlookers.

were.
And, to sate that
spiritual hunger for
awe and surprise,
one could find everything from a
storefront window rock show on
Laugavegur, to free beard trimmings
and whiskey at a barbershop on Vesturgata.
The latter seemed to be in great
demand, I noted as I approached Vesturgata. Indeed, there were quite a few
bearded fellows queuing for a trim at
the doors of Rakarastofa Ragnars &
Harðar, a 60-year-old Reykjavík establishment. “We’ve been packed all
day,” barbershop employee Sindri Þór
Hilmarsson told me. “We’ve staged
smaller promotional events at different locations in the past, but never at
the shop. For this Menningarnótt, we
decided to go all the way and invite our
guests to enjoy old-school beard trimming, musicians performing Icelandic
music from the 40s and 50s and a bit
of whiskey. We wanted to spread some
joy.”

Runners and riders
At 8:45 on the morning of Menningarnótt, as the day’s events and parties
were still being prepared around the
city, the Reykjavík Marathon commenced. As I made my way down to
Lækjargata in the afternoon, the last
of the tired runners were scrambling
across the finish line, a large crowd of
onlookers applauding them along.
After being distracted for a minute by a renaissance-outfitted improv
group that walked past, I made my way
to the Reykjavík Custom Bike Show at
Naustin, where a few hundred motorcycles were on display, around 40 of
them custom jobs. The show started

with all the gathered
bikes firing up at the
same time, in memory of fellow bikers
that have passed
away, followed by
a performance from the first of three
rock bands the bikers had booked for
their party.
“This is like the diamond of all bike
shows in Iceland”, said Halldór Gunnarsson, one of the event’s organizers.
He seemed thrilled to see so many people gathered to gawk at the bikes—asking questions, making comments—and
took special pride in the custom units.
“You can’t put a price on these custom
made bikes—they are made of the riders’ heart and soul,” he told me.

If you were upset about the recent killing of a baby seal at the
Reykjavík Family Park and zoo, Húsdýragarðurinn, you weren’t alone. In
fact, even the zoo’s directors believe
it’s a dumb practice, but claim they are
bound by law to put down wild animals that have been raised by humans.
And they’re actively petitioning the
government to have this law changed.
Many Icelanders, and all baby seals in
captivity, eagerly await such changes.

In more serious news, word of
Iceland’s participation in international sanctions against Russia has
finally reached the country, resulting
in Russia imposing its own embargo
on Icelandic products. As Russia buys
a lot of fish from us, there was much
wailing and gnashing of teeth from
our captains of industry in the field of
fish export. However, in an extensive
and pretty blunt interview, Foreign
Minister Gunnar Bragi Sveinsson basically told the haters to deal with it
and “have a sense of social responsibility,” rather than “thinking foremost
about their own profits.”

Come out and play!
The people of Reykjavík have different
feelings and memories of Menningarnótt, the event often serving a plethora
of different roles over the years. As one
souvenir shop saleswoman remarked:
“Back when I was a teenager, me and
my friends used to load our rucksacks
with beer, and go out to drink. But
now, I think I’ll just go home and let
others party.” Others tell the same
story, of progressing from wanton partying to careful cultural appreciation
to carting their kids between candyfloss stalls to not going at all, as they
entered adulthood.
For visitors to Reykjavík, however,
this might be the best way to taste everything the city has to offer—food for
both body and soul—in the span of a
single day.
At least, that’s what I did.

Things could be getting slightly
better for people who seek asylum in
Iceland. First of all, because the town
of Akureyri has announced to the
government that it wants more
asylum seekers. Iceland’s second city
up north is requesting to host up to 50
of them, noting that their past experiences with asylum seekers have been
very positive. On a broader level, new
legislation soon to be introduced could
end the practice of arresting asylum
seekers who arrive with false documentation—which is pretty much
what international law requires. Yay
us! We’re doing the bare minimum!
The national church has been
pretty unhappy lately. They’ve
complained they cannot function if
the government doesn’t raise their
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Keep in mind: Reykjavík Culture Night officially closed its programme with the 23:30 fireworks
display. Responsibility for the chaos described in the below article should thus rather be attributed
to "Reykjavík Drinking Culture Night," which has been ongoing every night since the late 1800s.

Culture | Night, it's kind of scary

budget—which amounted to about 4
billion ISK last year. Meanwhile, the
bishop makes over a million ISK each
month, and regular parish priests
about half a million. Just as the Bible
commands. Nonetheless, some priests
have taken to accepting under-thetable payments for weddings, confirmations and baptisms—tasks that are
actually legally classified as “extra
work” for priests. Like, when you go
to work at your office, you get paid extra for showing up, using a computer,
changing the toner in the printer and
the like.

Sooooooo Yeah. We Should
Talk, Culture Night?
A hip and with-it American
gets concerned

Words by Sam Wright Fairbanks
Photo by Ragnar Th. Sigurðsson / Arctic Images
My dearest Reykjavíkians, This past weekend was, as
many of you don't remember all too well, the annual celebration of Culture Night. I'd asked around for a few days
before the festivities, inquiring as to what Culture Night
was all about. No one seemed to have an answer for me
that went any deeper than “It's a celebration of teenagers
getting drunk.”
Now, in my naiveté, I chalked this answer up to some sort of ironically detached attitude toward cultural practices (from native Icelanders) or based
on cultural fatigue (from the expat
crowd). I'd been in the Reykjavík party
scene for a bit by then; I'd seen what
nightlife looked like. It couldn't be any
more debauched-but-still-charmingbecause-Iceland than that, right?

Very Much Not
By the time the fireworks rolled
around, things in the streets were
well on their way past a 3am Saturday
level. There was plenty of stumbling
about, screaming, breaking of bottles
on building façades and sidewalks for

no reason, gaggles of clearly freezingcold women in giant coats and tiny
skirts, men with chests puffed out
and dressed in their finest corporateslash-yachting casual.
Oh, and speaking of the fireworks—
rather than being a choreographed,
controlled display, the show was two
money-shots with a brief interlude
to recharge. But I thought to myself,
“Hey, kween—Who are you of all people to comment on how they do things
here? And anyway, why have all the
buildup when you can just get right to
the finale? It's pretty clever, really.”
Aggressively heterosexual mating displays and ham-fisted fireworks
aside, things still seemed a bit more
out of control than usual. Maybe it
was the day's worth of accumulated
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trash strewn about the streets that
had seemingly started to float in the
wind—plastic bag ghosts, styrofoam
container spirits. Maybe it was the
sheer size of the crowd, the discrete
orbitals of drunken absurdity moving
about autonomously within a larger
chaotic system.
I think it was around 1am that I saw
three grown-ass men in business suits
fighting over an umbrella in the middle of Pósthússtræti. I realized things
were going to get truly, unconditionally fucked.
Now, before you say anything,
Reykjavík, you should know that I'm
not some nerd loser lame-guy dweeb
who doesn't know how to have any
fun. I'm hip. I'm with it. I'm cool. But
there's just something unsettling
about turning a corner and seeing entire city blocks plugged up with what
looks like cinematically staged anarchy of emotional turmoil and highly
dysfunctional motor coordination.
Everyone either wept, cackled,
shrieked, fought, or grabbed desperately at one another as if it were their
first time feeling. Police marched up
and down in what looked like defensive formations, so I thought it would
be a good time to go dance somewhere

on Naustin, away from what appeared
to be a burgeoning riot scenario.
On the way I saw three men encircling a fourth, chanting what sounded
like a sacrificial rite. There was a smell
of something caustic in the air. I saw
someone shoving a sandwich into his
face with such reckless abandon that it
was inspiring. Every successive street
corner presented a new opportunity to
see one or more people vomiting onto
objects that didn't normally have vomit on them.
The queues on Naustin weren't
much better than the turmoil of the
main streets. But crammed within a
buffer of others, I felt a bit safer. And
then there it was: a half-eaten hotdog
in the proverbial gutter outside Paloma, bun softening in a puddle of rainwater, beer, and saliva. That's what
Culture Night was about.
I gave up waiting and went home
soon after that. I'd seen enough. For
the most part I was entertained by
everything, but still—I just wanted
to ask, Reykjavík, in the wake of this
most recent Culture Night: Are you
feeling alright? Is there anything you
want to talk about? You've been great
to me so far, so I'm just checking in.

Remember last month when a
huge swath of water in Lake Mývatn
turned white? Cynics that we are,
many Icelanders were all but certain
this was due to some kind of mysterious chemical pollution, or possibly
some prick dumping a whole lot of unwanted paint in the water. Turns out it
was due to hypoxia—a form of oxygen
depletion, in this case caused by iron
reacting with colloidal particles in the
water. Maybe not the happiest news,
but at least we know it wasn’t due to
yet more pollution.
Finally, you know when Icelanders get angry with people who think
we live in a corruption-free elfin
paradise? Well, here’s yet another
reason why: there once was a mayor
of Norðurþing, Bergur Elías Ágústsson, who fought hard to facilitate
the company PCC Group building a
silicon metals plant in his district. He
fought so hard, in fact, that he pushed
to give this giant company all kinds of
financial concessions and tax breaks,
amounting to about a billion ISK,
while taxes from local and national
treasuries paid the company about 4
billion ISK. Then one day, he decided
to leave his job as mayor, and then—
surprise!—he scored a job working for
PCC Group. And, as he told reporters,
there was absolutely no arrangement
made ahead of time. PCC Group was
simply so grateful for all the money,
and wanted to do something nice
for dear Bergur. No corruption here,
folks!

TVEIR HRAFNAR
listhús, Art Gallery

offers a range of artwork by
contemporary Icelandic artists
represented by the gallery, selected works by acclaimed artists
and past Icelandic masters.

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Represented artists:
GUÐBJÖRG LIND JÓNSDÓTTIR
HALLGRÍMUR HELGASON
HÚBERT NÓI JÓHANNESSON
JÓN ÓSKAR
ÓLI G. JÓHANNSSON
STEINUNN THÓRARINSDÓTTIR
Also works by:
HADDA FJÓLA REYKDAL
HULDA HÁKON
NÍNA TRYGGVADÓTTIR
KRISTJÁN DAVÍÐSSON
– among others

TVEIR HRAFNAR listhús, Art Gallery

Baldursgata 12 101 Reykjavík (at the corner of Baldursgata and Nönnugata, facing Þrír Frakkar Restaurant)
Phone: +354 552 8822 +354 863 6860 +354 863 6885 art@tveirhrafnar.is www.tveirhrafnar.is
Opening hours: Thu-Fri 12pm - 5pm, Sat 1pm - 4pm and by appointment +354 863 6860

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO WELCOMING YOU
PRE-BOOKING REQUIRED

Blue lagoon has limited availability
Book online at bluelagoon.com
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The Heart Of Darkness
In The Age Of Bullshit

Words by Ciarán Daly
Photo by Hörður Sveinsson
There’s been much (some) made in British discourse of
the phenomenon of cupcake fascism. If you’ve ever been
to London, you might already have a vague, instinctive
awareness of what this entails. If I could boil it down to
five key elements, this is what they would be:
• A renewed obsession with all things
“artisan,” especially baked goods
• Getting ripped off /
ripping other people off
• Pre-postcolonial facial hair
• White people
• Bullshit
Most importantly, all of this has to be
blended into a stupid fun-and-games village fete cocktail, so that everyone gets
to compete on a remarkably hill-shaped
playing field to see who can make the
very bestest cutesy writings on a chalkboard to advertise their very bestest artisan sourdough baklawa with sea salt.
However, since the Conservative
government says that the cupcake will
no longer be receiving any more of the
hard-up billionaire non-taxpayer’s money, we’re left with something much less
fluffy. Furthermore, thanks to platforms
such as Pinterest and Instagram, the
bullshit cocktail now has a global reach—
and everyone wants a sip.
As such, I no longer think the label
of “cupcake fascism” is apt. We are now
living in what I call The Age of Bullshit,

or the Anthropobollockscene for short,
wherein humanity’s powers of bullshit
have irreversibly changed the planet for
the worse. In the anthropobollockscene,
men with pointless hats will sell you the
sweatshop-produced goods you know
and love for twice the price. In the anthropobollockscene, you will eat “Japanese tapas” at an “English gastropub,”
and Instagram it. In the anthropobollockscene, you think you are happy.
We are all guilty. We are all to blame.
We are all responsible. And what’s worse,
we all enjoy it.

What does this have to
do with Iceland? Let me
eat my artisan ideology in
peace!
Imagine we—that is, people in Iceland—
are living on a boat. We have now been
travelling up the western shore of the
Bullshit River for a number of years in
search of answers to our problems. Our
final destination? Shoreditch, London:
the heart of darkness in The Age of

Bullshit.
There had been whisperings that
a decorated and respected white man,
Marcus Mumford, had “gone native,”
so to speak, and was ruling the jungle as
a living god with some of his Sons, after
bringing “much-needed” improvements
and investment to the area, such as cereal
cafes and “water bars.”
As we travelled further upstream,
strange changes started to take place
among the denizens of the boat. After the
fishermen’s friends lost all of our money
in a very strange and mysterious incident
at the head of the ship, a mutiny began to
take place on the lower decks. While this
was happening, some of the more entrepreneurial upper-crusties of the crew decided to venture to the Beach of Folly to
soak up some rays, which beach, despite
its name, apparently had some very nice
Airbnbs and jam jar cocktails.
Impressed with what they had done
with the place, they handed the local white savages a funky dance video
entitled “Inspired by Boat,” and some
pamphlets advertising the boat’s whalewatching services, in exchange for a
loaned crate of beer and a newfound
sense of purpose.
This went on for some time, and with
a great degree of success. The money
started to come back onto the boat, and
we decided that the guys who lost it in the
first place probably deserved a second
chance.
As we ran out of cool boat services

In the anthropobollockscene, you will
eat “Japanese tapas”
at an “ English
gastropub,” and
Instagram it. In the
anthropobollockscene, you think you
are happy.

to trade with the savages, however, we had
no choice but to start
trading away our own belongings. We gave them
some nifty sweaters in
exchange for a food truck. We swapped
some cool albums for a Tuk Tuk. We demolished some of our cool boat venues to
make space for some shops, so those from
the shore had more places to buy stuffed
Boat memorabilia. We even began to rent
out the lifeboats [via Airbnb].
But it was not to last. The jungle was
growing colder and more hostile the further North we sailed. The people of the
boat had traded away their lopapeysur,
and what’s more, couldn’t afford the fancy anoraks we were selling to the tourists. The boat was getting bigger and bigger, and those new cabins needed filling.
“We’re just happy you’re here, Mumford
and Sons! We just are so very happy.”

The horror! The horror!
Now the news comes of a new restaurant opening onboard—one that serves
“tapas.” In jam jars. In a plank. On one
side of the plank of jars is your starter, and
on the other is your dessert. You eat your
starter, much too close to your dessert.
You don’t use clean cutlery for each new
course. You drink beer from a sixth jam
jar. You wonder how you got here.
But there is no question of “how” anymore, for everything is already going ex-

actly according to plan.
The King is in his castle
and God is in his weird
culinary landfill-chic
Heaven. You have been
pitched a fresh hellscape of a nightmare artisan cheesecake,
and it is rich and sweet on your tongue.
Like hemlock. Or a Macbook charger.

When will it end?
Sometimes, when I go out by myself, I
look across the water. And I think of all
the things. I dream of using those jam jars
to catch that which spills out of the holes
in the colander I’m inexplicably being
served fries in. I think of Swiss cheese. Of
hulls. Of holes. Our Traditional Icelandic
Boat Holes. Of escape from this mortal
coil.
Where will our bodies wash up? Some
bright new shore, populated by strange
creatures who eat food off of plates instead of egg cups? Or somewhere else?
Somewhere where even the toilet paper
is “rustic.” Where cereal is an “event.”
Where the men ride fixed-gear bicycles.
Where pipes are ironic, or unironic.
Somewhere much darker.
“And when Marcus Mumford saw
the breadth of His domain, He wept—for
there were no more worlds to conquer.”

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

NORDIC.HERITAGE.FASHION

FLAGSHIP STORE: FARMERS & FRIENDS, HÓLMASLÓÐ 2, OLD HARBOR AREA / FISH PACKING DISTRICT
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF RETAILERS IN ICELAND

WWW.FARMERSMARKET.IS

Can´t catch the Northern Lights?
Don´t worry, we have already done it for you

ver

Maritime
museum
CCP

Hotel
Marina

The
Northern
Light Center

Visit us and experience our multimedia exhibition
It's only a ten-minute walk from the city center

The old
harbour
Harpan
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið
fleemarket

www.aurorareykjavik.is

Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík
Open every day from 09:00 - 21:00
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Sex | Goddess

Betty Dodson Will
Teach You To Sex
Correctly

NACS And
You
Intrigued by what exactly societies of
sexologists do? Want to know more about
the upcoming sex conference? So did
we! We had a chat to NACS’s Sigga Dögg
about sex in the sagas, experts and "sex
days."

Words by Melissa Coci
Photos courtesy of Betty Dodson

The NACS conference

October 1-4

An Icelander, an Australian and a Yank walk into a bar.
The Icelander (a few drinks ahead of the others, naturally)
brags: “Sex is so great here. We start the earliest in the
world, we have liberal attitudes, and LET’S GET DRUNK
AND SHAG.” The Australian blushes and drinks a beer, as
both are shushed by the American, silver-haired, 85 years
old and sober. “Y’all know nothing. Gather round and
learn from the Godmother of Masturbation.”
If you’ve never heard of Betty Anne Dodson (BAD), this article may just change
your life. At the fantastically advanced
age of 85, Ms. Dodson has been there and
done everything. She is a sex-positive
feminist pioneer (introducing the vibrator into the mainstream world), masturbation advocate, sexual educator (with a
PhD to prove it), controversial artist and
author.
And she is coming to Iceland!
Ahead of her appearance as keynote
speaker for the upcoming Nordic Association of Clinical Sexology (NACS) conference held in Reykjavik this October, we
asked Ms. Dodson to share some sexual
wisdom.

Nords do it better
(Maybe)
Have you had much exposure to
the Nordic regions’ attitudes and
culture around sex? What, if any,
are the main differences you can
note between American and Nordic sex cultures?
Carlin [Ross, Betty’s business partner
and co-editor of the website www.dodsonandross.com] and I have spent time
in Oslo, and in the past I made several
trips to Amsterdam. While the laws are
far more liberal than ours, the basic lifestyles of monogamous marriages still
dominate. During my last presentation
in Oslo, we thought we'd really bombed
but were later told that Norwegians don't
show open enthusiasm. Afterward, many
came up to express their appreciation,
while during my talk, they all remained
very reserved.
While those brought up in Nordic
sex culture think of themselves as sexually liberated, they unknowingly base
their sex information on the male model
of sexuality, i.e. a penis inside a vagina.
This is basically the pro-creative model, a
sex style that rarely results in orgasm for
most women.
The average age of first time
heterosexual penile-vaginal sex
for Icelanders is 15.6, apparently

a world record. As an advocate for
using masturbation as a way to
learn about your sexuality and enhance sexual satisfaction, do you
believe there is a link between beginning partner sex at a younger
age and sexual satisfaction/dissatisfaction?
Personally I think 15.6 is basically a
young girl getting “fucked,” which produces an ejaculation for the boy, confusion for both and utter dissatisfaction for
her. What country teaches sexual pleasure, which would mean “Orgasms for
Two?” That’s the title of my second book
that is still available at Amazon, but never
really sold that well. Seems the world is
not THAT interested in both parties enjoying orgasms.
While we know Mother Nature (or
biology) supports the continuation of her
species, a penis inside a vagina gets top
billing. That's what we call a “sex drive.”
HOWEVER, when it comes to end pleasure, it's more likely to happen for the
boy, but rarely the girl. Most young boys
today are obsessed with “making a girl
come” which gave rise to female ejaculation as a sure sign. But squirting is NOT
the same as having an orgasm.
First, a girl must have some form of
birth control or she'll end up with a teen
pregnancy. While the teens are an ideal
time to procreate, physically, neither
the girl nor the boy are ready to become
parents. Unless she has explored her
sexual body via masturbation, most teen
girls are pre-orgasmic. Meanwhile, most
boys have discovered that marvelous toy
hanging down between their legs and
they are already happy masturbators.
They can't wait to get their penises inside a warm wet vagina to prove they’re
a man—not just a wanker!

Listen and learn
What would be your best piece of
advice for teenagers in Iceland in
regards to sex?
Masturbate freely and privately without
shame or guilt. Ideally sharing manual
sex between teens is a great way to begin
their sex lives. They can talk about what

Reykjavik Natura
Icelandair Hotels

https://events.artegis.com/
event/NACS2015

a partner and in a group setting. Sexual
they liked and what worked. If kids advance to oral sex, it must be mutual. Once pleasure is an antidote to violence.
birth control is in place, intercourse with
What's next for Betty Dodson?
some kind of clitoral stimulation before,
To continue expanding Dodson and
during or after is usually necessary in orRoss’s “Army of Orgasmic Women” by
der for the girl to enjoy her orgasm. Sex
making Bodysex Workshops available
educators MUST challenge the elusive
“vaginal orgasm” and put Freud in his worldwide. It entails women teaching
sex to women via
place as misguided. If
first-person sharing.
it happens, great, but it "Most young boys
Once a woman unis NOT the gold stantoday are obsessed
derstands her sexual
dard of sex.
response, she can then
Dodson and Ross with “making a girl
show her individual
promote clitoral stim- come” which gave
ulation with vaginal
rise to female ejacula- lover(s). This process
will eventually repenetration at the
place pornography as
same time. While tion as a sure sign.
the primary source of
there are a few women But squirting is NOT
who do not want their
the same as having an sex education, which
has been devastating
clits to be touched,
for women. Online
I suspect it's due to orgasm. "
porn is simply jerk-off
clumsy handling by
entertainment based on male fantasies
an unsuspecting partner. Women need to
that do NOT factor in women's desires or
show their lovers what they like instead
sexual needs.
of faking orgasms. More communication
as well as lubrication!
You have achieved so much and
helped so many people—will you
In your recently released memoir
ever get to rest on your laurels and
[‘Betty Dodson: My Sexual Membask in your achievements? You
oir’, 2014], you talk about how you
deserve to be made a modern-day
learnt early on that for you alcohol
secular saint of some sort!
and sex weren’t a good mix. IceActually I'm aiming for a Nobel Peace
landers are infamous for forging a
Prize for ending the war between the
link between severe drunkenness
sexes. Unfortunately, many of us first
and sex from a pretty early age.
learn about violence within our nuclear
What advice would you have in
families. It's the rare household that
regards to alcohol and sex?
functions with equality in work, play,
Alcohol is a stupid drug because it's a depressant. While it lowers our inhibitions money and sexual pleasures. Women are
most of us don't know when to stop. The a long way off from being equal to men.
Yes, we have made some strides and I'm
person takes a drink and then the drink
grateful for that. My hope for the future
takes a drink. I am a BIG supporter of
lies with the kids growing up with the
marijuana as the perfect aphrodisiac. Although it's rare in my experience, pot can internet. WikiLeaks and the hacktivists
also be overdone. The ideal situation will have shown us new possibilities with
freedom of information. It's time we
always be two healthy young bodies coninclude freedom of sexual information
sciously exploring sexual pleasures without shame or guilt with both being able to from women's perspectives, that will lead
discuss what feels good, better and best, to more happy orgasms for everyone who
wants them.
sexually speaking.
--Betty truly believes in sexual informaMake love, not war
tion being freely available. Her website
(www.dodsonandross.com) is a wealth
After decades as a sex educator, do
of information on any sexual topic you
you believe attitudes towards sex
could imagine (including zoophillia. You
have changed much for the better
have been warned). So this October, if you
since you began your work, and
see a foxy octogenarian strolling down
how/why not?
I wish I could report more progress, but Laugavegur, feel free to thank her for (as
alas, I cannot. The main obstacles I see her MO states), “liberating women one orgasm at a time.” Surely that is something
are organised religion and conservative
governments; both are authoritarian in we can all get excited about.
order for a few to control many. Until
society agrees that masturbation is the
foundation for all sexual activity, we will
remain in the dark ages of sex with the
ability to enjoy our orgasms alone, with

What are the main topics being
discussed at the conference this
year with its theme 'Sexual Expression and Pleasure'?
The topics range from HIV prevention,
determinants of female orgasm, sex in
the Icelandic sagas, lifestyle group sex,
premature ejaculation, sexual desire and
satisfaction, sexual pleasure to erotica in
art. Anything and everything related to
sex in one form or another will be discussed by leading experts in the field of
sexology.
What does NACS believe are the
biggest issues in terms of Nordic
sex culture in 2015? What are the
hot topics?
Hot topics include getting local governments to formalise and standardise
sexual education for kids and teenagers,
along with ensuring that a qualified professional reviews the material and trains
the teachers who teach sex education.
NACS works hard to maintain a professional field of sexologists that have the
appropriate training. A lot of people enjoy
talking about sex and are often self-titled
"sexperts.” However, they might not have
had any formal education or training. Sex
positivity is the name of the game and all
the countries involved want to work hard
to support and learn from one another to
further the field of sexology. Funding is
always a hot topic in relations to free clinics, education and counselling for sexual
health matters.
With the conference being held
in Iceland this year, how do Icelandic sexologists aim to impress
sexologists from the other Nordic
countries?
There are three certified sexologists in
Iceland, but many more specialists working in the field, although they lack a degree. In my opinion, the fact that Betty
Dodson agreed to attend in a heartbeat
shows how the Icelandic sexologists
think and just go do, without hesitation.
She is one of the queens of sexology and
even though we are a small organisation,
Kynís (the Icelandic sexology association) is still a relevant and powerful voice
in the international community. Kynís
hosts Sex Days (“Sex Dagar”) biannually,
where six sex related events are held on
as many days. Last year that included a
shibari show and an open mic night in a
local bookstore, where authors of books
on sexuality read from their books. I believe that this year’s conference will be
amazing—whenever 100 or more sexologists gather, you’ll find some serious
laughter and raunchy jokes.
The NACS conference will be held in Reykjavik on October 1-4. Find more information here: http://events.artegis.com/lw/el
/730c4ef97b0f7eabbb80880ae992e598/
Welcome%20page.html

Who needs oil
when you have rain?
Landsvirkjun is one of Europe’s
leading renewable energy companies.
Visit our new interactive exhibition at
Ljósafoss Power Station and discover
the possibilities of renewable energy.

Ljósafoss Power Station is a 45 minute drive from
Reykjavík, close to Thingvellir National Park.
Free admission 10 am – 5 pm every day.
Route information at landsvirkjun.com/visitus

Don’t miss the opportunity to stand on
and explore Vatnajökull Glacier. This is
one of the most unique and memorable
experiences Iceland has to oﬀer!
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The Route To The
Westman Islands Is
Paved With Good
Intentions
Words by Gabríel Benjamin
Photo by Hörður Sveinsson

Social
Control

Icelanders have by and large turned their back on the onceprevalent notion that women are responsible for ensuring that they do not get raped (such as by refraining from
dressing a certain way, or drinking too much). Activist and
civic feminist movements, like those that spurred on various social media outbursts and protest marches such as the
annual SlutWalk, have played a large part in achieving this,
making terms like “slut shaming,” “victim blaming,” and
“rape culture”—formerly only heard in activist circles—a
firm part of the modern mainstream vocabulary.
However, such changes do not come easily. This was demonstrated late last month,
when grassroots forces clashed with the
proud denizens of the Westman Islands
in a fierce debate. A few days before the
commencement of the islanders’ beloved
Merchant’s Weekend festival, Þjóðhátíð
í Eyjum (which annually attracts thousands of party hearty Icelanders), local
police commissioner Páley Borgþórsdóttir sent a memo to the festival’s responders, ordering a media embargo on all instances of sexual assault. She reminded
the responders that they were bound to
secrecy on matters concerning criminal
investigations, noting that the media had
in the past focused overly on incidents of
sexual violence at Þjóðhátíð.
Páley further reasoned that the police
would not be informing the media about
reported instances of sexual assault over
the weekend for the sake of victims—who
were particularly vulnerable so soon after the trauma—and to protect investigative interests.
They would, however, continue disclosing on a daily basis the number of
narcotic and violent crime arrests at the
festival.
Sexual assault crisis centre Stígamót’s
annual reports showed that from 20042014, 87 people came to the organisation
seeking counselling after being assaulted
at the festival. The centre’s spokesperson, Guðrún Jónsdóttir, told us over the
phone that while she didn’t think Páley’s
intentions were bad, her approach was
wrong. “I agree that media attention can
be difficult for victims,” Guðrún said,
“but it is also difficult and disrespectful
when there’s no coverage—reporting on
the matter is saying that what happens to
them is so serious that it is newsworthy.”

Opinions split
by postcode
Páley’s memo was inevitably leaked to
the media, spurring a heated discus-

sion that begat numerous articles and
op-eds. Many stepped forth to condemn the embargo, including both of
Iceland’s journalist unions (who said
it was anti-democratic and only served
the interests of abusers), and numerous SlutWalk organisers (who said,
amongst other things, that it was a step
in the wrong direction for rape survivors),
Furthermore, clinical psychologist
and sexual assault treatment specialist
Sjöfn Evertsdóttir told state broadcaster RÚV that she viewed careful disclosure of such information as justified,
a possible deterrent against further
crimes.
Two rape survivors from previous Þjóðhátíð festivals came forward
during the debate. Brynhildur Yrsa
Guðmundsdóttir, who was gang raped
at Þjóðhátíð eighteen years ago, told
newspaper DV that Páley wasn’t doing
rape victims any favours, that she was
in effect silencing and shaming them.
Counter to that, Marta Möller, who was
raped at Þjóðhátíð in 2006, stated in a
Facebook post that she had found all
the media attention her case received
overwhelming—she felt Páley was doing the right thing, protecting victims
from further harm.
Others that came to Páley’s defence are all either former or current
residents of the Westman Islands. This
includes mayor Elliði Vignisson (who
blamed sensationalist media for purposefully misleading the debate); Hjalti
Jónsson, head of Þjóðhátíð’s response
team (who said that untimely reports
on some cases had caused undue harm
to rape survivors); and former National Broadcasting Director Páll Magnússon (who condemned the “media
circus” that ensued from the leaked
memo, calling it the worst he’d ever
witnessed). “Calling [the memo] an attempt to silence the debate,” Páll wrote,
“is sophistry, and an abuse of the term.”

Straight from the commissioner

Elephants are never
forgotten

Despite the controversy (and no shortage of attacks on her character), Páley did
not reverse her orders, and it wasn’t until August 4—two days after the festival
concluded—that the sexual assault ward
of Landspítalinn hospital in Reykjavík
broke the news that they had tended to
three female Þjóðhátíð attendees that
weekend. Soon thereafter, the Westman
Islands police issued a press release about
the festival, including details about two
sexual assault charges. The statement
contained information about when the
alleged rapes took place, and how in one
case a suspect had been hunted down and
apprehended on the festival grounds.
We reached out to Páley, who has a
history representing sexual assault victims as a lawyer. When asked, she told us
that she was a feminist. “I’m not in Iceland’s Feminist Association, but I believe
women should enjoy the same liberties as
men,” she said.
She said the point of the gag order had
been to give victims the space to heal, instead of plastering their stories onto the
front pages of newspapers. “You have to
give people space to deal with things one
day at a time,” she said, “and then give
them the opportunity to decide for themselves whether to publicise their trauma
or not.”
When we pointed out how police
press releases generally don’t include
identifying information about victims
of crimes, Páley responded that it didn’t
matter, because in such a small society it’s
easy to find out who’s in the emergency
room or locked up in a cell. When asked
if her post-festival press release had been
too specific and difficult for the victims
so soon after their trauma, she agreed it
had been released sooner than she would
have liked, but argued that her hand had
been forced by Landspítalinn’s untimely
announcement.

Jóhanna Ýr Jónsdóttir, who was born in
the Westman Islands, founded Bleiki Fíllinn (“The Pink Elephant”), a prevention
group, in 2013. She explained over the
phone that she felt the festival had grown
too big. “When you have that many people in one place, they become difficult to
police,” she said. Jóhanna emphasised
how much Þjóðhátíð means to the Westman Islanders, and how sensitive they
are to any kind of criticism of it. Having
moved to the mainland, she said she now
understands some of the criticism levied
against the festival, which she believes is
in some ways deserved, while noting that
she feels Páley’s memo was taken out of
context.
Bleiki Fíllinn focuses on promoting
consent education, which Jóhanna says
is absolutely vital when so many people
get together and so much alcohol is consumed. Due to logistical difficulties, the
group wasn’t at Þjóðhátíð in full force this
year, Jóhanna said, adding that the recent
debate underlines the need for their presence. “We have to be present in 2016,” she
continues. “I feel like the locals want us
to there to show we’re not just hiding our
heads in the sand. Nobody wants rapes to
accompany festivities and drinking.”
-It is worth noting that at present, the different police precincts have complete autonomy over whether they publish details about
sexual assaults in their daily reports or not.
Páley’s superior, the Minister of the Interior, has remained quiet about the whole
affair, and there has been no indication of
policy change.

We reached out to Guðbjörg Linda Rafnsdóttir, a professor of sociology at the University of Iceland. When asked, Guðbjörg
said that she had indeed noticed a devout
loyalty among Westman Islanders, who
all seem to want to defend Páley’s actions.
“It looks like a case of social control,” she
said, “which is a form of enforced conformity that’s not uncommon in a small
town environment.”
Guðbjörg said that judging by the
recent debate, the festival is obviously
very important to the islanders’ identity, which resulted in their attempts to
disassociate it from discussion of sexual
violence, and taking any form of critique
as an attack. “I’m sure everyone meant to
do the right thing,” she said, “but they all
ended up reaching the same conclusion
because their society formed a policy in
response to the criticism—and the individuals all conformed to it.”

Þjóðhátíð í
Eyjum
The Merchants’ Weekend is celebrated
during the first weekend of August, and
its largest outing, Þjóðhátíð í Eyjum,
takes place in the Westman Islands’
Herjólfsdalur valley. The bash was first
thrown in 1874, and has been held annually (with a few breaks) since 1920. Festival officials tell us that 10-14,000 people
have attended each year since 2010.
Þjóðhátíð is the pride of the community, with much of the local population
involved in setting it up, manning booths,
and selling fried puffin and hot dogs—
even the children join in, helping clean
the site after each day. White tents pop up
all around the valley, and a massive stage
is erected on which Iceland’s most popular bands perform. The fest concludes
with the lighting of flares, a communal
brekkusöngur (“slope singalong”), a bonfire, and fireworks.
In recent years, Þjóðhátíð has gained
a reputation as being a hotbed of debauchery, violence and sexual assaults.
Concurrently, the festival’s organisers
and town officials have been criticised
for being reportedly unreceptive and defensive towards any kind of criticism and
attempt to mend the situation.
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Body

Talk
Two creative forces take
on new roles, prepare
to shake things up

Words by Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir
Photos by Saga Sig

Halldóra Geirharðsdóttir and Erna Ómarsdóttir are performers who, although their reputations precede them,
are too busy making quality work to spend much time
bathing in the limelight. In fact, they may very well be
the kinds of creative forces that a nation takes for granted—despite them being the backbones of their respective
artistic fields.
Halldóra is an actress, director and author who has
been on contract with the Reykjavík City Theatre for
twenty years, and who has recently earned special public favour for her straight-shooting vision of Iceland’s political future, prompting some to challenge her to run for
President in the upcoming elections. Erna is a dancer and
choreographer who—after having achieved measurable
international success (appearing in music videos for the
likes of Björk and Placebo, and collaborating with artists
such as Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and Jan Fabre)—has just taken up her post as the new artistic director of the Icelandic
Dance Company. The two will be collaborating on at least
one upcoming production this fall. We present to you, the
two of them in conversation.
Erna Ómarsdóttir: When I started
dancing it was just physical, just about
moving the body and training the muscles and all that.
Halldóra Geirharðsdóttir: Overcoming the flesh.
EÓ: At some point you start to find that
isn’t enough, especially with age. In the
beginning, it didn’t even occur to me that
dance was something that you could…
HG: Make poetry out of?
EÓ: Yeah, you were just in this kind of
show business. But then, when I was a
teenager, I saw a show at an arts festival

that sort of turned something on in me.
I started to understand that it’s possible
to use this form to express your views on
the problems in the world; that you can
use dance to take part in the conversation, so to speak. That it’s just another
way to express oneself.
HG: I was thinking about this, because
I’m in a production of ‘Billy Elliot’, and I
was never in jazz ballet or anything so I
don’t know about the body in this way—
the angles of the body, that is. And the
dance training for this role is the hardest thing I have ever done. I really bow
down to those who do this for a living,
because I think it’s so incredibly hard,
and I find it to be such violence.

EÓ: Yes, it is borderline sado-masochistic. It’s a bit strange, what dancers
do; this training of the body and going
through the pain to get to the pleasure at
the end. It’s a great outlet, but it’s hardcore work.
HG: It’s incredible.
EÓ: It is weird! But isn’t it just like training for a marathon?
HG: Maybe, but not really. It’s the precision in the movements that requires such
intense training. It’s more like being a
classical musician.
EÓ: Yes.
HG: In a dance like I’m doing in ‘Billy
Elliot’, or in any classical dance, there’s
no room for creativity. Except for maybe
inside of you, but there’s no room for creativity in the steps. Don’t get me wrong,
I’m a mover. I can show up and ooze energy on a dance floor. But that’s not the
same thing.
EÓ: That’s very important too, though.
I’m very fond of people who are untrained but who just have their own personal…
HG: Have access to something.
EÓ: Yes, because when you’ve trained a
lot it’s difficult to find something unique,
because everyone’s molded into a similar
form.

Rock me amadeus
It’s interesting how you describe
classical dance as being a strict
formula that is perhaps a bit
didactic and creatively restrictive

different words.
for the performers. You say it’s
the same for classical musicians,
EÓ: But it means the same.
but is it true also for actors? How
much freedom do you experience
HG: In the end it means the same.
within the frame of a theatre
piece?
I wonder what you have to say
HG: I have very rarely felt that I was on
about the difference between
railroad tracks. And I experience freetheatre, dance and music perfordom in just stepping differently to the
mance, especially considering
ground each time I say the same senyour background in
tence. I experience a
music, Halldóra, and
lot of freedom within “I say: Only women
the frame of the play, now in the upcoming your work with the
concert form in your
but I perhaps didn’t
presidential race.
dancing, Erna. The
experience as much
last time I interfreedom when I was There’s been a man
viewed you, Erna,
starting out in drama for twenty years, let’s
school. That’s maybe
just say: Only women you mentioned how
in traditional stage
something that you
realise later—how to can run. Isn’t that just performance, there
is no pause—that is to
allow yourself to ex- alright?”
say, everything pretty
pand into something
much has to happen
that at first seems very
one thing after the other. But in a
simple, even constricting. Then, slowly,
concert there is this sort of breath
you find an opening. As the years go by
between songs, a break.
I feel like I’m more and more trained in
EÓ: Yes, it was definitely freeing for me
that opening. And feeling free. And then
it’s just a question of who’s in charge, to experience the concert form, and this
whether they allow you to feel free or pause between songs. I love that pause,
because it’s like a window. It’s a place
not—whether he or she wants results imwhere you can preach, and say all sorts
mediately, or senses an active exploraof things.
tion and finds that to be interesting. And
When you’re making a dance piece,
the only time, really, that I don’t feel free
it’s usually such a hassle in a way, nothwithin a role is if the person directing me
ing can go wrong. If you mess up the
is always waiting for a result. Then I feel
steps it becomes this big problem. But
suffocated.
in the concert structure, if the song gets
messed up in some way you just start
EÓ: I‘m the same when I’m working for
someone, I can’t just start with 1, 2, 3, 4, over. And you’re allowed to do that. It’s
somehow more permissible. Maybe it’s
5. I have to have time to improvise, often
also because I’m a visitor when I’m using
for a long time.
the concert form, and then I allow myself
to break the rules and am less aware of
HG: It can be difficult for whoever is acting opposite me, if he or she is waiting the taboos.
for a prompt or keyword, because they
often don’t come, because sometimes I HG: I was in a rock band before I started
mess up the words. I always say the right studying theatre, and I’ve always said
thing, though—I just often say it with that the easiest thing in the world is be-
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Halldóra
Geirharðsdóttir
Occupation
“I’m an actress, a director and an author. And a mother. And a wife! And
a brother and a sister and a friend. A
very good friend!"

ing a rock star. You’ve practised the song,
everybody knows the song, and you can
start over if you have to. And then in between songs you’re allowed to say whatever, you can take up all the space you
need. There is this incredible freedom.
EÓ: I agree.

Let it go
You mention the pause as being a
kind of “window,” Erna. You used
the same metaphor, Halldóra,
when you accepted a Gríma [at the
Icelandic Theatre Awards] earlier
this year. You said that when one
is presented with a window one
has to use it to say what one feels
has to be said. Are there things
you feel you have a responsibility
to express given your positions or
prestige?
EÓ: When I realised that dance was not
just about moving your body, that it was
possible to use it to express everything
that one wanted to say, it became really
important to me to pursue it. Because
I’m so bad at talking and at expressing
myself with words. So this was my way.
HG: For me it’s that as I get older I’m realising more and more where I need to
shoulder responsibility. It’s also because
I’ve been raising a bunch of kids, and
I’ve been learning to teach them to take
responsibility and also learning when I
need to step in and when not to. I feel like
those things go hand-in-hand. But I also
have a very strong need to do things that
are just for fun. Just nonsense.
EÓ: You have to have both.
HG: And I just say: The more nonsense
the better. There is so much truth in silliness, so much unexpected truth that
sneaks out. And if you don’t allow yourself to get a little mixed up and mess
around a bit, you’ll stop surprising yourself.
EÓ: Absolutely.

HG: A year ago I decided my motto
would be: More nonsense. Don’t take everything so seriously.
EÓ: Often when we’re working in
groups, the best things happen during
the coffee breaks, when everyone’s just
relaxed and goofing around.
HG: The nonsense seems like it doesn’t
come from a deep place but it does. The
truth seeps through.
EÓ: I think that once you start working
with people who allow themselves to be
silly, you get this feeling of freedom. You
just realise suddenly: Yes, this is allowed.

Shake it off
The two of you are working
together in a upcoming production of Njáls Saga which will be a
collaborative effort between the
Reykjavík City Theatre and the
Icelandic Dance Company this
fall.
EÓ: Yes. It’s not going to be Njála by the
book, more like speculations out from
the text.
HG: Whatever speaks to us.
EÓ: I think that could be quite interesting.
HG: And I think it varies quite a lot what
Njála inspires in each and every person.
EÓ: Yes, exactly.
HG: And maybe there’s some freedom
in not letting the Njáls Saga specialists
tell us what’s in Njáls Saga. There’s already been a lot of that. So this is more
like, where does Njáls Saga turn on our
creative juices? And isn’t that also completely valid? Instead of always just being on a strict literary level. To see what
other parts of the body it speaks to.
So the performers will be very
involved in making up the show?

Background

HG: Yes, that’s the idea. When you go
into this kind of project, you first realise
how incredibly little you know about it,
and kind of want to talk about it as little
as possible because you’re supposed to
be an expert before you even begin.
EÓ: I feel that when one does this kind
of project, it’s most often because one is
curious, and, yes, maybe doesn’t know
all that much about it. So it becomes like
a research project. Often something that
one is a little bit afraid of.
Njáls Saga is a very exciting project,
and a little different than what the company has been a part of before. We’ve
collaborated with the theatre in the past,
but then it’s been more like musicals,
'Mary Poppins' and the like. This is a
new kind of collaboration.
HG: There’s more creative energy, somehow.
EÓ: Yes, and everyone a part of the creative process, the actors and the dancers
are all part of that.
HG: I can’t wait.
EÓ: The process is almost more exciting
than the end result. Of course it will be
great if the result is something interesting but it’s also important that the process be something juicy.
They are so fun, these processes that
are not just about doing exactly what the
director tells you.
HG: You don’t know when you set off
what the result is going to be, you just
know that there is something you have
to get off your chest.

John, I’m only dancing
It hasn’t been all that common
recently to mix theatre together

with different art forms like
dance and music. Not on the
stages of major theatre institutions in Iceland, at least. With the
exception of some musicals.
EÓ: That’s true. But there are a lot of individual artists who do cross-disciplinary work. Although it seems to confuse
people and even make them angry if an
artist tries to step out of his or her main
genre. We are always trying to put things
into boxes and keep them safe in the
boxes. But the three visual artists who
we are collaborating with on the show
that will be the opening performance of
the next Reykjavík Arts Fesival, ‘FÓRN’
[“SACRIFICE”]—Gabríela Friðriksdóttir, Matthew Barney and Ragnar Kjartansson—all of them are freely stepping
in and out of their genre. So I thought it
would be great to collaborate with them
on something that we don’t know what
to call, but for now we’re describing as a
borderline musical.
This piece ['FÓRN'] is very much
about these main rituals that we have
and what they mean to us today. And at
the same time, it is simply an ode to artistic creation.
Because it’s, well, kind of important.
Art and religion used to be very connected from the beginning, but now the two
have separated. Before, all the artforms
served different religions to make them
more powerful and fill them with spirit, but what if it could be the opposite?
There is so much spirit in the art itself,
and it can even save lives. I would say, at
least for me, that it saved my life to find
dance or to have found myself in dance.
When people talk about art as some kind
of worthless thing that shouldn’t be supported financially by the state, I don’t
understand it. It’s hard to understand
something like that when one has always

Continues on P. 22

“I was born and raised in Reykjavík. I
studied music from the ages of six to
twenty—flute and saxophone. I was
an au pair for a year in Berlin when
I was 18—before the wall went down.
I played in a rock band as a teenager
until I was 22. Then I went into theatre school, aged 23, and have been
working in film, theatre, television,
radio, as a clown and a host of parties, and as a director and author,
ever since. Most of my work is at the
City Theatre now. I’ve won some
nominations, and some awards. I’ve
been to places, and come back... I
fell into a cult once! And then came
out. I’ve fought to be happy. But I am
happy."

Education
“I’m not a professional musician now,
but I studied it—I learned improvisation, which helps with the acting!
It was the tónlistarskóli school in
Reykjavík and quit when I got pregnant. And then, I studied theatre.”

Upcoming Projects
“I’m working on Billy Elliot now. I
went the world with my family, you
see, and when I got back, I thought
this would an easy job... but it is the
toughest job I’ve ever taken! I have to
dance and sing and act, working with
children. I’m also rehearsing 'The
Seagull' by Chekhov, working with
a director named Yana Ross—she’s
very interesting, one of the hottest
things in Europe at the moment, as
a director. I’m very excited about it.
And of course, I’m doing 'Njáls Saga'
in the winter. I’m very good at losing my child in films and theatre—it
seems to come up a lot. There’s some
tragedy in me, I think, that directors
link to."
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Erna
Ómarsdóttir
Occupation
“I’m the artistic director of the Iceland
Dance Company. I’m also a choreographer, dancer and performer. My job is
sometimes locked up in the office, but
I’m always trying to blend that with
some artistic things. I’m also a mother—
but that’s not a job, is it? Or maybe it is!"

Background

experienced art as something so important in one’s life.

Four more years
There is a sort of complicated
relationship between politics and
the arts, because there needs to be
someone making and safekeeping
artistic space. And it’s perhaps a
bit counterintuitive for artists to
think about their art from this
perspective—that is to say, not
from a creative, but rather a sort
of practical standpoint. Do you
think much about the political
dimensions of art? Perhaps with
regard to recent debates about
gender quotas in certain artistic
fields?
HG: I’m up for trying out gender quotas
wherever. If we’ve been around for a
couple thousand years and we’ve always
tilted to this one side, then I say: Can’t we
be the generation that tilts to the other
side for just a hundred years? Don’t we
have the endurance for at least that? I
say: Only women now in the upcoming
presidential race. There’s been a man for

twenty years, let’s just say: Only women
can run. Isn’t that just alright? I’m up
for having only women in positions of
power. Only women in Alþingi. Why
not? What have we got to lose? We’ve got
nothing to lose.
I don’t understand thinking only
in terms of four years. Everyone’s just
thinking as far as four years. When the
economic crash happened, people were
complaining after two years that things
hadn’t gotten better. I say: :Let’s think
about the country in terms of one hundred years. That’s why I don’t understand Kárahnjúkar [a highly disputed
dam project in east Iceland that was built
despite mass protests in the mid-aughts]
and I don’t understand aluminum smelters and I don’t understand people who
need jobs by tomorrow. Can’t we think
things a little more long-term? Do we not
have any endurance? These things don’t
even have to happen within the life-span
of my children—I’m ready to think in
terms of my grandchildren. Can’t it take
thirty or forty years? Just as long as we
know where we’re headed and we know
what we want, I think we can stand for
things to take a little time. We are in such
ideal conditions here, we should easily be

rauða húsið
yrarbakka
yrarbak

E

r e s t a u r a n t

“Very good food,
excellent service
and a very friendly
restaurant.”

“One of the best
restaurants in Iceland.
Fresh lobster, amazing
cod ﬁsh!!”
1

to Reykjavík
ca. 45 min.

1

to Þingvellir,
Gullfoss, Geysir
ca. 45-60 min.
Hveragerði

39
Selfoss

to Blue Lagoon
ca. 50 min.

Eyrarbakki

“Amazing seafood in
this little town...”

“Not to be missed. Food fabulous and
staff wonderful ... This spot is worth the
trip to the small village alone.”

raudahusid.is

Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki • tel. 483-3330

open for lunch & dinner 7 days a week

“I love that pause,
because it’s like a
window. It’s a place
where you can
preach, and say all
sorts of things.”

able to make an enviable,
long-term vision for the
future.
Would you run for
president?
HG: Me? I haven’t figured out yet a reason why I should want to. But that’s just
because I haven’t plunged myself into
thinking about the position. If I got this
role in a movie or a play, I’m sure I would
find something interesting about it and
find freedom within the frame, you
know. If I were to do it I would have to
have a very clear vision of what I was going to do with it. Because I have no interest in what it appears to be.
I saw the other day someone writing that
Jón Gnarr had been a clown of a Mayor.
And I just thought, where did this person
get that from? I can’t see that Jón Gnarr’s
mayoral term was anything but eyeopening, for everyone.
Sort of like what you were talking
about earlier, humour leading one
towards some truth. That’s maybe
what he was doing in a way.
EÓ: I never imagined taking on a position like the one I am in now, but some-

thing about how he
did things and tried to
discover new ways of
doing things was very
inspiring to me. To see
that shouldering this kind of formal responsibility doesn’t have to be limited to
doing things a certain way. It’s like that
for me to be in this position I am in now.
I’m thinking, “can I do it my way, or do
I have to do it like the people who came
before me…”

“I’ve been working as a performer with
companies and directors in Europe and
Belgium, and started in the meantime
doing my own dance works, and touring them in Europe. I have a project with
my partner also—a company called Shalala—it sits between dance and music,
and works around concepts too. We call
it a "borderline musical” when we have
to describe it! I’ve curated dance festivals
too, in Iceland and France.”

Education
"I studied in Europe—I did dance initially as a hobby, and studied in Iceland, then
I went abroad to study in Rotterdam and
then Belgium at the PARTS school, and
got my diploma there."

HG: Like it’s supposed to be done.
EÓ: Right. And what exactly is that? Like
it’s always been. Can’t it just be done a
little differently, maybe? That must also
be the reason I was asked to do this in
the first place. To do things a little differently.

Upcoming Projects
“Right now I’ve been working on restaging 'Blæði', a big piece from last year,
for some extra shows. Black Marrow, the
longest element of that piece, will then
go on tour. We’re also starting the season at the dance company with our new
choreographers—it’s going to be a very
exciting season! And I’ll be working on a
new piece myself based on a story from
an Icelandic saga. The company is also
working on a collaboration for the Reykjavík Arts Festival, something very big,
exciting and scary!”

For a special evening
with a view like no other

Kolabrautin is on
4th floor Harpa

A dinner at the elevated fourth floor of Harpa concert hall
is a destination in itself. Relax and enjoy the best Icelandic
produce complemented with a spectacular panoramic
view of Reykjavík and the surrounding horizon.

info@kolabrautin.is
www.kolabrautin.is

Reservations

+354 519 9700
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BÖRN REBELS
These punks won’t stay silent and
they are here to stay.
INTER
VIEW

Börn, Bent,
Reykjavík!

August 29 at 21:00

Kaffibarinn,
Bergstaðastræti 1

Admission: FREE

Words
Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo
Martin Sorrondeguy

Börn. It means “children.” This wasn’t the original name of the Reykjavík-based death-punk
outfit, I’m told. So I ask where it came from. All four members laugh and look at each other
expectantly, as if silently working out who is going to spill some juicy beans.
Finally Júlía, the bassist, steps up. “We got
to Börn,” she says somewhat conspiratorially, “after a violent feud with a local black
metal band.” “Norn,” drummer Fannar immediately clarifies, so there’s no mistake,
“They stole our name.” Anna Guðný, the
guitarist, rolls her eyes at the others. Reserved and undramatic, she calmly adds,
“No, we both started around the same
time.” “No!” Júlía, who is clearly the most
audacious, disagrees. “We were first!”
This starts a little bit of an argument as everyone tries to figure out the semantics of
the timeline. Finally, singer Alexandra sets
the story straight, relaying it all empirically.
“We put out stuff first, but they were playing more shows, so they got better known
as Norn.” “I like the new name better
though,” Fannar adds with a shrug.

Norn means “witch,” by the way.

Now offering
catering service!

Little moments like these are the nörm in
Börn. Hanging out with them, I feel like
I’m observing a group of siblings; that’s
how tight their relationships are. Holding
nothing back, the four have an obvious
love for each other that’s infectious. They
finish each other’s sentences and practise
standing in a circle, looking directly at
each other—feeding off each other’s raw
energy. They are just the warmest people—perhaps not what you’d expect from
a group of dirty death-punkers.

Birthing Börn

Open:
Mondays-Saturdays 11:30-22:30
Sundays 16:00-22:00

“We wanted to start a metal band,” Fannar
relays, “and we wanted to make it a political band.” Alexandra, Fannar, and Júlía
had previously played together in a group
called Tentacles of Doom. For Börn, they
enlisted their friend Anna Guðný, who they
knew to play a little guitar. What is Börn’s
ideology? “Personal politics. Feminism
and ableism,” Alexandra says seriously.
“Just our lives, you know.”
“We wanted,” Fannar continues, “to
talk about body politics—body policing—

because that is something we all have in
The group starts discussing Iceland’s
common.” All members describe body
notorious drinking culture, and how peopolicing as the intersection of feminism ple forego personal responsibility when
and ableism—other people claiming own- drunk. They mention the annual Westership over their bodies. “We’ve all had ex- mann Islands festival (see page 18). “It’s
periences with people touching us when
just kind of scary that this festival is partly
we don’t want to be touched.” Júlía ex- known for sexual assault,” Fannar states.
plains, “or people comThey mention Eistnamenting on our bodies “If things are that
flug—the metal festival
that shouldn’t be comin the east—where there
menting on our appear- much better here
were only six women
ances.”
playing the main stage.
than everywhere
Alexandra looks at
Albeism is another
else,” Júlía tells me, story. “No
me seriously. “It’s so
one really talks
imprinted in our society, “I mean how fucked about it,” Fannar tells me,
the imperative to look a up is everywhere
before revealing somecertain way.” It’s obvithing shocking: there are
ous that none of Börn’s else?”
no venues in Reykjavík
members acquiesce to
that are fully wheelchair
that. Fannar is not only
accessible. “So people
physically disabled, but
ask, ‘I wonder why there
he’s also covered in tatare no people in wheeltoos and dresses like a
chairs who come to our
hardened punk. Alexanshows?’” Júlía says,
dra has a shaved head,
“You’re not going to feel
and Júlía sports some
welcome if you can’t get
luridly blue hair. One song of theirs is
in through the door.”
called (in translation) “You Owe Me Your
Sexiness.” It’s loud with strong guitars, a
Pure punk
heavy bassline, and Alexandra’s brazen
sing-song screams overwhelming it all. But it’s Börn’s music and style on stage—
The song is about being a woman in public rather than their Icelandic lyrics, which I
spaces, about how, Júlía explains, “men, or cannot understand—that first hooked me
other people, feel that you owe them, that onto the band at Eistnaflug. Their gritty,
they’re entitled to your appearance to be
raw, and emotive punk is weirdly relatable.
good.” She boils it down for me, “You owe
Their music is angry, despairing, yet conme to look sexy for my eyes.”
fident. It’s cathartic. Now, understanding
their ideology, I get it. The punk is therapeutic. For them, too.
Setting the record straight
So, what’s next for Börn? They tell
me they’re working on an album, which
“No!” They all start shaking their heads
should be out by the beginning of the year,
and laughing when I ask about Iceland
being a so-called feminist paradise, as it’s and are planning a subsequent European
often referred to in the media, but there’s tour. They all seem relaxed and comfortan underlying seriousness and cynicism to able with the direction the band is taking.
Börn will be good for you. It’s time to
their smiles. “If things are that much better here than everywhere else,” Júlía tells jump on the Börn-wagon.
me, “I mean how fucked up is everywhere
www.borndeyja.bandcamp.com
else?”

A Must see!

Thrilling
Experience

The Golden Circle
4 departures daily

Experience
a Natural
Phenomenon

Glacier
Snowmobiling
Departures
daily

Northern Lights Tours
Up to 4 departures daily

A Once-in-a-Lifetime
Adventure

Feel the Power

South Coast
& Waterfalls
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Inside the Glacier
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Book your
tour now!
24 HOUR BOOKING SERVICE
Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
Sales office, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland
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Psychedelic Ghost
Pop, Straumur &
Airwaves

Album
Reviews

Grísalappalísa
‘Rökrétt framhald’
facebook.com/aliGrísalappalísa

All the young (old) dudes
being introspective

Straumur

Straumur radio show airs
Mondays on X977 at 23:00

www.straum.is

Words
Davíð Roach Gunnarsson & Óli Dóri
Photo
Nanna Dís

We just got our hands on the debut LP from A&E Sounds.
It’s an impeccably produced collection of dreamy psychedelic ghost pop that travels back and forth between
the upper and bottom registers of consciousness. The
soundscape is mainly made up of light acoustic strumming, woozy organs, twanging slide guitars, slow-moving
drones and reverb-drenched vocals mumbling lyrics of
bleak existential despair. It’s an atmospheric soundtrack
for a road trip in the desert with a few pit stops in ghost
towns. The album is a vinyl-only release that is beautifully designed by the band’s progenitor Þórður Grímsson, formerly of Two Step Horror, and is accompanied by
unique artwork for each of the album’s tracks. You’ll find
the album in every respectable record store, and the band
will be hosting a release party and concert on August 28
at Boston (the bar). A&E Sounds also released a mind-expanding music video for the track “Sunday Driver,” which
was made by visual artist Jonathan McCabe and draws
inspiration from the mathematical equations of Alan Turing (find it on YouTube).
Even though electronic musician
Skurken has been active for over a
decade now, he shows no signs of ageing on his latest single, which bears the
beautiful title “Straumur” (like our dear
web-zine and radio show). It starts off
with the sound of running water, before a
micro beat kicks in and an ocean of melodies and warm synth pads wash over
your head like a slow-motion waterfall.
It’s the first single from his forthcoming
LP ‘Nónfjall’, which is out in the beginning of September on the mighty fine
electronic label Raftónar. You can hear
Skurken’s “Straumur” and watch the accompanying music video on YouTube.
We are starting to get really pumped
for Iceland Airwaves festival, which is
happening on November 4-8. Earlier
this week, the festival announced its full
lineup, which includes exiting international acts like Ariel Pink, Battles,
Beach House, Hinds, Kero Kero Bonito, Mourn, QT, and Skepta (and

many more!). The festival will close with a
grand final party at the Vodafone Hall on
Sunday night, where the wonderful electronic wizards of Hot Chip will perform,
among others.

On Grísalappalísa’s debut album ‘Ali’, there’s a line in “Lóan
er komin” where singer Baldur
Baldursson growls, “Thoroughly thought out/Much practiced/Stolen
from here or there/Don’t expect that I take
responsibility or remember where it came
from” (translation mine). As a lyric-asM.O., it pretty much declares the band’s
ethos as pop-art postmodern rockers.
While many local acts try to retain a pastiche of purity in intent and form, Grísalappalísa pick and choose musical styles and
clichés as they please, retaining a high
level of camp and piss-taking that hides
an acerbic centre.
Grísalappalísa, like many Icelandic
acts, hold a dear love for the music of the
past, a love evident in their 7” series of
covers of Icelandic musical totems such
as Megas and Stuðmenn. But while ‘Ali’
had a distinctly post-punk framework,
‘Rökrétt framhald’ sees Grísalappalísa
travelling further back into the past of
rock’s back pages. The opening salvo of
“Sambýlismannablús” and “Allt má (má út)
II: Íslands er lag” sees the strident, fingerjabbing intensity replaced by a loose,
glam groove as they morph into what can
effectively be described as Roxy Music

jamming with Can while drunk on Brennivín. Meanwhile, the sleazy Benzedrine
stomp of “ABC” recalls the likes of The
Sensational Alex Harvey Band. The album’s production also displays a growing
evolution of their sound from the rawness
of ‘Ali.’ The recording/production work of
guitarist Albert Finnbogason reveals a lot
of deft touches and overdubs, including a
guitar chop on “Tík” and a cheering crowd
of children and jungle sounds on “Þurz.”
They also break out the string sections to
good effect on “Flýja” and “Sá mig í spegli
(Káinn).”
While ‘Ali’ was a concept album of morbid fetishism and self-obsession centered
around a woman named Lísa, the lyrical
themes of ‘Rökrétt framhald’ are a more
diffused, personal affair. Songs about the
odd-couple relationship with your flatmate (“Sambýlismannablús”), thinking
about love and lust while kneading pizza
dough (“Tík”) and paying attention to the
life lessons your parents gave you (“Þurz”)
are meshed with lyrical references to old
Icelandic songs, such as Súkkat’s “Vont
en það venst” and “Nóttin.” But there is a
strong swell of bitterness and exhaustion
lurking underneath the musical energy.
On “Allt má (má út) II: Íslands er lag,” Gun-

Lily The Kid
'Mainland'
facebook.com/lilykidkid

Please, Lily, release a full
album already!
I put on Lily The Kid’s EP, ‘Mainland’, early in the morning. As
Lilja’s ethereal voice emerged,
a housemate remarked that it
was “perfect morning music.” “Unless this
gives way to a wrenching punk scream—
for all we know,” I smarmily replied.
We were both pleased when the

equally ethereal piano joined in, followed
by the delicate, upbeat percussion of
their first single, “Pedro.” Then the synths.
Those smooth synths, layered like a cake.
The morning vibes only got better and better as the EP wore on.
“Breathe” progresses more slowly with
atypical, soul-inflected beats, reminiscent

nar Ragnarsson mews, “I drink the moonshine/Sleep in and ‘snooze’ the problem/
What’s so exciting on the other side of life/
Is it the blue expanse?” (translation mine).
On “Vonin blíð,” Gunnar daydreams of a
fantasy scenario of tropical climbs and
“Campari sunsets” with a loved one, but
feels uneasy at the realisation that this love
has been lost for good. And “Melankólía”
is a song that does what it says on the tin,
a dirge of torpor where the unhappiness is
embellished by a rickety tune performed
by the band swapping their instruments.
By the time we reach “Sá mig í spegli
(Káinn)” with an emotional coda provided
by the 19th Century poet Káinn, the mood
has spiralled from exuberance to a curdled downer.
‘Rökrétt framhald’ is an album that
sees Grísalappalísa’s wannabe street
toughs graduate from young party boys
to louche self-consciousness, the musical strutting, glitter and smeared make-up
covering a romantic gloom and weary pallor. It’s a road in pop and rock history that
has been well travelled (see that Roxy Music comparison again), yet is still relevant
to many introspective twentysomethings
who find the good times beginning to pale.
As such, on the first listen, ‘Rökrétt
framhald’ doesn’t have the bluff and bluster of Grísalappalísa’s debut album, which
may cause you to think that they’ve run
out of steam. But it requires several listens
for the little depths to be pondered and
savoured. It needs to grow on you for its
true colours to be revealed. And while the
incessant hype train of Iceland’s culture
industry may have moved on to other fresh
meat, these guys are going to be around
for a long while yet.
- BOB CLUNESS

of FKA twigs. “Ghost” is the simplest and
poppiest track on the record, without losing any of the intricacy of the other songs.
The EP closes with the stunningly rich title
track, which demonstrates Lily The Kid’s
ability to balance the chilliness of synths
and drum machine beats with warm, human vocals and instrumental percussion
to create an exquisite lushness.
When I learned the EP dropped several
months ago, I had to ask myself what I’d
been listening to all this time. While it may
have been early in the morning, I was late
in the game with Lily The Kid. If this happens to be your first exposure, be glad you
have time to catch up before they drop a
full album. Soon, please?
- GRAYSON DEL FARO

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

Óli Dóri and Davíð Roach document
the local music scene and help people
discover new music at www.straum.
is. It is associated with the radio show
Straumur on X977, which airs every
Monday evening at 23:00.

saegreifinn.is
<Z^gh\ViV- 101 Reykjavík  Tel. 553 1500  seabaron8@gmail.com
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[ˈkwarˌerˈeɪjaˌfjatl ̥aˌjœːkʏɬ]

or, Why Is Icelandic
Considered
Difficult To Learn?

Words Sam Wright Fairbanks
Illustration Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

For most English-speaking tourists, the Icelandic language
might be another in a long list of quaint novelties experienced from behind the padding of a tour group decked out
in matching rain slickers: a bunch of tongue-air and whispersounds in the distance as they learn, in English (that they all
speak so well!), about Viking settlers and Hidden People.
For the slightly more adventurous tourist, Icelandic may lead you down incomprehensible consonant clusters on street
signs and roadmaps (“Harold, let's take
a stroll down scenic Lowguhvegger!”
“Eunice, did you get a chance to visit
Ella-fudge-ajock-uhl?”), on billboards
and concert flyers, or on vacation tattoos (“Can I get one of those funny Ds?
Or that adorable p-looking thing?”). It's
something to be experienced, to gawk at;
or perhaps, at worst, it is a minor-but-stilljust-so-quaint-and-charming impediment
to navigating the island.
For those who dig a bit deeper, Icelandic is infamous as one of the more difficult
tongues worldwide to acquire as a second
language. Feel free to do a quick search
online to confirm—you’ll find it appears on
a whole host of fun clickbait lists (and on
more legitimate sites as well, to be fair) of
languages considered difficult to learn.
These articles are exclusively written
by English speakers—so of course English doesn't make an appearance, even
though it very, very much should. I mean,
you could spell fish “G-H-O-T-I” if you felt
like it. Also, let's not forget the travesty that
is: cough, ought, plough, rough, though,
through. English orthography (rules of
spelling, hyphenation, capitalization, word
breaks, emphasis, and punctuation in a
given language) is a bastard of the highest
caliber. But that's neither here nor there.
Mostly, Icelandic is encountered
by non-natives in passing, as a transitory haze of aural curiosity—the diegetic
soundtrack to your fairy-tale travels.
Though for a few brave souls, who for
whatever reason chose this fair island as
their long-term, or even permanent residence—or who just feel the need to learn
it for the sake of learning—the Icelandic
language becomes a formidable linguistic
foe. But what exactly is so difficult about
it? What are the potential roadblocks, pitfalls, and barriers between English speakers and fluency?
What the... Huh? How do you say that?
“English speakers come from a linguistic
background that is related to Icelandic,”
says Jón Símon Magnusson, historical lin-

ferent enough from those in English to
cause problems, both in speech and in
comprehension. The list goes on. It's a lot
to process, though not impossible by any
means.
What all of this adds up to is a language that requires the English speaker
to differentiate in hearing between minute sound differences that had before not
been differentiated, and to choreograph
the mouth in ways that are unfamiliar, infrequently accessed, or theretofore inconceivable in order to communicate.
Though there are a few ways around
some of the trickier voicing. “I often tell
them [language students], 'You can
choose where you want to come from',”
says Jón. Though Icelandic is relatively
uniform in how it is pronounced nationwide, there are some minor differences
in the north and south, specifically in how
some of the trickier consonants are realized. “It's more predictable from orthographic presentation in Akureyri Icelandic,” Jón says. So where do students most
often decide to be from? Jón says they
usually choose Akureyri.

guist and lecturer in linguistics and Icelandic language at the University of Iceland.
“In terms of lexical roots, you can see a lot
of correspondences.” Words like “book”
and “bók,” “fótur” and “foot,” “hundur”
and “hound,” “köttur” and “cat,” clearly
illustrate the historical intersection of contemporary English and Icelandic back in
the day. “But the thing that English lacks,”
says Jón, “is the floral, inflectional regalia.”
We'll return to issues of inflection in a
bit, because even before they encounter
grammar, burgeoning Icelandic speakers must first face more fundamental
This, That, The Other (x 24)
hurdles: namely, pronunciation. According to Jón, Icelandic sounds that English
Perhaps the most formidable component
speakers have the most difficulty with are of the Icelandic language is the complex
the trilled-r and pre-aspiration—meaning system of declension and conjugation.
a word like “hattur” [ˈhaʰtʏr], which feaTo a person who has studied other lantures both sounds, is rather difficult for
guages, such as Latin, German, or Russtudents to pronounce early on.
sian, these aspects of language won't be
Further, the differences between the
too much of a surprise—though I'm sure
way many consonants in Icelandic are
(s)he won't be thrilled by the prospect of
pronounced is more minute than in Engstarting anew with them.
lish. For instance, the letter b is realized
But to those who have never encounas [p] in Icelandic, and p as [ph], which in
tered such heavy inflection, the Icelandic
English is the difference between spit and system of four cases, three grammatical
pit. The same goes for t & d ([th] & [t]), genders, singular, and plural—changing
as well as k & g ([kh]
the forms of everything
& [k]—not to men- “There is no logic
all the time always—can
tion the many other behind this. This is
be a lot to process, and
sounds the letter g
something that causes presents a massive unsignifies in Icelandic,
dertaking to master. I
which again are much foreigners problems,
imagine the combined
closer together than because there's nothtears shed over charts
English speakers are
of the declined demoning about the verbs
trained to hear). Then
strative pronouns alone
come smaller rules, in the dictionary that
would be enough to fill
like a written f being would give you any
Þórisvatn lake to the
spoken as a [p] when
indication as to which brim.
before an “n,” or how
And while a major
the hv in “hvar” is re- assigns what.”
amount of grammatical
alized as a [kw]—bememorization seems
cause phonology!
like the only option, Jón informs me that
Some other sounds that English
it may not be so simple: “Over the years,
speakers will be unfamiliar with include verbs [in Icelandic] have come to assign
the ll, realized as a [l̥ ] or [tl] or even [ɬ] decases in very arbitrary ways—the lines
pending on the speaker, and vowel sounds have become slightly blurred.”
written as “ö” [œ] and “au” [øʏ], neither
The example he gives is the differof which appear in English. And even the
ence between the verbs “to open” and
remaining consonants in Icelandic, which “to close” (“opna” and “loka”). “Opna”
at first glance seem familiar, are just difassigns the accusative, and “loka” assigns

the dative. “There is no logic behind this,”
says Jón. “This is something that causes
foreigners problems, because there's
nothing about the verbs in the dictionary
that would give you any indication as to
which assigns what.”
Then there are all the irregulars and
the repetitious forms. It all just seems like
too much; and there's no way around it.
But still, it's not impossible.

The Icelandic Village
So how does one go about teaching this
multitude of possible word forms to students? And quickly, at that—one can't
simply sit in a classroom practicing conjuration forever (as totally awesome as that
might sound).
Jón speaks of a dilemma that many
language teachers face: “How do I teach
them the case system and the conjugation according to the verbs and moods
in a short amount of time? Some people
said they would prefer to let them speak
however they want. That's the dilemma
we face: Do you just give them the lexical roots and let them speak however they
want, or do you teach them properly?”
Another roadblock to learning Icelandic are the students and the Icelanders
themselves. Jón says that students are
often wary to approach Icelanders: “They
think Icelanders will be standoffish, or that
it will be difficult to penetrate Icelandic society.” Icelanders acquired their language
naturally, learning the rules as they went
along. As foreigners we learn the rules
first, and then learn to apply the language.
Though they are by no means unwilling
to engage with new speakers, it seems to
be a cultural norm for Icelanders to switch

into English almost immediately when
speaking to a foreigner, which makes the
most essential form of language practice
more of a challenge for students. “People
have to be bold when they're learning a
new language,” says Jón. “I always recommend spending time in coffeehouses
and pubs, as well as coming to class,”
he laughs. “When I was learning Faroese
I spent almost every day in coffeehouses
just taking to people and using the language.”
To combat the hesitancy of new learners and the tendencies of Icelanders to
switch to English, there is a new teaching initiative called the 'Icelandic Village.'
“There are a number of participating staff
around Reykjavík, in banks or bakeries,”
says Jón. “Students are sent to these places. The staff know that the students are
coming, and are trained not to switch to
English right away. It's a way of getting foreigners out into the city and using the language.” This provides a necessary chance
to contend with the language as it is used
day-to-day, and not just in the abstract as
a series of grammatical rules.
Jón has some final words of advice for
those learning Icelandic: “If you're learning the language and have a question,” he
says, “never ask an Icelander. Ever. Never,
ever ask an Icelander about Icelandic
grammar, unless they are a professor of
linguistics at the University of Iceland. Because they'll have no idea.”
So with a healthy dose of humility, a
copious amount of self-determination,
willingness and an eagerness to learn, it
seems that although Icelandic presents
a challenge for English speakers, it's far
from insurmountable.
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Back In Black
(And Grey)
The Iceland
Tattoo Expo is back!
Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Art Bicnick & Matthew Eisman

“There are already a hundred people waiting to get in,” organiser Andrés Hallgrímsson tells me excitedly, as we sit
down to talk. “We’re already booked out for next year.” He’s
discussing, of course, the fourth annual Icelandic Tattoo
Expo, which will, on September 4, 5, and 6, come to the
Súlnasalur lounge at Hótel Saga in Reykjavík’s west side.
With 55 international artists attending, tattoo competitions,
a pin-up contest, and a performance by burlesque/freakshow artist Elegy Ellem, if anything will persuade you to finally get that backpiece, this’ll be it.
To most people outside of the tattoo
bubble, the idea of a tattoo convention
can be confusing. What’s the point? “Iceland is very isolated,” organiser Svanur
Guðrúnarson tells me, “so we get people
from around the world that do different
styles but are really good at what they are
doing in that style.” At tattoo conventions,
a variety of artists gather in one location,
where attendees can watch live tattooing
or get some ink themselves.
“At the convention, Icelandic people
witness more styles, and it comes back

to us because then people want better
work,” says Svanur. In his view, the convention has “upped the standard of tattooing in Iceland.” Sesselja Sigurðardóttir,
a piercer who works at the convention,
adds to this: “They go there, see something and are like, ‘Wow!’ Later, they
come make an appointment.”

Miles and miles of style
The convention features a ton of styles
you won’t normally see in Iceland. For

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Icelandic Tattoo Expo

September 4-6

Hótel Saga

instance, New Zealand’s Brent McCown
So much tribal
specialises in hand-poked Ta Moko,
which is the traditional style of tattooing
The hallmark of all tattoo conventions,
of the Maori people. Ta Moko involves though, are the competitions. There’s
intricate and ornamented crescent deone “Best of Day” category, which only
signs, and Brent pokes each dot by includes tattoos done at the convention,
hand. He’ll be at the convention, as will but the others could be done at anytime,
Richard Feodorow from Sweden, who anywhere: “Best New School,” “Best Orcreates picture-perfect black and grey
namental,” “Best Traditional,” etc. Svanur
realism.
points to my half sleeve as he lists them,
From Iceland, most of the tattooers
saying, “You could enter that if you want.”
from Íslenska HúðExpect to see a lot
flúrstofan, Bleksmið- When asked what
of ornamental work
jan Húðflúr, Sweet used to be popular in
and mandalas, which
Hell Tattoo, and Tat- Iceland, all immediately Svanur, Andrés, and
too og Skart will be
Sesselja all agree are
attending, so it’s laugh. “Tribal,” Andrés
very popular now.
the perfect place to says with a grin, “a
When asked what used
scope out each art- whole lot of tribal, for a to be popular in Iceist if you’re considerland, all immediately
ing getting some ink. very long time.”
laugh. “Tribal,” Andrés
Look at their portfosays with a grin, “a
lio, talk to them, buy a print, and most whole lot of tribal, for a very long time.”
importantly, get a taste of their process
Things have been changing though.
up close and personal.
Though all the artists agree that the IceNervous? Don’t be. Conventions
landic tattooing scene is usually five to ten
aren’t just for tattoo vets. Sesse tells me
years behind the rest of the world, custhey’ll be plenty of people there getting
tomers have just began to get into larger
their first piece, and plenty getting their
pieces like full sleeves and backpieces.
fifteenth. “It’s a good place to get ideas
They are very pleased about this.
for later on. Decide if you like or want
something,” she says.

icelandictattooexpo.com

Tattoos are for the children
Sesselja and Andrés are particularly excited about the pin-up contest, which
was a big success at last year’s convention. This is not a beauty patent in the
Miss USA sense—no, this one is about
attitude. “You could be fifty kilos or ninety
kilos, it doesn’t matter,” Sesselja explains.
“If you’re sassy, you can win!” Andrés
continues, “There’s no age limit, there’s
nothing.”
Unsurprisingly, the convention is a
very popular destination for overseas tattooers. “Everyone wants to come here,”
Sesselja tells me. “But we’re trying to get
the Icelandic tattoo community together—
so any Icelandic artist can just call and
ask for a booth—it would be best if that
happened eight months before the convention, though.”
If you’re still worried—trust me, tattoo
conventions are not just bikers and rock
’n’ roll. Svanur, André, and Sesselja continually stress that the convention is for
families. “Entry is free for kids under the
age of twelve!” Sesselja notes. So start
thinking about what you want, ‘cause this
only happens once a year.

ENNEMM / SÍA / NM69062

Spectacular Whale Exhibition
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“Power and grace”
This is a new exhibition. Not intimidatingly big or
scientific, it gives a vivid, unforgettable realisation
of the power, grace and magnificence of these
huge sea-creatures.
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Come and see full-scale models of the 23 whale species that have been found off Iceland’s
coastal waters. Walk amongst life-size models, check out the interactive media and explore
these majestic creatures in our family-friendly exhibition.
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Walk Amongst the Giants

WELCOME TO OUR CAFÉ | GET A SOUVENIR IN OUR GIFT SHOP | BOOK A WHALE WATCHING TOUR
Fiskislóð 23-25 | Reykjavík | Tel. +354 571 0077 | Open every day 9 am – 7 pm | www.whalesoficeland.is

obsidian pieces
Award winning performance by the world reknown choreographers
Erna Ómarsdóttir, Damien Jalet and Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui
Original music by Ben Frost
Only two performances at Reykjavik City Theater
30. august at 20:00 and 6. september at 20:00

Winner of three
Icelandic Performing
Arts Awards
Best Choreography
Best Performance by
dancer
Best Original Music

“I really cannot recommend this show enough”

Grapevine - AM

“This is first and foremost about the experience.
The forces that fill the space, the music that takes
over the hearing and admiration of the wonderful
creation, which is the human body”

THE GUARDIAN

Pjatt.is - MG

“captivated the whole audience in a way that
at times I feared I might forget to breathe”
Fréttablaðið - SGM

Iceland Dance Company
is located at
Reykjavik City Theater (Borgarleikhúsið)

Listabraut 3
103 Reykjavik
Iceland

www.id.is
+354 568 8000

Tickets are availble at www.id.is/en/
and at the City Theater box office
daily from 10-18 at +354 568 8000
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The Goats At
Háafell Are G.o.a.t.

INTER
VIEW

Remembering the plight of the noble
Icelandic goat, at the Háafell Goat Farm
Words
Ciarán Daly
Photo
Art Bicnick

When Jóhanna Bergmann Þorvaldsdóttir’s goat farm ran into financial difficulties a couple
of years ago, it looked like the end of the line for the Icelandic goat. Nearly one year on
from a successful crowdfunding campaign to save the farm, the Háafell goat centre is leading the way in goat conservation, with Jóhanna working hard to breed more goats—and
produce new and exciting goat products. We caught up with her in the farm’s well-tended
rose garden to see how things are going.
Special species
Last year, you ran a crowdfunding
campaign to save the Icelandic
goat, right?
This farm was saved last autumn thanks
to crowdfunding. We had donors from
all over the world—from places as far as
South Korea, Nepal, and Malaysia. It was
really amazing. I got enough money to deal
with the bank and start over.
So this autumn, we are starting to
build a cheesemaking room—a little house
on the side of this building—to make some
goat cheese. Right now, the goats’ cheese
I have is made at Erpsstaðir—a little dairy
farm that does ice cream and skyr. Would
you like to taste?
Sure!

All you need
in one place

H`aVkgjhi\jg&.
 iZa#/ (*)**'&-.%
ONLY
SWEATER
SELECTION,
NO KNITING
MATERIAL

GVY^hhdc7aj!=iZaH6<6
 iZa#/ (*)*+'),-AVj\VkZ\jg*(W
 iZa#/ (*)*+'&-.%
www.handknit.is

[At this point, Jóhanna leaves the room
briefly, only to return with two jars of goat
cheese. It receives the official Grapevine
verdict of “confirmed deliciousness.”]
Nom. MMM. Okay, so what makes
the Icelandic goat so unique?
They are now a special species, because
they have been isolated here for 1100
years. No goats have been imported in
that time. They are therefore the purest
old breed you find in Europe—similar to
our horses.
I read that there were not many
Icelandic goats left when you
launched the campaign. What
happened to them?
In the old days, a lot of goats came with
the Vikings. But then it got colder—there
was this mini Ice Age, we call it—around
the 12th or 13th century. People needed fat

meat to survive, and they needed wool. So
the sheep became the saviour of Iceland,
and has been ever since. But it was always
goats up to that point.
In the 1930s, we had 3,000 goats
in Iceland, mostly in small towns on the
coast. After the war, though, we learnt
to grow gardens as we got richer and
modernised. The goats love gardens,
but it was forbidden to keep livestock in
towns. So after that, the goats nearly all
disappeared. The farmers had cows and
it was a kind of sign of poverty to have
goats—not something a noble farmer
wanted to have.
Even today, the old sheep farmers are
the worst enemies of the goats. My father
never allowed me to have a goat when I
was a kid, because he said they weren’t
even edible—that they were naughty, that
they were bad, and that they smelled bad.
But he only knew this from old myths. The
goat was actually the first animal to live
with humans. Dogs came after.

The goats escape!
How are they doing today?
There are nearly 900 now. In 1962, there
were around seventy to eighty Icelandic
goats, and just one hornless goat. The
hornless goat had certain genes—no
horns and a unique brown colour. So
it was just one goat that saved all these
beautiful colours.
In 1999 when I got the rest of them,
there were just four left, and they were on
their way to slaughter. So I was allowed to
move them here.
[Jóhanna looks out of the window. Some of
the goats have escaped.]

Oh, one got out. Oh. Many got out!
[After a brief wrangle with some goats,
Jóhanna returns.]
If I had lost the farm last year and the
goats had been slaughtered, fifteen years
of breeding would have disappeared. We
would be at square one all over again.
However, people are now very interested
in the cheese, in the meat—everything.
Fifteen years ago, people would shake
their heads and say, “Goats aren’t even
edible!”
Since then, this has been my
mission: to breed these kind of goats and
to teach Icelanders to once again use goat
products. Most people who have goats
keep them as pets. They don’t think of
different goats as related to each other.
Really, we need three other farms like this,
all working on breeding.
Do you think conservation is
important, then?
We shall preserve everything we have.
We have beautiful breeds of animals in
Iceland. Instead of trying to import bigger
cows, for example, something that gives
more milk but requires more corn, we shall
take care of what is here. Importing bigger
animals is not what fits us. We’re going to
look a lot more at what we already have.
So is the Icelandic goat finally
saved?!
Once I can make my own cheese, I hope
then it will finally be saved. Then I have
a product to sell all year around. People
are waiting for the cheese, they’re really
waiting for it.

OUTDOOR CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES

UP TO 80% DISCOUNT

ICEWEAR OUTLET STORE • FÁKAFEN 9 • 108 REYKJAVÍK • TEL: 555 7412 • WWW.ICEWEAR.IS
OPEN: MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00-18:00 • SATURDAYS 10:00-16:00 • SUNDAYS 12:00-16:00
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Skagafjörður

How to get there: Ring road 1 lies directly through Skagafjörður, via Varmahlíð, from
which it is only a 25min. drive to Sauðárkrókur, and ~40min. drive to Hólar or Hofsós.
It takes around 3 and a half hours to drive from Reykjavík to Varmahlíð

The Sagas of
Skagafjörður:
Searching for
the True Iceland,
Part I

Words Valur Gunnarsson
Photos Hildur Wågsjö Heimisdóttir & Valur Gunnarsson

There are many ways to get to the North from dear old
Reykjavík. One entails flying, which provides an impressive view of the mountains as you close in on Eyjafjörður.
Another way would be renting a car, which might be the
cheapest one if others are pitching in. However, for our
purposes, we’ll settle for the bus.
By the time you arrive at the Mjódd
bus station in Breiðholt, it already
feels like the edge of civilization, and
your journey is just beginning. There
are many stops on the way. Some
people get off at Mt. Esja to go hiking,

others stick it out all the way to Borgarnes where the famous poet and
plunderer Egill Skallagrímsson lived.
I, however, sit it out until I arrive in
Skagafjörður.
The biggest town in the fjord is

called Sauðárkrókur, “Krókurinn” for
short. At least two remarkable works
of Icelandic literature are set here.
One is the famous Grettis Saga, about
an 11th century outlaw who was eventually slain in Drangey. Both sides
of the fjord offer a clear view of the
impressive island where Grettir the
Strong hid for many a year, and those
who want to follow in his footsteps
can enjoy a dip in Grettislaug, where
the man himself purportedly liked to
unwind. The island is accessible by
boat, but the true fan will not settle
for anything less than swimming the
seven-kilometre distance from the
mainland. Sixteen people are recorded to have done this so far, including
the progenitor, Grettir.

Born in America,
brought to Skagafjörður
The second notable work of literature to
be set in this area was released in 2005
and details the misadventures of Böddi,
an alcoholic schoolteacher who sees
himself as a latter-day Grettir. Writer Hallgrímur Helgason went left his comfort
zone in 101 Reykjavík to write 'Rokland',
a book which in many ways captures the
Iceland of the boom years. The film version premiered right after the economic
collapse, and together the two tell the
story of their times. A scene is set in Grettislaug, but a trip to the hotel bar would
probably be more apt for those seeking
to walk in Böddi’s footsteps.
Other stories connected to the area
are the Vinland Sagas, which tell of the

time Icelanders found North America
and then, as Oscar Wilde supposedly
said, had the good sense to lose it again.
But the story does not end there. Þorfinnur and Guðríður, the parents of the
first European born in North America,
moved to Skagafjörður around the year
1007 and settled in a farm they called
Glaumbær. Their son Snorri subsequently
took over—a monument to him and his
mother can be found here. One can also
visit the rather impressive turf farm that
was home to his descendants and many
an important local lord, although the
farm itself is from a somewhat later date,
around 200 years ago.
Every year, select young Canadians
and Americans of Icelandic descent take
part in the Snorri program, which allows
them to spend the summer in their an-

GRÍMSEY
ÍSAFJÖRÐUR

ÞÓRSHÖFN
VOPNAFJÖRÐUR
AKUREYRI
EGILSSTAÐIR
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Bus trip Akureyri-Kjölur-Reykjavík provided
by SBA-Norðurleið.Book at www.sba.is
or call +354-5500700
scenic Siglufjörður, a town almost laid to
waste in 1968, not by bands of marauding
hippies (as one might expect by the date)
but rather by the disappearance of herring stocks from the surrounding waters.
In Siglufjörður, they have everything you
always wanted to know about herring,
but were afraid to ask.

After the Gold Rush

cestral homeland. To most European
medieval enthusiasts, the name Snorri
conjures images of the great Saga writer Snorri Sturluson, but the program is
named after this Snorri, the one who was
born in America but grew up in Iceland.
It would take almost 800 years until Icelanders rediscovered North America.

The King in the North
On the other side of the fjord, the tiny village of Hofsós commemorates the ones
who did. Almost 20,000 Icelanders left for
North America in the late 1800s, settling
in Manitoba, North Dakota and other
places. Their history is recounted in the
Icelandic Emigration Centre, in exhibits
that span three buildings.
One more point of interest in

In between the profiteering of World
War II and the banking bubble of the
early 2000s, the biggest gold rush in
Iceland’s history was driven by herring. In Siglufjörður, it actually started in
1903, and—as with so many of the small
towns dotted along the coastline—it was
the Norwegians who first
"Writer Hallgrímur set up fisheries that would
Helgason went left drive it.
Modernity arrived
his comfort zone
late in Iceland, but when it
in 101 Reykjavík
did, it came with a splash
(and then a crash). People
to write 'Rokland',
flocked to Siglufjörður from
a book which in
all over to salt herring into
many ways capbarrels, which was a relatively well-paid job that at
tures the Iceland
of the boom years." times accounted for up
to 20% of Iceland’s GNP.
Then, in 1968, the so-called
“Silver of the Ocean” suddenly vanished. The people
left, too: Siglufjörður’s current population stands at
Skagafjörður is Hólar,
around 1200, less than half
where the bishops of
of what it used to be. Tothe North dwelled until
1798 (yes, the Northerners had to have day, the town is participating in the lattheir own bishop, separate from the rest est boom, tourism, sporting a brand new
of Iceland). The most notable resident hotel and attractive harbourside restauwas Jón Arason, Iceland’s last Catholic rants.
The herring era is commemorated in
bishop, who was executed in 1550. This
Siglufjörður every year with a huge pisswas partly for religious reasons but mostly to teach the Northerners that their lot up over Merchant’s Weekend during the
first weekend of August, and at The Herin life is to be ruled from the South, a lesring Era Museum, which proudly displays
son they still stubbornly refuse to learn.
Jón the bishop was brought down South a full-size fishing boat. It is surely one of
for his beheading, his body being sent Iceland’s better museums, even for the
back up North after. You can visit him in non-herring enthusiast.
A Herring Museum ticket will also
the church there, if you must.
admit you to Siglufjörður’s Folk Music
Before heading over to what they
Centre, which is certainly worth a visit.
like to call “The Capital of the North,”
For the longest time, the only instruments
Akureyri, it is worth continuing up Tröllaskagi (“the Giant’s Peninsula”) to visit found on the island were the Icelandic

ÍSAFJÖRÐUR
ICELAND’S WESTFJORDS
ARE ONLY 40 MINUTES AWAY

BOOK YOUR FLIGHT OR
DAY TOUR AT AIRICELAND.IS

Distance from Reykjavík
285 km
fiddle and the langspil, both of which
slightly resemble a poor man’s steel guitar. Actual guitars were introduced in the
late 1800s, and as in the Old West, playing it was a woman’s job (Johnny Cash,
for one, learnt how to play guitar from his
mother). Indeed, even today, the basic
chords are referred to as “vinnukonugrip,” Icelandic for “Working Woman’s
Chords.”
If you’re particularly lucky, you’ll find
one Hildur Heimis manning the centre’s
reception desk, a young girl from Reykjavík who currently resides in Texas,
but works here over the summer. She is
a member of the band Duo Svanni and
will happily play any and all of the centre’s numerous instruments for your enjoyment. You can even practice singing
along to if you like.

Whales, sails and
a touch of seasickness
Skipping Akureyri for now (we’ll get
there, eventually), we instead head over
to Húsavík. As everyone knows, Húsavík
is known primarily for whales. While the
town’s Whale Museum makes for an
impressive visit, the jewels in Húsavík’s
crown are the whale watching tours, often referred to as the best you’ll find in
the country. North Sailing is one of the
companies that offers trips, and—unlike
the floating bars that take you out from
Reykjavík—they conduct their whale
watching trips on old-timey sailboats. The
trip takes about three hours, and while
there is no guarantee of whale sightings,
they do claim a 90 percent success rate.
In fact, much excitement comes from
the hunt itself, as you scout the horizon
in search of a fin, as if playing a particularly tricky game of “I spy.” Our excellent
tour guide shouts out which direction to
look in, sadly refraining from shouting
“Thar she blows!” The blue whale season
is in early summer, and the humpbacks
come out in force in early autumn, so us
early August visitors must make do with
spotting a couple of minke whales. Only
the fins and backsiders stick out, making
them look more like dolphins than giants
of the deep, but when one comes close
enough it sure is an impressive sight.

Romantic Vopnafjörður
There is nothing like a burger at Baukurinn after a hard days’s whale watching, before heading on eastwards. The
coastal route is probably more scenic,
but we take the ring road directly to
Vopnafjörður. Even inland, the scenery
changes rapidly, from green hills to black
desert to grey fog.
As we emerge out the other end, we
are warmly welcomed by one Jósep Jósepsson. He is just the kind of local you
want to show you around, the sort that
knows the history of every building and
which epic battle from which Saga took
place where. As it is raining (it often is
up here), we decide to tour the local museums. Burstarfell flaunts an upscale turf
house, in use until the late 1960s. Some of
the family members are to be found in the
nearby cemetery, which also has a monument to ‘Vopnfirðinga Saga’, which—as
the name implies—was set here.
There is also a museum dedicated to
songwriter brothers Jón Múli and Jónas
Árnason, who are directly responsible for
many a ditty that every Icelander knows
by heart and will hum to him- or herself
every now and again. Vopnafjörður also
hosts a small centre dedicated to the
people who left from here to the Americas in the 1800s, since Vopnafjörður
housed one of the biggest harbours back
then.
Today, one of Vopnafjörður’s main
employers is the HB Grandi fish processing plant, and we are offered a tour of the
facilities. One’s view of freezehouses is
usually informed by places like the Herring Museum, along with the numerous songs that have been written about
working the fishing industry grind, so it
is interesting to see the almost fully automated modern-day version operate, and
observe the free food and lounge that are
meant for the employees.
Truth be told, it doesn’t look bad for a
workplace. Then again, it probably won’t
inspire many romantic songs, either.

islenska/sia.is FLU 73263 03/15

Whale Watching tour provided by North
Sailing, Book tour at www.northsailing.is
or call +354-4647272
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Make
it’s Eld sure
ing!

Call us on +354 519 5000
or visit www.elding.is
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FILM
REVIEW

New Look, Same
Great Taste
Crowdfunded Icelandic film ‘Albatross’ tells
a familiar story, with an off-screen twist

ELDING
WHALE WATCHING
from Reykjavik

Elding Whale Watching schedule – all year round
EL-01 / EL-02 / EL-03

Jan-Feb

Mar
9:00

13:00

13:00

Apr
9:00

May
9:00

Jun
9:00
10:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00* 17:00
20:30**

Jul
9:00
10:00
13:00
14:00
17:00
20:30

Aug
Sep
Oct Nov-Dec
9:00 9:00 9:00
10:00
13:00
13:00 13:00 13:00
14:00
17:00 17:00*

* From 15 May to 15 September
** From 15 June to 31 July

Imagine Peace Tower tour
From 10th of October until 8th of December
Daily departure at 20:00
Diﬀerent departures apply from 9th of December until 26th of March

www.elding.is

NORTHERN
LIGHTS CRUISE
Daily departures from 01 September

Reservations:
+354 519 5000

www.elding.is

Albatross

Starting September 4

Bíó Paradís

bioparadis.is

Words
Mark Asch
Photo
Stills courtesy of Flugbeittur Kuti

Snævar Sölvason's independent film ‘Albatross’ sits squarely within what's sometimes jokingly referred to as Iceland's signature cinematic genre: ninety minutes or so in the company
of a man running in place.
In ‘Albatross’, that man is Tommi (Ævar
Örn Jóhannsson), who follows his girlfriend up to the Westfjords for a summer
prior to beginning a university course
he's not passionate about. He soon finds
himself dumped and directionless, killing time stone dead with his even less
ambitious co-workers, while dodging
the question of what, if anything, comes
next. The film could be described as
‘Á annan veg’, except on a golf course
rather than the side of the road. ‘Paris of
the North’, except in Bolungarvík instead
of Flateyri.
Indeed, one of the most distinctive
aspects of ‘Albatross’ is that it’s an Icelandic film made without the support of
the Icelandic Film Centre.
‘Albatross’ was financed independently, with postproduction money coming via the Karolina Fund crowdfunding
site. This is a model that has already
funded successful and ambitious projects by fairly major names elsewhere
in the Icelandic arts community. So,
as professional-quality photographic
equipment becomes more and more accessible (or, if you prefer, as cinemagoing audiences’ standards of professional
quality are diluted further and further by
the use of digital technologies not far removed from everyday life...), and especially given the relatively modest scope
of the Icelandic early midlife/late quarterlife crisis movie (provincial location
shoot, small cast, few if any effects), it's

not unreasonable to predict the emergence of an Icelandic microcinema to
recall parallel movements abroad, such
as the American “mumblecore” of the
aughts.
This can only be helpful in providing
opportunities for emerging new talent,
and supporting the sorts of stories—
modest in scale, intimate in tone—which
have been the historic terrain of indie
filmmakers the world over. Much recent
talk about the Icelandic Film Centre has
focused on the lagging gender diversity
within the established domestic film industry—recall the recent Guerilla Girls
billboard citing the shameful historical statistics, and Baltasar Kormákur's
call for more progressive quotas in the
awarding of grants. Because of its funding model, ‘Albatross’ is, paradoxically,
a step towards a more diverse Icelandic
cinema—and perhaps not even paradoxically, if you keep in mind that stories
about straight cis white dudes with more
self-awareness than self-confidence are
no more or less “personal” than any other stories.
In any case, ‘Albatross’ is an affable
variation on that theme. It takes place almost entirely around a golf course, and
unfolds with the laid-back, boys-club
rhythms of nine holes and a beer in the
clubhouse afterwards. Writer-director
Snævar makes plenty of space simply
for scenes of Tommi bro-ing out with his
maintenance crew co-workers, riffing

on toilet paper technique and regional
slang with sun-hatted “master baiter”
Kiddi (Gunnar Kristinsson, an affectingly
raw-boned Paddy Considine lookalike)
and Finni (Finnbogi Dagur Sigurðsson),
a lover of muscle cars and food products
from mustard (for biscuits) to vegetable
oil (for tanning).
Such dramatic tension as ‘Albatross’
possesses comes from course owner
Kjartan's (Pálmi Gestsson) determination to host a tournament usually held by
those assholes in Ísafjörður; rather than
achieve closure over his relationship or
clarity about his life plan, Tommi throws
himself into debates over which fertilizer to use, and whether or not to mow
a driving range taken up for nesting by
arctic terns who know their 60s Hitchcock.
Such objectively tiny matters, which
take on life-or-death importance to
their participants, make, in ‘Albatross’,
a stealthily moving dramatization of
circumscribed small-town life: as the
film progresses, it becomes rather clear
that its characters have chosen tunnelvisioned eccentricity over huge gaping
sadness. If ‘Albatross’ is ultimately a
modest addition to the dude-fightinghis-inertia genre, it's all the more likeable, earnest and grounded for it.
Money well spent.

THE LOCAL BEER
WORLD’S BEST STANDARD LAGER

2.25%
ALC. VOL.
LÉTTBJÓR
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Lemúrinn is an Icelandic web magazine (it's also the Icelandic word for the native
primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers
all things strange and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is

The Man
Who
Didn’t Like
Hangikjöt
Words
Helgi Hrafn Guðmundsson, Vera Illugadóttir and W.H. Auden
Photo
Provided by Lemúrinn

In 1936, a thirty-year-old poet from Britain travelled around
Iceland. His name was Wystan Hugh Auden—you probably know him as W.H. Auden, one of the 20th century’s
most influential poets.
Many perhaps thought that this great poet
would want to stay close to awe-inspiring
waterfalls and graceful mountains. But
Auden didn’t show the slightest interest
in such natural wonders. He said that he
didn’t enjoy hiking mountains or watching
rivers fall off cliffs, experiences that could
be similarly had in other countries. He
was, however, very interested in getting to
know the people inhabiting the isle. Upon
doing so, he described them thusly:
As a race, I don’t think the Icelanders
are very ambitious. A few of the professional classes would like to get to Europe;
most would prefer to stay where they are
and make a certain amount of money.
Compared with most countries, there is
little unemployment in Iceland.
My general impression of the Icelander
is that he is realistic, in a petit bourgeois
sort of way, unromantic and unidealistic.
Unlike the German, he shows no romantic
longing for the south, and I can’t picture
him in a uniform. The attitude to the sagas
is like that of the average Englishman to
Shakespeare; but I only found one man, a
painter, who dared to say he thought they
were “rather rough.”
The difficulty of getting any job at all in
many European countries tends to make
the inhabitants irresponsible and there-

fore ready for fanatical patriotism; but
the Icelander is seldom irresponsible, because irresponsibility in a farmer or fisherman would mean ruin.
Auden, a great opponent of fascism,
curiously kept running into Nazis on his
way around Iceland, including Hermann
Göring’s cousin (“He didn’t look in the
least like his [cousin], but rather academic,” he wrote).
The Nazis have a theory that Iceland
is the cradle of Germanic culture. Well, if
they want a community like that of the sagas they are welcome to it. I love the sagas,
but what a rotten society they describe, a
society with only the gangster virtues.
[...]
I caught the nine o’clock bus to Myvatn,
full of Nazis who talk incessantly about
Die Schönheit des Islands, and the Aryan
qualities of the stock “Die Kinder sind so
reizend: schöne blonde Haare und blaue
Augen. Ein echt Germanischer Typus.” I
expect this isn’t grammatical, but that’s
what it sounded like. I’m glad to say that
as they made this last mark we passed a
pair of kids on the road who were as black
as night.

ARTISAN BAKERY
& COFFEE HOUSE
OPEN EVERYDAY 6.30 - 21.00

LAUGAVEGUR 36 · 101 REYKJAVIK

Journey to Iceland

W.H. Auden in Iceland
Auden often described the food he ate
on his trip, but rarely with any enthusiasm
(in Blönduós, for example, he was served
“enormous hunks of meat that might have
been carved with a chopper smeared with
half-cold gravy”). In fact, Auden was an
extremely picky eater, as his Icelandic
guide Ragnar Jóhannesson recalled in a
magazine article in 1960.
Ragnar wrote that Auden seemed to
subsist nearly exclusively on coffee and
cigarettes, drinking an estimated 1500
cups of coffee over the three months he
spent in Iceland. Furthermore, Ragnar
claimed to have on more than one occasion observed the poet sitting up in the
middle of the night to light a cigarette,
seemingly still asleep.
Ragnar also recalled a dinner feast
he and Auden were treated to on a farm,
where the host served them a chunk of
steaming-hot hangikjöt (smoked lamb) of
the finest and fattest sort. While the Icelanders in Auden’s entourage became excited and wolfed down this great delicacy,
Auden himself only had a few bites. He did
not like it. While certainly hungry after a
long day on the road, the poet opted instead for a dinner consisting of a cigarette
and five cups of coffee — later explaining
to Ragnar that he felt he owed his good
health to the principle of only ever eating
food he liked.
The most famous product of Auden’s
trip to Iceland was his poem ”Journey to
Iceland.”

Each traveller prays Let me be far from any
physician, every port has its name for the sea,
the citiless, the corroding, the sorrow,
and North means to all Reject.
These plains are for ever where cold creatures are hunted
and on all sides: white wings flicker and flaunt;
under a scolding flag the lover
of islands may see at last,
in outline, his limited hope, as he nears a glitter
of glacier, sterile immature mountains intense
in the abnormal northern day, and a river's
fan-like polyp of sand.
Here let the citizen, then, find natural marvels,
a horse-shoe ravine, an issue of steam from a cleft
in the rock, and rocks, and waterfalls brushing
the rocks, and among the rock birds;
the student of prose and conduct places to visit,
the site of a church where a bishop was put in a bag,
the bath of a great historian, the fort where
an outlaw dreaded the dark,
remember the doomed man thrown by his horse and crying
Beautiful is the hillside. I will not go,
the old woman confessing He that I loved the
best, to him I was worst.
Europe is absent: this is an island and should be
a refuge, where the affections of its dead can be bought
by those whose dreams accuse them of being
spitefully alive, and the pale
from too much passion of kissing feel pure in its deserts.
But is it, can they, as the world is and can lie?
A narrow bridge over a torrent,
a small farn under a crag
are natural setting for the jealousies of a province:
a weak vow of fidelity is made at a cairn,
within the indigenous figure on horseback
on the bridle-path down by the lake
his blood moves also by furtive and crooked inches,
asks all our questions: Where is the homage? When
shall justice be done? Who is against me?
Why am I always alone?
Our time has no favourite suburb, no local features
are those of the young for whom all wish to care;
its promise is only a promise, the fabulous
country impartially far.
Tears fall in all the rivers: again some driver
pulls on his gloves and in a blinding snowstorm starts
upon a fatal journey, again some writer
runs howling to his art.

Register Now!

AUTUMN 2015
CITY
CENTRE

Study Icelandic
at Mímir
U At Mímir everyone is welcome and the atmosphere is relaxed.
U Courses are based on the curriculum of Icelandic as a second language
published by The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík

EAST
CITY

U Solid training in comprehension, listening, reading, writing and speaking.
U Variety of courses, diverse teaching material and fun teaching methods.

Skráning hefst júníHöfðabakki 9

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

First courses start
September 14th

Vesturlandsvegur
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík Bus line no. 6 from city centre and bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt

Registration: tel. 580 1800 or at www.mimir.is
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car rental
Get your offer at SADcars.com

YOUR FREE COPY

Keflavík airport and Skógarhlíð 10, 105 Reykjavík
4EL    s INFO SADCARSCOM

P.10

River Rafting
Price from: 12.990 ISK

"You know that dream where you can run a marathon,
then eat dozens of free donuts, then go watch a rock
concert with a bunch of bikers, followed by a performance of traditional Icelandic 50s music in a barber
shop, all capped with observing a patch of green grass
growing out of the asphalt? Well. In Reykjavík, that’s
no dream—they call it Menningarnótt."
-At Menningarnótt, a Finn falls in love.

P.12

"I think it was around 1am that I saw three grown-ass
men in business suits fighting over an umbrella in the
middle of Pósthússtræti. I realized things were going
to get truly, unconditionally fucked."
At Menningarnótt, an American gets terrified.

P.16

Go home with a story worth telling!
BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW

www.adventures.is

Downtown Sales Oﬃce – Laugavegur 11
Open every day from 08:00-22:00

"While those brought up in Nordic sex culture
think of themselves as sexually liberated, they
unknowingly base their sex information on the
male model of sexuality, i.e. a penis inside a
vagina. This is basically the pro-creative model,
a sex style that rarely results in orgasm for most
women."

Snorkeling in Silfra Fissure
Price from: 16.990 ISK

Glacier Hiking Day Tours
Price from: 8.990 ISK

Betty Dodson wants you to cum.

P.20

"I started to understand that it’s possible to use
[dance] to express your views on the problems in
the world; that you can use dance to take part in the
conversation, so to speak. That it’s just another way to
express oneself."

www.adventures.is | info@adventures.is | +354 562-7000 | Downtown Reykjavík Sales Oﬃce at Laugavegur 11
Rafting • Ice Climbing • Snorkeling • Diving • Glacier Hike • Canoeing • Hiking • Kayaking • Cycling • Surfing • Boat Ride • Hot Spring • Swimming • Climbing
Super-Jeep • Caving • Horse Riding • Sightseeing • Snowmobile • Whale Watching • ATV • Incentive • Skiing • Mountain Hut • Camping • Combo Trips

TOURIST INFORMATION AND
FREE BOOKING SERVICE
We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.

Spör ehf.

Cover star Erna Ómarsdóttir certainly has
some views on the problems in the world, as
anyone who's witnessed her perform will attest.

Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Tel: +354 522 4979
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

Drop by, we speak...
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Your Essential Guide To Life, Travel And Entertainment In Iceland

28-30
August

Melodica
Reykjavík
This acoustic festival was started in Melbourne, Australia in 2007,
made its way to Reykjavík in 2008, and has been going strong
ever since. Over twenty acts play at both Café Rosenberg and Loft
Hostel. Admission is and always has been by donation.
See inside for more details, as well as an interview with the
festival creator.
Photo by Bjorn Giesenbauer
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CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

Music Legend
R ESTAURANT | BAR - HAP PY HOU R F ROM 4 -8 P M

Tasty
Icelandic
tapas and
drinks by
the old
harbour

MUSIC

PICKER OF THE ISSUE
Arnór Dan Arnarson

Classical, opera.
Electronic, dance,
house, techno.
Hip-hop, R&B.
Hardcore, metal, punk,
rock.
Troubadour.
Experimental.
Acoustic, folk, jazz,
lounge.
Indie, pop, post-rock.

Aug. 28 - Sept. 10
How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. Events
listed are all live performances, with
troubadours and DJs specifically
highlighted. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
listings.grapevine.is. Send us your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday August 28

TABLE RESERVATIONS: +354 517 1800 — WWW.FORRETTABARINN.IS
Ný len d u g ata 1 4 . 101 Reyk j av í k

Bar 11
22:30 Godchilla / Brött Brekka
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Api Pabbi feat. a Leó
Boston
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Café Rosenberg
Melodica Festival
21:00 Svavar Knútur
21:30 Torben Stock
22:10 Bram Van Langen
23:00 Hello Piedpiper
23:50 Poems for Jamiro
00:40 Spaceships are Cool
Dillon
22:00 Toneron
Dubliner
22:00 Troubadour Simon
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Andri P
/ Eiki &
Steini
Gamla Bíó
21:00 'Splendour' L/RDF
Gaukurinn
/ DJ Frosti
22:00 Joshua Ledet
Húrra
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Iceland Academy of the Arts
17:00 'Firsts: Bríet' L/RDF
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ KGB Soundsystem
Mengi
21:00 Jónas Sen
Prikið
21:00 DJ Sonur Sæll / Gunni Ewok
National Gallery Of Iceland
12:10 The Icelandic Flute Ensemble

The picker of this issue is Arnór Dan, who is best known for
being the singer of genre-defying Agent Fresco. His band just
released their latest album, 'Destrier', that has been critically
received by the foreign press, but yet to be reviewed by the
Icelandic print media. Arnór has spent the last three years working
in music, touring with his band through Europe, with Ólafur
Arnalds through the US and Asia, and then working locally as
a part-time music teacher in Fellaskóli. He's fiercely passionate
about music that's not driven by perfectionism, but by liveliness
and honesty, where the performance and musical direction go
hand in hand.
You can find the events our picker of the issue found to be
interesting spread out over the music pages marked with this
icon.
Photo by Marino Thorlacius
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September

!!!bLOw OuT yO EaRDRuMS!!!
Container / ULTRAORTHODOX / The Hidden People
Paloma
Naustin (D3) |

21:00 | 1,500 ISK

Yous gots Container, a one-man mechanical band all the way
from the US of A with maxed-out beats like construction site
sounds to get you well in the mood for some good ol' fashioned
noise (and beyond... o_O). There's The Hidden People, coming
at you with danceable club sounds interspersed with just enough
oddity to keep you on your feet. Also, the night wouldn't be
complete without ULTRAORTHODOX swooping in with his deft
hand at industrial techno (you might call him a magician, or a
metallurgist in the sonic sense). SO GET READY TO GET LOUD,
REYKJAVÍK. SLWF

Quality - Experience - Dedication
EAST
CITY
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík
Bus line no. 6 from city centre and
bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt
Höfðabakki 9

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

Learn Icelandic
at Mímir
Autumn Term
Spring Term
Summer Term
Level 1–5

Vesturlandsvegur

www.mimir.is - Tel: 580 1800

CITY
CENTRE
Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík

MUSIC
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CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
Reykjavík Art Museum:
Hafnarhús
18:00 'An Eternal Piece On
Relativity' L/RDF
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot
Tjarnarbíó
19:00 'Tell Me Love Is Real' L/RDF
Tunglið
22:15 'An Eternal Piece On
Relativity' L/RDF

Saturday August 29
Bar 11
22:30 Verksmiðjan
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Boston
22:00 DJ Pilsner 2.25%
Café Rosenberg
Melodica Festival
21:30 Lori Kelley
22:10 Meadows Ever Bleeding
23:00 Ava
23:50 Charlie Rauh
00:30 Hemúllinn
Dillon
22:00 Casio Fatso / Rythmatik
Dubliner
22:00 Troubadour Garðar
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Biggi & Ingunn /
Magnús & Ívar
Gamla Bíó
15:00 'Grrrrrrls' L/RDF
19:00 'Grrrrrrls' L/RDF
Grótta
17:00 'Choreography Of Cranes' L/RDF
21:00 'Choreography Of Cranes' L/RDF
Harpa
14:00 Baldursbrá opera
Húrra
22:00 DJ Ívar Pétur
Iceland Academy of the Arts
18:00 'A Series Of Novels Never
Written' L/RDF
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Reykjavík! / Börn / Lommi
/ Bent
/ Arnljótur
Sigurðsson
Kex Hostel
21:00 Retro Stefson
Loft Hostel
Melodica Festival
16:00 Eggert Einer Nielson
16:40 Rebekka Sif
17:20 Sveinn Guðmundsson
18:00 Mantra
18:40 Helgi Valur
19:20 Torben Stock
20:00 Hello Piedpiper
20:40 Poems for Jamiro
Mengi
21:00 Áki Ásgeirsson
Prikið
21:00 DJ King Kocoon
Slippbarinn
22:00 DJ Sir Danselot
Tjarnarbíó
13:00 'Landline: Reykjavík to
Edinburg' L/RDF
17:00 'Firsts: Prowess' L/RDF
21:00 'Schönheitsabend' L/RDF
Tunglið
22:15 'An Eternal Piece On
Relativity' L/RDF

Sunday August 30
Borgarleikhúsið
17:00 'An Eternal Piece On War And
Peace' L/RDF
18:00 'An Eternal Piece On The Art Of
Manipulation' L/RDF
21:00 'An Eternal Piece On Love And
The Lack Of It' L/RDF
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Gamla Bíó
15:00 AmabAdamA
20:00 Rocky Dawuni
/
AmabAdamA
Harpa
14:00 Baldursbrá opera
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Krystal Carma DJ Set

WAR
IS
OVER!
IF YOU WANT IT

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

Lókal / Reykjavík Dance Festival
August 24-30
Two of Reykjavík’s more prominent art festivals, Lókal and
Reykjavík Dance Festival, have teamed up to make one
VOLTRON-style MEGAFEST. Find the dates and times of the
following events on this spread and the following page marked
with L/RDF.
‘A Series Of Novels Never Written’
by Ragnheiður Sigurðardóttir
Bjarnason & Snæbjörn Brynjarsson
In this dance piece, writer Snæbjörn
translates his unwritten novel into
a dance piece with help from his
choreographer wife Ragnheiður.

‘Firsts: Prowess’ by Björn Leó
Brynjarsson
This experimental piece marries dance
and text narrative, and focuses on an
artist's desire for success in modern
society, and his struggle with his own
ego.

‘An Eternal Piece On Love And The
Lack Of It’ by The Professional
Amateurs
This performance's script is based on
submitted letters dealing with love in
life, expectations, disappointment, heat
and cold, the beginning and the end.

‘Grrrrrrls’ by Ásrún Magnúsdóttir
This dance piece tackles the
difficulties of the teen years, and is
performed by adolescent girls.

‘An Eternal Piece On Relativity’ by
The Professional Amateurs
This performance explores the topic of
language, how visual/spatial elements
affect it, and how human beings are
victims of their own nature.
‘An Eternal Piece On The Art Of
Manipulation’ by The Professional
Amateurs
The piece is an investigation into
human nature. It is a template on the
art of manipulation. It questions power
structures and it questions the driving
force of human society.
‘An Eternal Piece On War And
Peace’ by The Professional
Amateurs
This piece is an exploration of the dark
side of human nature, following the
journey of two children as they go from
innocence to guilt, trust to fear, from
cosmos to chaos.
‘Blæði: Obsidian Pieces’
This breath-taking award-winning
dance performance helmed by GV
coverstar Erna Ómarsdóttir returns to
Reykjavík. Comprising three parts, it
features original music from Ben Frost.
‘Choreography Of Cranes’ by
Ragnheiður Harpa Leifsdóttir
This short performance seeks to bring
forth the invisible choreographies of
the everyday, expanding the notion of
what dance is.
‘Firsts: Bríet’ by Anna Kolfinna
Kuran
This dance piece is a tribute
to Icelandic suffragette Bríet
Bjarnhéðinsdóttir—it honours both her
battle for women's rights a century
ago, and her personal life.

‘Landline: Reykjavík to Edinburgh’
by Adrienne Wong & Dustin Harvey
(Ottawa/Halifax)
This experimental piece takes place
simultaneously both in Reykjavík and
Edinburgh, and sees the audience
become both voyeur and accomplice
through the use of smartphones in an
audio-guided tour of both cities.
‘Nazanin - documentary theatre’ by
Marta Nordal
Nazanin Askari is a political
refugee who fled from Iran after the
presidential election in 2009 and
ended up in Iceland. Six years later,
she’s telling her story on stage.
‘Schönheitsabend’ by Florentina
Holzinger & Vincent Riebeek
(Ghent)
This duet dance piece is inspired by
the 1910 ballet 'Shéhérazade' and
subsequent attempts at reinventing
dance through exotic fiction.
‘Splendour’ by Stina Nyberg
Splendour is a choreography
performance that focuses on the
body’s relationship to sound and how
illusions of different causalities are
created through actions and reactions,
dancing through techno album
'Archive One' by Dave Clarke from
beginning to end.
‘Tell Me Love Is Real’ by Zachary
Oberzan (New York)
This performance ponders the
existential questions that arose
for the author during the arduous
recovery journey he went through after
accidentally overdosing on Xanax and
being incarcerated in a psychiatric
ward.
- GABRÍEL BENJAMIN
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CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
Loft Hostel
Melodica Festival
16:00 Friday Night Idols
16:40 Anna Helga
17:20 Simon Vestarr
18:00 One Bad Day
18:40 Owls of the Swamp
19:20 Næmi
20:00 Insol
20:40 Hinemoa
21:20 Meadows Ever Bleeding
22:00 Myrra Rós
Skuggi
16:00 'Nazanin - documentary
theatre' L/RDF
Tjarnarbíó
17:00 'Landline: Reykjavík to
Edinburg' L/RDF

30
August

Monday August 31
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingivalur &
Tryggvi
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Pilsner
Kex Hostel
21:00 Bram Van Langen
Prikið
21:00 Herra Hnetusmjör

Tuesday September 1
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Roland
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Íris Hólm & band
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar
Kex Hostel
20:30 KexJazz
Paloma
/
21:00 CONTAINER
/ The
ULTRAORTHODOX
Hidden People

Wednesday September 2
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Siggi Þorbergs
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Magnús & Ívar
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Hin Hiðin
Gamla Bíó
20:00 Blonde Redhead & Skúli
Sverrisson
Kex Hostel
21:00 Mixophrygian Album Release
Show

Thursday September 3
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Hreimur
Bar 11
22:30 Æla
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Owl Night Long
Boston
22:00 It Is Magic DJ Set

Hymns For The Rebel Soul
Rocky Dawuni
Gamla Bíó
Ingólfsstræti 2a (E4) |

15:00 & 21:00 | Admission: 3,500 ISK

Ghanaian-born musician, singer, performer, and humanitarian
activist Rocky Dawuni will grace Reykjavík with his presence as
part of the Nordic leg of his “Branches of the Same Tree” tour.
His music is an eclectic blend of soul, reggae and afro-beats—all
of which add up to a delightfully groovy, infectiously danceable
(or headbob-able, depending on how you do), socially conscious
musical smorgåsbord. This man is the real deal; check him out.
HUGE BONUS ALERT! None other than Icelandic reggae stalwarts
AmabAdamA are opening the show! SLWF
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Dillon
22:00 Þausk
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Eiki & Steini
Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony Orchestra
performs Mozart, Rossini, & Verdi
Hlemmur Square
21:00 Futuregrapher
Húrra
21:00 Moses Hightower
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Alfons X
Mengi
21:00 Eivind Opsvik

Friday September 4
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Birgir
Bar 11
22:30 Deffice
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Boston
22:00 DJ Atli Kanill

Recommended on
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Culture History
Food and
Fun!

I

Opening hours
Sunday - Thursday 11:00 - 02:00
Friday - Saturday 11:00 - 06:00

dirtyburgerandribs.is
- FIND US ON FACEBOOK

Borgartún 1 • Tel. 551 7700
info@thetincanfactory.eu • www.thetincanfactory.eu

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Dillon
22:00 Churchhouse Creepers /
Godchilla
Dubliner
22:00 Troubadour Símon
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Alexander
/
Ingivalur & Tryggvi
Gamla Bíó
20:00 Hörður Torfason
Gaukurinn
22:00 Kælan Mikla
Harpa
20:00 Iceland Symphony: Mozart,
Rossini, and Verdi
Húrra
/ DJ
20:00 Women’s Rap Night
Símon FKNHNDSM
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Kári
Kex Hostel
21:00 OK Vancouver OK
Mengi
21:00 Duo Svanni
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Saturday September 5
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Alexander &
Guðmann
Bar 11
22:30 OK Vancouver OK
Bar Ananas
22:00 DJ Byssukisi
Boston
22:00 DJ Herr Gott
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Robin Nolan
Dubliner
22:00 Troubadour Gísli
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Andri P
/ Biggi
Húrra
/ DJ Óli Dóri
21:00 Hjálmar
Kaffibarinn
22:00 DJ Exos
Mengi
21:00 Ife Tolentino & Óskar
Guðjónsson
Tjarnarbíó
21:00 Face Vocal Ensemble

September

Sunday September 6
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Siggi
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Danni
Gaukurinn
22:00 Bootlegs Album Release Party
Hressó
21:00 Jazz Jam Session
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Árni Vektor

Monday September 7
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Roland
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ingivalur &
Tryggvi
Húrra
21:00 Monday Night Jazz

Delicious Bile
Æla
Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18 (E5) |

22:30 | Admission: 500 ISK

Energetic post-punkers Æla (yup, that means “vomit”) will be
rockin’ out at Bar 11 to celebrate their new album ‘Vettlingatök’,
which hit the streets a couple of months ago (a whopping nine
years after their debut album ‘Sýnið tillitsemi, ég er frávik’). These
guys have been around since almost forever (at least as long as
we can remember), but show no signs of faltering—expect a highoctane performance filled with glittery beards, princess dresses,
and vibrant punk energy. GB

Vík Prjónsdóttir
Spark Design Space, Geysir, Rammagerðin, Aurum,
Mýrin, Epal Harpa, Kraum, Hof Akureyri

vikprjonsdottir.com #vikprjonsdottir

www.reykjavikcitymuseum.is

Tuesday September 8
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Ellert
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Duo Harpverk
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Arnar
Kex Hostel
20:30 KexJazz

CHECK OUT THE NEW

3

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM

September

C O M P R I S I N G 5 TO P M U S E U M S :

Wednesday September 9
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Alexander
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Quiet Generation
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Ellert & Roland
Húrra
/ Ari Russo
20:30 kimono
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Introbeats

Árbær Open Air Musem

The Settlement Exhibition

Reykjavík Maritime Museum

Viðey Island

Thursday September 10
American Bar
21:00 Troubadour Matti
Dillon
22:00 Davíð & Eyþór
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Hjálmar & Dagur
Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony: Arngunnur
plays Mozart
Hlemmur Square
21:00 Markús Bjarnason
Húrra
20:00 Unnur Sara Album Release
Party
/ dj. flugvél og
geimskip
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Steindór Jónsson
Mengi
21:00 Eva Ingó

Funky, Fast, Futuristic, And Fun
Futuregrapher
Hlemmur Square
Laugavegur 105 (F8) |

21:00 | Free!

Futuregrapher, the altogether lovely one-man electronic outfit,
is playing a show at Hlemmur Square and you should absolutely
go. His sound is defined by rapid-fire beats with well-timed
breaks, dreamy pads, jazzy riffs, and vocal samples. Personally,
he’s such a likable guy that when he sought help in crowdfunding
his new album, a lot of people just went, “Oh, why not” and
gave him some cash. So whether you fancy cool electronic
music, or just super nice people, you should definitely check out
Futuregrapher. GB
Photo by Alísa Kalyanova

Reykjavík Museum of
Photography

More information in the
Museums & Galleries section.
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COME BACK

AR

This Will Hurt You More
Than It Hurts Us

BISTRO & B

NICE

GREAT
FOODGOOD
DRINKS
ATMO

After Some Time Out, Kimono Are
Coming Back Into Your Lives. Be Prepared!

uno is the perfect place to start
a good day or end a great evening

kimono / Ari Russo

September 9 at 20:30

Húrra, Naustin

Words Bob Cluness
Photo Alisa Kalyanova

Over the past fifteen years, kimono have slowly become one of Iceland’s more venerated guitar bands, their small but powerful collection of music marking them as a band that runs a
slightly different course to its peers. However, things have been fairly quiet on the kimono
front in the past few years, with over five and a half years since the release of the three-piece’s
last long-player, ‘Easy Music for Difficult People’, in the beginning of 2010.
When I ask kimono singer/guitarist
Alison MacNeil whether they’re turning into Portishead or—worse—Guns N’
Roses, she seems unperturbed. “Well, the
album before ‘Easy Music’—that came
out in 2005. And the one before it was
released in 2003. Based on the timeline,
the gap between albums two and three
was quite long, and this time around it’s
incrementally longer. So I guess we’re
working on an inverse logarithmic scale.”

Hey, Joni!

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY DAY
17-19

free Wifi
KITCHEN IS OPEN
Weekends 11.30–24
Other days 11.30–23

UNO at Ingólfstorg | Tel. 561 1313 | www.uno.is

process of preparing for performances:
“Because I’ve never studied singing, the
way I always got my voice in shape for
concerts was to make songbooks—with
bands like Pavement or whatever—for
fun, to play and sing along with. So this
time, I made a songbook that was heavy
on female voices to practice singing in
a higher range, using my breathing differently. Stuff like My Bloody Valentine,
Slowdive, Cat Power, Bat For Lashes,
some Joni Mitchell—that was a challenge
[laughs]—and Elliott Smith.”

Shortly after ‘Easy Music’ was released,
Actual work
work and family obligations took over
kimono’s lives. “Gylfi [Blöndal, guitarist/ Despite contending with changes and
bassist] and I got sucked into our jobs at
outside commitments, kimono haven’t
[sadly defunct Icelandic online music re- been entirely idle. They self-released a
tailer] Gogoyoko big time, constantly try- single, ‘Aquarium’, in 2013, while 2014
ing to make that work,” explains Alison. brought a 7” called ‘Specters’ on Theory
“So we didn’t do a lot for the two years
of Whatever Records. Last year, they
after ‘Easy Music’.”
underwent the ambitious project of
The
intervening
reissuing their back
years saw a huge change “I wrote the lyrics for catalogue on vinyl, fiwithin kimono’s world, one song the morning nancing it through the
on both a musical and
Karolina Fund crowdthat I woke up after
personal level. For infunding website, a prostance, Gylfi moved being in the hospital
cess that, while successfrom baritone guitar to for surgery. I wrote it
ful, proved draining.
bass. And then there has
“It was a good exall down in one go. I
been Alison’s journey
perience,” muses Alison,
with her gender transi- was on a lot of mor“but a really time contion, which among other phine. I also wrote an suming one. And I don’t
things, brought on a rethink I really like the
opera!”
think about her role as
whole manufacturing,
the group’s singer. “At that time, I was mailing or admin side of the process. The
thinking a lot about how I was going to
actual work involves things like contactsing,” she explains. “For a lot of people
ing the pressing plant. It can be all profit
it’s a big thing, what they do with their for the band, one model for an artist to
voices. When we made our first records, I
make some money from their music, but
wasn’t really a singer. I’m still not really a doing a three album reissue with all the
singer, not like [operatic voice] “la-la-la” artwork and layout is a hell of a lot of
but back then it was all in a lower regis- work—getting the test pressings, having
ter. So it was a process of contemplating
the vinyl sent to Iceland and then mailing
whether to do something completely difout records to everyone. I’ve done it now,
ferent, or to just sing in the same way as and I can safely say I don’t like it. I’d be
before.”
happy for someone else to do it [laughs].”
Alison’s solution was to alter her

kimonopera
kimono are currently looking forward
again, in the process of finishing a new
album. Tentatively titled ‘This Is Going
To Hurt’, it’s been in the works since late
2013, when the band reconvened to write
new material. Although Alison notes
that they “don’t do concept albums,” the
album centres around themes of transformation and overcoming. “It’s about
all sorts of things and change—relationships breaking up, other life events, the
transition that comes from any kind of
change...”
“My own transition is definitely in
there,” she continues. “I wrote the lyrics
for one song the morning that I woke up
in the hospital. I wrote it all down in one
go. I was of course on a lot of morphine,
which was a first for me. I also wrote an
opera. Actually, the opera came first and
involved radios, but then I realised later
that it was probably just some Fluxus
thing I’d heard about. I don’t think you’ll
be hearing that anytime soon.”
I ask Alison how far along they are
with the record. “If I could sit down for
a weekend, the tracks would be done,”
she tells me. “It just needs proper mixing
and mastering. I don’t really like to be the
last set of ears on our music. I always end
up making things sound too raw. In the
past we’ve always done our records with
Aron Arnarsson, but he’s now living in
Barcelona and touring a lot with Gus Gus.
It’s always been the final step in the process, bringing him in to add the finishing
touches.”
‘This Is Going To Hurt’ thus seems
like it’ll pretty much be done... when it’s
done. “There’s no real outside pressure to
get the record finished,” explains Alison,
“still, part of me wants to get it out ASAP,
and not sit on it for another three years—
even though people keep trying to get us
to stick to the script. Fuck the script.”

MUSIC
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INTERVIEW

What Is A Milkywhale And
Why Should You Care?
Getting to the bottom of Reykjavík’s
latest dance-theatre-band-project!

Enjoy food
Enjoy books
Enjoy culture
Enjoy the
Nordic House

Norræna húsið
The Nordic House

Words Hannah Jane Cohen
Photo Magnús Leifsson

One might not normally associate love, trampoline exercises, and whales with pop music.
Still, that is exactly what you’re going to get from ‘Milkywhale’, a modern dance-theatre-concert-piece-band that just premiered at the Reykjavík Dance Festival. The work is a collaboration between choreographer Melkorka Sigríður Magnúsdóttir and Árni Rúnar Hlöðversson
of FM Belfast. We sat down with Melkorka to discuss the project.
Let’s start at the beginning. How
did ‘Milkywhale’ happen?
I’ve always been interested in the connection between music and dance in my
pieces. I studied in Amsterdam at this
crazy dance school—the kind where people ran around naked screaming “What
is postmodernism?!” You know? We had
a writing course, but my teacher had just
broken up with his boyfriend and was like
“I feel like writing love songs.” So instead,
we had five weeks of songwriting, and after that he paired some of us together to
form a house band. We played, and the reception was amazing. As dancers, we were
like, “Wow, we’ve never gotten this type of
reception before.” Music—people really
connect to it instantly.
So that’s how it started—the music. I
wanted to do my own thing, and I’d wanted to work with Árni for a long time. We
linked up, and then started collaborating
with the writer Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir. My
job was to act as a medium between her
and Árni, and we finished all the songs in
ten days, which is super-rare.

Extreme sports
So “love, trampoline exercises,
whales and pop music,” is pretty
difficult to visualise! What exactly
is ‘Milkywhale’ about?
‘Milkywhale' is a choreographed concert. Árni and I started to talk about how
we were tired of going to see bands play
because it’s always the same setup, the

same lights. We wanted to make a concert
where we could decide everything.
So my singing alter ego Milkywhale—
she’s kind of this lonely whale that struggles to survive, and does so through music
and singing. That’s the fun thing about this
piece. You put an audience that is coming
to see a theatre production in the perspective of the audience at a pop concert. Like
sitting in their seats, watching as a theatre
audience. So we play with that.
The songs are really amazing. It’s super-pop.
Is there a narrative?
No, there’s not really a narrative, but all
the songs connect thematically. They are
based on loneliness, about wanting to be
normal but not really managing. There are
lyrics like, “I wanna be mainstream, not a
gulf stream.”
It is a solo piece, so you automatically
start to wonder, who is this creature on
stage singing and dancing alone in her
own world? So if you want to, you can find
a narrative, but if not, you can watch it like
a concert.
Is it hard to mix something like that
with modern dance?
Well, contemporary dance today is like
the extreme sport of the theatre world,
you know? Because until a short time ago,
people were like, “Hmm this isn’t really
theatre, just put it in the dance category.”
So we ended up with all these crazy performances that didn’t have any notion of
dance in them, but that’s what I really like

about contemporary dance. There’s room
for so much creativity.
In theatre, people come to look and
meditate on what is happening on stage, to
see and think. But at a concert, people just
come to listen and enjoy. I am new to this,
talking to the audience and manipulating
them. It all combines.

The Nordic House Reykjavík is a vibrant Nordic cultural
institution with exhibitions, a library, shop and one
of the best restaurants in Reykjavík, Aalto Bistro.
The building is designed by the internationally
acclaimed finnish architect Alvar Aalto.
Open everyday from 10–17
Visit www.nordichouse.is for more information.
Book a table: www.aalto.is
Sundays – wednsdays 11–17
Thursdays – saturdays 11–21

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 5517030, www.nordichouse.is

You just played Innipúkinn and the
Reykjavík Dance Festival. What’s
next?
We just released a music video, and will be
at Iceland Airwaves. ‘Milkywhale’ started
off as a theatre and dance production, but
has kind of turned into a music project.
Árni and I liked the sound so much that
we want to perform it as much as we can.
I hope we can play more concerts. For me,
that’s the dream. I really enjoy it.
I’m also trying to get Árni on stage! I
want to bring my shy musician onstage
with me.
Ok, I gotta ask: what’s your favourite ‘Milkypop’-esque cheesy pop
song?
Oh my gosh, that’s a difficult question.
Right now, honestly, I am always dancing
to Carly Rae Jepsen’s “I Really Like You”…
[laughs]

Like Spinal Tap or Dethklok, Milkywhale is
not a real band—but it is! It’s a performance
piece that’s now coming to life. Confusing
yes, but you know, as they say, life imitates
art.

THE
EYRARBAKKI
TheHOUSE
House AT
at Eyrarbakki
Today one can enjoy
exhibitions about the story
and culture of the region,
famous piano, shawl made
out of human hair and the
kings pot, are among items.

Húsið prides itself with warm
and homelike atmosphere.

Árnessýsla folk museum is located in Húsið, the House, historical home
of the Danish merchants built in 1765.
Húsið is one of the oldest houses in Iceland and a beautiful monument
of Eyrarbakki´s time as the biggest trading place on the south coast.
Experience the best of Icelandic design
in Reykjavík’s oldest house
Kraum - Aðalstræti 10, Reykjavík - kraum.is

i c e l a n d i c

d e s i g n

The Maritime museum is
close by where the beautiful
twelve-rower Farsæll is the
largest item.
A glimpse of the past lives of
Eyrarbakki´s villagers is what
meets the eye of the guests.

Opening hours: May 1st - September 30th daily 11.00-18.00 or by an agreement
Tel: +354 483 1504 & +354 483 1082 | husid@husid.com | www.husid.com

ÍSAFOLD
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FESTIVAL

RESTAURANT

“Couchsurfing,
With A Stage”
The Melodica Reykjavík festival
is just around the corner

Offering fresh Icelandic cuisine in a
stylish and casual atmosphere in the heart
of down town Reykjavík.

i s a f o l d re s t a u ra n t . i s

Þingholtsstræti 5 - tel: 595 8535

Melodica

August 28-30

Café Rosenberg
and Loft Hostel

Entry by donation.

Words Gabríel Benjamin
Photo Art Bicnick and Nanna Dís

Iceland’s summer season is filled with festivals. So many festivals. Some take place in small
and remote fishing towns. Others are spread out over larger settlements. And yet others take
place in the city. The festivals, they come in all shapes and sizes—but few are as modest as
Melodica Reykjavík.
Come on
people now
Melodica was established in Australia
in 2007, and has since seen iterations
spread through Central and Northern
Europe. The festival came to Iceland
in 2008, aided by the efforts of of local
singer-songwriter Svavar Knútur (he
just released a new song—check it out
on his Facebook). With the 2015 Reykjavík edition about to commence, we
checked in with the man who started it
all, 33-year-old songwriter Pete Uhlenbruch.
Cheerful and attentive, Pete relays
the story of the first ever Melodica. It
came to be, he says, because he wanted
his songwriter friends to get to know
one another and perhaps collaborate.
Struck with an idea, Pete started making some phone calls—in the space of
two hours he had planned a festival
that would take place in three weeks
time, having secured a venue, a functional PA system and performances
from eighteen musicians. In the years
since, Melodica has grown and spread
far and wide, while maintaining the
DIY grassroots spirit and the pay-whatyou-want policy.

Enjoy our wide variety of feature cocktails
inspired by the spectacular view from SKÝ.
skylounge.is
Top floor CenterHotel Arnarhvoll - Ingólfsstræti 1 / 595 8545

Smile on
your brother
So Pete, what sets Melodica
apart from other festivals?
When you have a regular concert, it’s
two or three bands playing, and it goes
something like this: you sound check,
you play, you have a beer, and then you
go home—it offers limited interactions.

Larger festivals are alienating, too, because you have so many people and
so much going on, leaving artists with
little time to hang out together and get
the creative juices flowing. Melodica,
on the other hand, is focused on something else: it’s about bringing passionate artists together, offering them a
chance to spend time with likeminded
people, and letting their creativity infect each other.
At this point, Melodica is a network
of festivals spread across Europe, so
artists often meet up once they’ve gotten onto the circuit, resulting in tours
being booked. Like with Poems for
Jamiro from Hamburg, and Meadows
Ever Bleeding from Sweden, who went
on a mini-tour together before coming
to Melodica Reykjavík—by the time the
festival comes around, they’ll already
be in the zone and know each other’s
stuff, so there will be a noticeable and
palpable camaraderie between them.
The audience picks up on that kind of
stuff, and that’s what I love most: seeing these small choirs spontaneously
pop up.

Everybody
get together
Did you feel there was any extra
red tape involved when starting
the festival in Iceland?
No, quite the opposite actually. Things
are pretty much at arm’s length over
here, which is rather nice. It allows
Melodica to be sort of like a guerrilla
festival—it’s very DIY grassroots, with
no real hierarchy—just people helping
each other out. All you need is a venue,
and then it’s like couchsurfing, with

a stage: we invite musicians to come
here, and then we find them a place
to crash where they get to meet each
other.
Is this what artists find appealing about the festival?
Yeah, I think the fun thing about
couchsurfing is that it allows you to
drop straight into a lifestyle, where you
bypass the distance between the tourist
and local cultures. When you have a local hosting you, they take you to places
and look after you, which chimes well
with Melodica as a festival run by artists and for artists.
It’s like, ”come stay at my place, and
then we’ll all go out for hot dogs, and
then brainstorm some ideas together”—
a lot of spontaneous collaboration
tends to happen this way between local and international artists. They’re all
hanging out, and connecting, and then
they’ll have an idea for a song, or need a
harmony for an existing one, and wind
up performing it together at the festival. We try to give artists more than one
opportunity to play, especially if they’re
from overseas, so if other artists see
someone they want to join forces with,
they can.

Try to love
one another
And how do you keep it financially sustainable with the pay-whatyou-want admission?
[chuckles] Well, we encourage people
to contribute, but we want it to be accessible to individuals of all income
streams, because we like the idea of
a communitarian open philosophy.

MUSIC
FESTIVAL

ICELANDIC GOURMET MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb – with a modern twist

FROM 17:00

DINNER

6 COURSE MENU
STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN
OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot
MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes
SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple
PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc
RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked
carrots, spinach and dill cream
Dessert by pastry chef Axel Þ.
CHOCOLATE ROSE
Chocolate mousse, raspberry gel, Sacher layer
7.990 kr.

When we’re in a position of having leftover money, it all goes to the international artists, to pay for their trips. We
make the participating artists aware of
the fact that we might not be able to pay
for all of their travels, but they get the
chance to experience meaningful faceto-face networking, which is important
to them. This year we’ve got the curators from Hamburg and Cologne in attendance, who also run other festivals.
There are thus several opportunities for
artists to make important connections
for the future.
With the festival, we do our best
to break even—we don’t have much in
terms of financial support, but it somehow always works. The modus operandi is just to cover costs. It’s not always
easy, but we don’t want to make it a ticketed event.

Right now
Has the festival always been
acoustic exclusive?
Well, most of the artists are acoustic
artists, but it’s not limited to that. We
have some bands that are performing
stripped-down sets—like this outfit
from the UK called Spaceships are Cool,
who usually play glitzy electro music
with a hundred thousand instruments.
They still have an element of that, but
they do sort of minimalize their sets,
and we encourage bands to do that. And
then there’s also Hemúllinn…
Yeah, I was going to say, Hemúllinn is not exactly “acoustic.”
No, not at all, but he’s a passionate songwriter, and I guess we want to encourage those kinds of people to join us. We
like having the flexibility of being able
to invite who we want to!
What is it about the festival that
makes you keep coming back to
it?
There’s this sense of effortless joy that
comes with it. There’s something about
community that’s really powerful, that
I wasn’t aware of when I was younger.
You just get these little magic pockets
where you feel like time is suspended,
where you have the full attention of a
hundred people at once. I’m very interested in those kinds of environments,
but then again I’m a hippie at heart, so
there’s that.

Lineup

apotek.is

Austurstræti 16

101 Reykjavík

apotek@apotekrestaurant.is

August 28
Café Rosenberg
21:00 - Svavar Knútur
21:30 - Torben Stock (DE)
22:10 - Bram Van Langen (NL)
23:00 - Hello Piedpiper (DE)
23:50 - Poems for Jamiro (DE)
00:40 - Spaceships are Cool (UK)

August 29
Loft Hostel
16:00 - Eggert Einer Nielson
16:40 - Rebekka Sif
17:20 - Sveinn Guðmundsson
18:00 - Mantra
18:40 - Helgi Valur
19:20 - Torben Stock (DE)
20:00 - Hello Piedpiper (DE)
20:40 - Poems for Jamiro (DE)

Café Rosenberg
21:30 - Lori Kelley (US)
22:10 - Meadows Ever Bleeding (SE)
23:00 - Ava (NO)
23:50 - Charlie Rauh (US)
00:30 - Hemúllinn

August 30
Loft Hostel
16:00 - Friday Night Idols
16:40 - Anna Helga
17:20 - Simon Vestarr
18:00 - One Bad Day
18:40 - Owls of the Swamp (AU)
19:20 – Næmi
20:00 - Insol
20:40 - Hinemoa
21:20 - Meadows Ever Bleeding (SE)
22:00 - Myrra Rós

experience
classical cuisine

Amtmannsstíg 1 • 101 Reykjavík • +354 561 3303 • www.torfan.is
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ART
OPENINGS

ways. There is a special opening party on
August 28 at 17:00.

Opens August 28
Runs until September 24
Ekkisens Art Space
‘Occupation II’ by various artists
‘Occupation II’ is a pop-up gallery of works
by various artists, curated by Ekkisens Art
Space. This second edition takes place in a
two story, 100-year-old residential property
at Bergstaðastæti 25. There is a special
opening party on August 29 at 17:00.

Opens August 29
Runs until evicted!
Hverfisgallerí
Selected Works by Davíð Örn
Halldórsson

Iceland’s fi rst n iche per f u mer y,
oﬀeri ng a world class selection of
the fi nest ar tistic per f u mes and
cosmetics i n dow ntow n R e y k j av i k
Welcome to our enchanting
Beauty Room where we oﬀer a
range of treatements using only
the finest skin care products

Hverfisgallerí is be showing selected works
by painter / sculptor Davíð Örn Halldórsson.
He combines various forms and materials,
creating bold colours, patterns, and
psychedelic shapes. There is a special
opening party on August 29 at 16:00.

mind.blown
Selected Works by Davíð Örn Halldórsson
Hverfisgallerí

Madison Perfumery Reykjavik • Aðalstræti 9 • 101 Reykjavik
tel : +354 571 7800 • www.madison.is

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík

The exhibition, shop Closed on Mondays
and café are open
16/9 – 30/4
daily 10 - 17

A journey
through the
visual world
of Iceland
Illuminated manuscripts, textiles, carvings,
photographs, paintings and contemporary
Icelandic art www.culturehouse.is
The Culture House is part of the National Museum of Iceland

Hverfisgata 4 | August 29 - October 3 | Free!
Hverfisgallerí will be opening an exhibition of works by painter/
sculptor/colour-wizard Davíð Örn Halldórsson. His work combines various materials and forms such as ship varnish, spray
paint, and markers on wood blocks, cardboard, and directly
onto the walls for a visual aesthetic and experience that is often
reminiscent of street art. If you’re a fan of wild abstraction—bold
colours, solid geometries, psychedelic patterns, and strange
shapes—then Davíð’s paintings offer everything you could want
out of an artistic venture. SLWF

Aug 28 - Sept 10
How to use the listings: Venues
are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is. Send us your listings
to: listings@grapevine.is

Opening
ART67
Guest artist of the month: Kári
Sigurdsson
Kári Sigurðsson is a self-taught traditional
painter, whose works most often utilize oil
and pastel paints. The bulk of his works
are inspired by and depict Icelandic nature,
weather, and human development amongst
these forces.

Opens September 5
Runs until September 30
ASÍ Art Gallery
Installations by Guðrún Hrönn
Ragnarsdóttir
Guðrún Hrönn Ragnarsdóttir's instillations
uses photo, film, and flowers to create
pieces inspired by nature and gardens from
real life, world travels, and memory. There
is a special opening party on September 5
at 15:00.

Opens September 5
Runs until September 27
Guest artist of the month: Jóhanna
Kristbjörg

Opens August 29
Runs until October 3
i8 Gallery
‘Works from 1971 – 1989’ Kristján
Guðmundsson
i8 presents early works by drawer and
painter Kristján Guðmundsson. Kristján
works with two and three dimensional
forms and their relationship with graphite,
time, and space—to question and expand
the limits of illustration into the realm of
sculpture.

Opens September 3
Runs until October 25
Iðnó
Reykjavík International Literary Festival

Writing About World War II: Can
you? Should you? How to?
Join Timur Vermes and Danny Wattin as
they discuss the how, why, issues and
tactics, and hazards around writing about
WWII.

September 9 at 19:45-20:30
Magic In Everyday Life
Helle Helle, Þórdís Gísladóttir, and Óskar
Árni Óskarsson discuss the significance of
everyday life in their writing, and the ways
in which they develop their characters and
events to explore deeper ideas of human
existence.

The works of Jóhanna Kristbjörg Sýningu
combine a variety of different media—
paintings and sculptures with a variety of
physical structures, sizes, shapes, colours—
mixed with video, sound and space. There
is a special opening party on September 5
at 15:00.

September 9 at 20:45-21:30
Write.Drink.Read: A Happy Writing
Hour

Opens September 5
Runs until September 27
Borgarleikhúsið
‘Blæði: Obsidian Pieces’

September 10 at 17:00-19:00
The Role of the Past in Modern
Writing

This award-winning dance performance
is back for the Lókal/RDF. It’s composed
of three parts: ‘Les Médusées’ by Damien
Jalet, ‘From Babel/words: Sin and
Evocation’ by Damien Jalet & Sidi Larbi
Cherkaoui, and ‘Black Marrow’ by Erna
Ómarsdóttir & Damien Jalet. The last piece
also features original music by Ben Frost.

August 30 & September 6 at
20:00
Café Flora
'Botany' by Þórgunnur Oddsdóttir
Þórgunnur Oddsdóttir is the kind of
artist who tries everything at least once.
Her newest work, entitled ‘Botany’, uses
organic elements—twigs, leaves, branches,
flowers—and rearranges them in inorganic

Join us for a happy hour with creative writing prompts. Write, drink, and share your
work (if you want to). Hosted by Willona
Sloan.

Katja Kettu, Ófeigur Sigurðsson, and Bergsveinn Birgisson discuss the role of the past
in their recent, contemporary works.

September 10 at 19:45-20:30
Stories that Travel and Transform
Fiction author Dave Eggers and screenwriter David Nicholls will explore the ways in
which stories travel from reader to reader,
language to language and page to screen.

September 10 at 20:45-21:30
Crime Stories on Friday Night
Pierre Lemaitre, Yrsa Sigurðardóttir & Lilja
Sigurðardóttir—French & Icelandic crime
novelists—sit down to discuss the crafting
of crime plots and the delights of the genre.

September 11 at 19:45-20:30

ART HOUSE CINEMA & CAFÉ

ICELANDIC FILMS
WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
HAPPY HOUR AT THE BAR FROM 17:00-20:00
CULT CLASSIC MOVIE POSTER EXHIBITION
ShowtimeS: bioparadis.is | Hverfisgata 54 | Reykjavík | +354 412 7711 | midasala@bioparadis.is

CRAVING

IN YOUR

Download the FREE
Grapevine Craving APP!
What should you eat in
Reykjavík? Shake your phone,
and we will recommend you
something.

POCKET

WHAT'S
INSIDE

Reykjavík Map

Happy Hour Guide

Reykjavík

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Practical Info

August 28 - September 10

Two

Keep it in your pocket

Weeks

The Grapevine picks the events, places and what to experience in the next two weeks

5
September

Concert

26°C And Breezy

3-29

September

Film

Don’t Ever Stop Being Weird

Hjálmar

‘I Want To Be Weird’

Húrra, Naustin (D3) | 21:00 | 2,500 ISK

Bíó Paradís | Sept 3, 4, 5, 9, 16, & 23 | 1,600 ISK

Beloved Icelandic indie-folk-reggae-adjacent
band Hjálmar are all set to to play their hearts
out for you fine folks at Húrra. These guys sport
that classic, indie-beard look & vibe—soft vocals, a
sensitive touch, and the act of wearing sunglasses
indoors, at night. But they also have soul: rhythm,
harmonies, and (most important for Iceland) the
warmth you would expect of a band from latitudes
far, far lower than here. SLWF

Feature documentary ‘Ég vil vera skrýtin’ (“I
Want To Be Weird”) shines a spotlight on Britishborn artist Kitty Von-Sometime, who has lived
in Iceland for the last decade, and used that time
to—among other things—found the wildly successful women’s only performance art group The
Weird Girls Project. The camera follows her daily
routine, and shows the projects she’s working on,
as well as the women in her life. The documentary
is director Brynja Dögg Friðriksdóttir’s first
foray into the film world, and will premiere at Bíó
Paradís on September 3. GB

August 28
Joshua Ledet
Louisiana-born singer Joshua Ledet is notorious
for his amazing performance on American Idol's
eleventh season (in which he placed third).
Seriously, he took JLo and Steven Tyler to church.
Now he's making his way over to Iceland, so head
over if you fancy some funk. Admission is free!
Gaukurinn at 22:00

Concert

9
Rocking, Droning And
September
Grooving

September 2
Blonde Redhead & Skúli Sverrisson
Indie rock pioneers Blonde Redhead are on an
international tour and are stopping in Iceland to
play with composer, bassist, and Mengi founder
Skúli Sverrisson. Expect Blonde Redhead to
perform from newly released ninth-studio album
'Barragán', as well as older hits. Admission is 5,000
ISK.
Gamla Bíó at 20:00

September 4
Kælan Mikla
Taking its name from The Moomin's "The Lady
of the Cold," Kælan is a darkly atmospheric
poet-punk-cum-darkwave trio that's constantly
reinventing itself, with each iteration tighter and
more dynamic than the last. Don't miss them.
Gaukurinn at 22:00

The viking:info
Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri
e:info@theviking.is

kimono / Ari Russo

www.theviking.is

Húrra, Naustin (D3) | 20:30 | Admission: TBA
Celebrated and agitated indie rock trio kimono
have finally announced their second concert this
year. They recently reissued their three albums on
vinyl, and reportedly have a new one on the way
that will hopefully surpass the high bar they’ve set
(read more about it elsewhere in this here listings
pullout). Expect to hear some new stuff, along
with all the kimono-classics. They’ll be joined by
Brooklyn-based multidisciplinary artist Ari Russo,
who’s renowned for peppering his musical performances with archival video footage. GB

Akureyri
Reykjavík
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Dillon Whiskey Bar

9

M

Húrra

Bergstaðastræti 1

Bankastræti 12

Laugavegur 30

Tryggvagata 22

A
. popular café on weekdays, on weekends
Kaffibarinn turns into a ticket for a wild night
out, as the space fills up with the late-night
souls oozing energy in every corner. With
DJs playing and the occasional rock band,
the party usually lasts until early morning, yet
often manages to leave you begging for more.

Prikið is one of those places that shape-shifts.
It’s a warm café lined with photographs of its
senior frequenters on weekdays, a hung-over
hangout on weekend afternoons, and during
nights it’s filled to the brim with what remains
of Iceland’s hip-hop scene. Go there in the
daytime for the cheap burgers; enter at night
for some OTT hip-hop debauchery, old skool
and the latest bangers alike.

A mix between grungy and classy, Dillon
Whiskey Bar dominates their little stretch
of Laugavegur. Crammed most nights with
rockers, metalheads, and tourists looking for
a place to mumble AC/DC songs into their
beer, Dillon boasts a wide selection of over
100 whiskies and hosts some of Icelander's
better hard rock bands on the weekends.

With numerous beers on tap, the place is
ideal to sit down for a pint in the early evening, see a live band step on stage around
ten or eleven, and then dance to sweet
tunes by talented DJs until the wee hours of
the night.

Useful Numbers

The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2,
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00,
Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and
The only public transport available in Reykjavík
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes tourist shops have longer opening hours.
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children.
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool
Multiple day passes are available for purchase at
varies plus or minus a few hours.
select locations. Complete route map available
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from
16:00.
07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on
Post Offices
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Post offices are located around the city. The
Lækjartorg.
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5,
Opening Hours
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and
and some grocery stores.
04:30 on weekends.

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 1818
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
BSR: 561 0000
Tax-Free Refund
Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
Tourist Information

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300
Coach Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Domestic Airlines

Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 562 7000
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550 tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,
Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1300

Public Transport

Party Every Night.
Cocktails!
Live Music Every Night!
50 different kinds of beer.
5
Live Sports Coverage
Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings!
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The Coocoo's Nest

.
Nestled in a refurbished fishing hut in
the newly-flourishing area of Grandi, The
Coocoo’s Nest is a cosy and airy cafe, offering California-casual brunch, lunch, and dinner, with an Italian twist. With large windows
and light wood throughout, this is perfect for
a lazy Saturday get-together or an afternoon
‘aperitivo’ after work. If you are in that part of
town, head over for a warm-up.

4

HR

Bankastræti 11 · t 551 2090 · spaks.is
Open Monday-Friday 10-18.30
Saturdays 10-17
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ICELANDIC DESIGN
One of the coolest shops in town with an
Icelandic designer of classical utilitarian
clothes. Beautiful and unique design.
Our design is also sold as second hand.
Sustainable fashion, the pieces will
last you a lifetime.

Mar means "sea" in both Latin and Icelandic,
which is fitting, as MAR sits just by the old
Reykjavík harbour. You can be certain you
won't see MAR's menu replicated anywhere
else as it offers Icelandic delicacies prepared
in a South American and South European
styles. Be sure to also check out the attached
MARBar.
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For those with a bit of time on their hands,
the evening is well spent at Tapas Barinn,
where you can indulge yourself feasting on
course after delicious course of miniature
dishes served in true Spanish style. There is
also a lounge for those who want to hang out
and sip a fine glass of red.

ÝR

NÝ

Café Loki is not only a place where one
can try all of Iceland’s weird and wacky
foodstuffs, but also some of its decidedly
delicious, unweird dishes. It’s a great little
café that locals love to frequent as well as a
welcoming place for tourists.

3 Tapas Barinn
Vesturgata 3b
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Saga
Museum
13
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LUNCH AND DINNER MENU
LOCAL AND FOREIGN DISHES

This restaurant is cosy and stylish with
friendly staff and a South American-infused
menu. The name joyfully refers to the fact that
the building used to house a pharmacy in
days past, and the cocktail menu reflects this,
split up into painkillers, stimulants, tranquilizers and placebos.
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Matur og Drykkur
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Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

Grandagarður 2

!

LIKE US IN

Matur og Drykkur (“Food And Drink”) is
named after a seminal Icelandic book of
recipes by Helga Sigurðardóttir. This sets
the tone for the approach at Matur og
Drykkur, where they seek to reinterpret
Iceland’s food heritage as authentically
as they can. The result is a truly inspiring
localized stab at New Nordic cuisine.
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Both a record label and a store, 12 Tónar
have been bringing sweet sounds to
Reykjavík for the past 15 years. They stock all
of the best new Icelandic music on CDs and
some vinyl. Also, check out their Facebook
page for information about in-store gigs.

Public Phones
There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið,
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid international phone cards
are recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access
Most cafés offer free wireless internet
access. Computers with internet connections are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near
Laugavegur 45,
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
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Húrra
Naustin | D3

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18 | E5

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 | E7

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54 | E5

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 | E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b | E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | E5

Kaffi Kigali
Ingólfsstræti 8 | E4

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Kofinn
Laugavegur 2 | E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4

Coocoo's Nest
Grandagarður 23 | B2

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E4

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4

Paloma
Naustin | D3

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | E5

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 | F5

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18 | D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 | D3

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D3

Frederiksen Ale House
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10 | E3

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 | D3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 | H2
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 | G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | E7
Tue-Sun 14–18

Geysir

SK

ATA

This tourist shop gathers memorabilia,
souvenirs, clothing and gift items from all
over Iceland at a convenient location. Great
for loading up at the last minute, as their
stock is diverse and high-quality.

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A | H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
http://www.gallerilist.is/
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is

Hitt Húsið
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | D4
www.hitthusid.is
Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 | D4
www.hverfisgalleri.is
i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat
13–17 and by appointment. www.i8.is
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The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata | G5
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 | F4
www.hannesarholt.is
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Bankastræti 5 | E4

Better Weather Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41 | F6
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Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | D3
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Austur
Austurstræti 7 | D3
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Kraum

Aðalstræti 10
Kraum offers the biggest selection of Icelandic design and is situated in Reykjavík's
oldest house. Kraum sells unique Icelandic
pieces and you can find everything from
jewellery, clothing and art pieces to Icelandic chocolates, salts and postcards.

The Icelandic Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116 | F8
www.phallus.is
Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 | D3
www.kirs.is
Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E5
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
www.this.is/klingogbang
Knitting Iceland
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.knittingiceland.is

The National and University Library,
Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28
Swimming Pools
There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
located at Barónsstígur. It features a
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu from
06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00,
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from
10:00–18:00.

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers located, for example, at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by
Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be found inside the Reykjavík
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Tue-Sun 12-17
www.nylo.is
Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 | F5
www.mengi.net
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | E5
www.mokka.is

Reykjavík Art
Museum Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24 | H8
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is
Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is
Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13
The Settlement Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17 | D3
Open daily 9–20
Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
Open daily 10-17
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 1218 / Sat–Sun 13–17
Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
www.videy.com

F

NORDIC

COOL

at it’s best

Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 | B2
www.sagamuseum.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D3
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is
Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a | E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23
Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesignspace.com

The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is

Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12 | G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
www.tveirhrafnar.is

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41 | G2
Open daily 10–17
www.natmus.is

Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 | E5
www.windandweather.is

Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
101 Reykjavik
+354 551 0200

www.aalto.is
G

best of r ey k jav ík

15%

discount off
Gin&Tonic V2
with this coupon

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating
some of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully neverending discussion. The following are some nice tips we pulled from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2014
which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

BEST GIN&TONIC
IN TOWN

Dining and
Grubbing

Activities and
Funtimes

Shopping and
Commerce

Best Must-Try Dining
Experience:
Shrimp Pyramid at Jómfrúin

Best Place To Read A Book:
Stofan

Best Jewellery Shop:
Orri Finn Design

Lækjargata 4

Vesturgata 3

Skólavörðustígur 17a

This is the one category where we’ve had
no repeats from year-to-year, because
there are just so many Must-Try Dining
Experiences in Reykjavík! As fun as the
sheep heads and whale kebab may be,
we wanted to highlight something a little
more elegant this time around. Jómfrúin
is a place which wears its colonial past
proudly: the focus is on Danish openfaced sandwiches (smørrebrød). But the
place is as Icelandic as it gets and walking
into Jómfrúin you are immediately
transported to 1985 Reykjavík. The place
attracts a slightly older, upper-middleclass crowd (although they aren’t afraid
to tie off a few Danish schnapps on a
Saturday afternoon if the mood takes
them).

We’ll be honest, this wasn’t such an easy
one. There was pretty tough competition
between this beautiful, warm and
comfortable café in downtown Reykjavík
and the Reykjavík City Library, a mere
block away. The library is of course a
building full of books built with almost
the exclusive purpose of faciliating
reading, but Stofan has a certain je-nesais-quoi that is so inviting to bringing
your own and sitting there for hours.
“The downstairs level is especially nice
to read in,” said one person. “It’s spacious
and cavernous but gets lots of light
and you can just sink into the vintage
couches.” Plus, with a great menu of
coffees, cakes and light meals, there’s
no need to relocate when your reading
energy starts to fade. We’ll be doing our
reading down there, thank you.

Tucked down in a semi-basement
on Skólavörðustígur, the shop is a
workspace and shop for Orri Finn’s
beautiful and unusual custom creations,
with such interesting ornaments as
cutting shears, fountain pen tips, moth
wings and straight blades. “I was walking
by the store in a hurry but I caught sight
of the pendants in the window and I
had to slow down,” one of our panellists
remarked. Indeed, they are head-turning
and remarkable items.

Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Iða Zimsen
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00.
Beer 450 ISK.

Rio Sportbar
Every day from 12:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Bravó
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Ísafold Bistro
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

SKY Bar & Lounge
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Brooklyn Bistro & Bar
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Kaffibarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK.

Skúli Craft Bar
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 1,000 ISK.

Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Café Haiti
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.

Slippbarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 600 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,000 ISK.

Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1
Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.

Kitchen & Wine Bar
Thursday from 16:00 to 18:30.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 900 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,500 ISK.

GIN&TONIC V2
Gin | Thyme
| Lemon | Tonic
| Homemade
siracha sauce

ASIAN INSPIRED GASTROPUB
KITCHEN OPEN UNTIL 23:00
HAPPY HOUR 14–19
PUBLIC HOUSE – GASTROPUB
Laugavegur 24 | #publichouse101
publichouse.is

A Guide
That
Fucks
You Up
A list of every
Happy Hour in
101 Reykjavík
American Bar
Friday and Saturday from 16:00 to
19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to
00:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.
B5
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK, Cider
700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 350 ISK.
Bar 11
Friday to Saturday from 21:00 to 01:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Bar Ananas
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Cocktails 1,650 ISK.
Barber Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,150 ISK.
Bíó Paradís
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.
Bjarni Fel
Monday to Friday from 21:00 to 23:00.
2-for-1 Beer 1,090 ISK, single with
mixer 1,500 ISK.

Dillon
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 550 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, Whiskey
550 ISK.
Dúfnhólar 10
Every day from 17:00 to 22:00.
Beer 490 ISK, Wine for 700 ISK.
Einar Ben
Every day from 17:30 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.
English Pub
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Frederiksen Ale House
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1
Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.
Forréttabarinn
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.
Gaukurinn
Sun-Thu from 19:00 to 22:00. Fri-Sat
from 21:00 to 22:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.
Glaumbar
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to
00:00. Beer 500 ISK, Shot 390 ISK.
Hótel 1919
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 575 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,090 ISK.
Hótel Holt Gallery Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 750 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,200 ISK.

Sólon Bistro
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Sushisamba
Every day from 17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK, Wine 745 ISK.

Klaustur Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 2-for-1
Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.

Kolabrautin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 450 ISK, Wine 500 ISK,
Cocktails 1,000 ISK.

Tacobarinn
Mon-Sat from 16:00 to 18:00.
Fri-Sat from 22:30 to 23:30.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
Store and on the
Android Market.

Konsúll Café
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.

Uno
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 545 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1
Beer 1,100 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.

Uppsalir
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. 2-for-1
Beer 950 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK.

Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Vínsmakkarinn
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Hótel Natura
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. 50% off
all drinks. Beer 550 ISK, Wine 1,000
ISK, selected cocktails 1,600 ISK.

MarBar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

Ölstofan
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 490 ISK, Wine 890
ISK, gin & tonic 990 ISK.

Download the
FREE Grapevine
Appy Hour app!

Hótel Plaza Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 900 ISK.
Hraðlestin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 590 ISK, Wine 590 ISK.
Húrra
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Íslenski Barinn
Everyday from 16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK, selected
cocktails 1,000 ISK.

Matur og Drykkur
Thursday to Sunday, 21:00-22:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 500 ISK.
Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK.
Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.
Public House
Every day from 14:00 to 19:00.
Beer 495 ISK, Wine 695 ISK.
Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
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OPENINGS & ONGOINGS
Literary Ball
On the closing night of the festival, audience and authors alike can comingle, drink,
dance to the tunes of Royal, and discuss
literature to their hearts' content.

September 12 at 22:30-23:55
Nordic House
Reykjavík International Literary Festival

Official Opening and Keynote
Address

Nigerian-American author Teju Cole,
star guest of the 2015 Reykjavík
International Literary Festival, and Steinunn
Sigurðardóttir, one of Iceland’s best-known
writers, will formally open the festival with a
keynote address at Nordic House.

Route 40 takes you to

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design
on your way to the Blue Lagoon

September 9 at 17:00-19:00
Women, Love and the Narrative in
Literature

Route 40

Danish author Stine Pilgaard and Icelandic
author Þórunn Erlu- og Valdimarsdóttir
will discuss if and how the narratives of
women in literature differ from men, and if
narratives are approached in different ways
according to the gender of the author.

The World Without Us
August 28th – October 25th
Exhibition of works that address
ideas about the universe
by eight icelandic artists from
different generations.

September 10 at 12:00-12:45
True and False Stories
Writer and former mayor Jón Gnarr, and
Icelandic author Oddný Eir Ævarsdóttir
have both written books based on their
own experiences, but that also blend
fiction and embellishment with reality. They
join Swedish author Lena Andersson to
examine this genre and the ways in which
true and false stories can be intermixed.

September 10 at 13:00-13:45
The Environment, the Future and the
Future of Writing
Science fiction author Kim Stanley
Robinson and Icelandic author Andri
Snær Magnason will consider the role of
literature in relation to the environmental
issues that face all humans in current and
future generations.

September 11 at 12:00-12:45
Icelandic Literature as an
Inspiration
David Mitchell, Emil Hjörvar Petersen,
and Vilborg Davíðsdóttir discuss their
relationships with Icelandic literature and
its influences on their work.

September 11 at 13:00-13:45
Telling Big Stories with Few Words
Ana María Shua and Halldóra Thoroddsen
will acquaint the audience with their work
in the genre of microstory, showcasing its
strengths and wonders.

September 12 at 12:00-12:45
Home Away from Home
Teju Cole and Hassan Blasim will discuss
their work and the concept of ‘home’ and
immigration in literary writing.

September 12 at 13:00-13:45
Journalism Is Not A Crime &
Screening of 'Rosewater'
This event will discuss the issue of
journalist incarceration. Maziar Bahari is an
Iranian-Canadian journalist and filmmaker,
who was arrested by Iranian authorities
without charge during the 2009 Iranian
election. This talk will be followed by a
screening of the 'Rosewater', a 2014 film by
Jon Stewart based on Mazlar's arrest.

September 12 at 14:00-16:30
Reykjavík Art Museum:
Hafnarhús
‘MIX’ by Þórdís Erla Zoëga & Þór
Sigurþórsson
This mixed-media exhibit uses mirror
installations and other works to play with
people’s perception to reflect on issues
such as intimacy, balance, and one’s sense
of right and wrong.

Opens September 5
Runs until September 20

Ongoing
Anarkía
‘Secret Garden’ by Georg Douglas
This exhibit of vivid, trippy paintings is
inspired by nature of the floral kind, as well
as the artist’s career as a scientist, Irish
dancing, and the Icelandic summer light.

Runs until September 13
ART67
Bjarnveig Björnsdóttir Exhibit
This exhibit features the abstract oil
paintings of Bjarnveig Björnsdóttir. Her
artwork focuses on the beauty of stones of
various shapes and colors. There will be an
opening party on August 8 at 14:00.

Runs until August 31
Árbær Open Air Museum
‘Between the lines – How stayat-home women earned a living
1900-1970’
This exhibition looks at how women were
able to generate revenue with odd jobs in
the twentieth century when many of them

BOOK LEARNIN'
Reykjavík International Literary Festival
Nordic House & Iðnó Theater
September 9-12 | Admission: Mostly Free!
This year's Reykjavík International Literary Festival is loaded
with readings, conversations, discussions, booze, and writing
prompts, with many well-known Icelandic and international writers
partaking. Topics of this year's festival include environmentalism, the past, immigration and home, feminism, food, and more.
All writers, readers, and writer-appreciators alike are welcome to
join in, and many of the events are free (we here at the Grapevine
know well how writers need to watch their budget). The festival
will officially start September 9 with a keynote address by Icelandic author Steinunn Sigurðardóttir and Nigerian-American
author Teju Cole, and will end on the twelfth with a Literary Ball.
SLWF
stayed at home.

Runs until August 31
Ásgrímur Jónsson Collection
‘In The Light Of The Days’ by
Ásgrímur Jónsson
The works of the late Ásgrímur Jónsson
cover huge swaths of the history of Iceland.
The interpretation of the seen and the
unseen, landscape, and oral tradition
were some of his main topics throughout
his career, which spanned the first half
of the twentieth century. His paintings
and drawings reflect sincere love for the
country and the nation, and the works
chosen for this exhibition reflect the scope
of the artist’s themes.

Runs until September 15
ASÍ Art Gallery
Þormóður Karlsson Retrospective
The late Þormóður Karlsson passed away
at the turn of his century, and a few of his
pieces—including oil paintings he made in
San Fransisco—are on display.

Runs until August 30
Better Weather Window Gallery
‘Stock’ by David Subhi
Artist David Subhi works with multiple
media—wood, steel, canvas, rope, etc.—to
create unique structures.

Runs until August 29th
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden with
26 bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.

On permanent view
Gallerí Skilti
‘Al Dente’ by Tuomas A. Laitinen
This multimedia exhibition combines light,
sound, and video, and is inspired by the
artist’s time in China; in particular, by his
findings in “hutong” (narrow paths or
valleys) in Beijing. The exhibit explores the
constant overlapping of new and old in
China, and the distorted and often absurd
messages on signs outside food vendors in
the area thanks to Google Translate.

Runs until December 15
Gerðuberg Cultural Centre
‘Light’ by Litku
Using oil, acrylic, and watercolour,
members of the Litku art collective hope
to explore both manifestations of light in
nature and landscape and the interplay of
light and shadow in this exhibit, which is
in honour of UNESCO’s 2015 International
Year of Light.

Runs until August 28

New Release
August 13th – September 27th
Where does music come from,
and how is it released? Is music
an exception to the rule or the
greatest law of all? Are we
composers or, perhaps, just
instruments?

KEEPERS
Icelandic design highlights,
from the Collection

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

‘True Face’ by Anna Henriksdóttir &
Svafa Björg Einarsdóttir
This exhibition of oil, pastel, watercolour
and collage work, is all based around the
theme of portraits and includes varied
pieces, such as paintings of pets as well
as self-portraits. This exhibition was made
through the efforts of art teachers Anna
Henriksdóttir and Svafa Björg Einarsdóttir,
who created the programme to help
strengthen and empower unemployed
people to get back into the labour market
through artistic expression.

Runs until August 28
Papercraft Exhibition by Juventa
and Paulius Mudéniené
An exhibition of paper art by Lithuanian
artist Juventa, and photography by
her husband Paulius, is on display at
Gerðuberg. In the past, they have exhibited
works in Belgium, England, Sweden,
Norway, Germany and Egypt.

Runs until August 31
‘Finger Dexterity’ by Fanney,
Óskar Henning og Sigurður Helgi
Valgarðsbörn
On exhibition is the work of these
skillful siblings, including silver jewelry,
candlesticks, and much more, all made
with excellent craftsmanship.

Runs until September 27
Harbinger
‘Man in the Anthropocene’ by
Rustan Söderling
In this multi-media exhibit, Söderling
explores the geological impact that the
human race has had on planet Earth by
exploring the idea of artefact and memory.

Runs until August 30
Hornið
‘Take Two’ by Jóhann Vilhjálmsson
Part artist, part musician, and part chef,
Jóhann is a true jack-of-all-trades. His
mediums are pastels and ink, and he
gravitates towards bold, bright colours. His
subjects range from people, to landscapes,
scenes and more, but all have a surrealist
quality in common.

On permanent view
Living Art Museum (Nýló)
‘Adorn’
Using the work of all female artists and
the curation of Becky Forsythe, ‘Adorn’
addresses the idea of ornamentation
and the question of everyday beauty. The
exhibition is part of the series ‘Women
in Nýló’ and presents works by Anna

open

Winter (16. September-30.April)
Tuesday-Sunday 11-5
Summer (1. May-15.September)
Daily 10-5

the national
museum of
iceland
The country’s largest
museum of cultural history
featuring a permanent exhibition on Iceland’s
history from settlement to present day as well
as temporary exhibitions e.g. on photography.
www.thjodminjasafn.is | Suðurgata 41 | 101 Reykjavík
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‘Nesstofa - House and History’
Nesstofa is one of the oldest stone buildings
in Iceland, and this exhibition discusses
the construction and repair history of the
historical structure. Because it was once
a pharmacy, there are many showings of
Icelandic herbs used not only for medicine
but also for nutrition and health.

Runs until December 31
‘The People Downtown’ by Davíð
Þorsteinsson
In this exhibit, Davíð Þorsteinsson presents
a series of portraits inspired by downtown
life, using subjects from all walks of life, from
bankers to parking inspectors.

A U G L Ý S I N G A S T O F A

E .

B A C K M A N

Runs until August 30
‘What Is So Interesting About it?’

Flora At Flóra
‘Botany’ by Þórgunnur Oddsdóttir
Café Flora

The Saga Museum brings the Viking age to life. There you’ll walk
among some of Iceland’s most famous heroes and infamous villains
portrayed in their defining moments; the Viking settlement in 874,
Leif the Lucky’s discovery of America, the founding of the world’s
first parliament and the epic clan feuds that marked the settlement.
This is as close as you’ll ever get to meeting Vikings in the flesh.

Try on the clothes and
weapons of the Viking
The shop has a wide
age. Great fun and a
selection of traditional
great photo opportunity.
Viking handiwork,
souvenirs and clothing.
Saga Museum • Grandagarður 2 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel.: (+354) 511 1517 • Open: Daily from 10 to 18

www.sagamuseum.is

Reykjavík Botanical Gardens | August 28 – September 24 | Free!
The collective works of Þórgunnur Oddsdóttir cover such a wide
range of media that it’s impossible to categorise what she does, or
to predict what she'll come up with next. Þórgunnur has worked
with collage, poetry, prose, performance, photography, sculpture,
installations, printmaking, found objects, video, and more. It’s
easier to say she works with everything, that she is an artist in every imaginable sense. Her newest project is entitled ‘Botany’, and
incorporates organic elements—twigs, leaves, branches, flowers—
rearranged and organized in inorganic ways. There is a special
opening party on August 28 at 17:00. SLWF
Líndal, Erla Silfá Þorgrímsdóttir, Hildur
Hákonardóttir, Svala Sigurleifsdóttir and
Þóra Sigurðardóttir.

is considered to be one of Picasso’s
most unusual, and is highly sought after
worldwide.

Runs until September 15
Museum of Design and Applied
Art
‘Keepers’

Runs until January 4, 2016
‘Saga - Narrative Art’

This exhibit focuses on the collections in
the Museum of Design and Applied Art,
displaying a few key pieces, and explores
how and why the museum curates the
works that it does. The title refers both
to the objects themselves, the ones
worth keeping, as well as the people who
preserved them, kept them, and eventually
gave them to the museum for safekeeping.

Runs until June 10, 2016
The National Gallery
‘From the Rustic to the Selfie’
The National Gallery contains about 1,000
portraits by both Icelandic and foreign
artists—some modern, some centuries
old. This exhibition will feature selected
portraits from the gallery, and asks viewers
to contemplate the human image from both
historical and personal perspectives.

Runs until September 6
‘Jacqueline with a Yellow Ribbon’ by
Pablo Picasso
Picasso’s widow, Jacqueline Roque
Picasso, has given her portrait as a gift
to the President of Iceland. This portrait

Curated by Norbert Weber and Halldór
Björn Runólfsson, this exhibit explores
the use of narrative in Icelandic visual art,
presenting work from Björk, Dieter Roth,
Ragnar Kjartansson, Erró, among others.
There are guided tours every Tuesday and
Friday at 12:10.

Runs until September 6
The National Museum of Iceland
Bible Exhibit
This is an exhibit celebrating the 200 year
anniversary of the Icelandic Bible company
(Biblíufélagið). On display are many antique
Bibles owned by the National Museum and
the company itself.

Runs until December 31
‘A Woman’s Place’
This exhibition takes a look into the lives of
women from 1915 to 2015, and questions
what role women have had and currently
have in Icelandic society.

Runs until December 31
‘The Making Of A Nation’
This exhibition is intended to provide insight
into the history of the Icelandic nation from
Settlement to the present day.

On permanent view

In celebration of the 100th anniversary of
women gaining the right to vote in Iceland,
this exhibit presents examples of the work
and struggles women have faced since
gaining that suffrage. This show celebrates
women who have achieved in fields that
were previously dominated by men, such as
politics, business, arts, and sports.

Runs until December 31
‘I - Portraits’ by Valdimar Thorlacius
In this exhibit, Valdimar Thorlacius presents
portraits of Icelandic loners, hermits and
recluses and their living spaces. Aiming to
provide a glimpse into the life of those who
live in seclusion, Valdimar shows subjects in
both rural and urban Iceland.

Runs until December 31
‘Bundled Up In Blue’
This exhibition is centred around new
archeological findings from bones believed
to belong to a woman from the settlement
era, discovered in 1938 in East Iceland. New
research provides answers as to the age of
the woman in question, where she came
from, together with indications of what she
may have looked like and how she would
have dressed.

Runs until December 31
Nordic House
‘Aalto Masterpiece’
The Nordic House itself will be on exhibit
for people who are interested in learning
more about the architecture of this sleek
house, designed by Finnish architect Alvar
Aalto. The exhibition focuses on the story of
the Nordic House and all the little details of
the house that you might miss just walking
through.

Runs until August 29
‘Foyer Exhibition’
This exhibition will feature the artwork of
Artótek.

Runs until August 29
Núllið
‘Coming Soon’
This exhibition is the first to open in Núllið,
a new project space on Bankastræti 0 that
used to be a women’s bathroom. It features
works by Brynjar Helgason, Ívar Glói
Gunnarsson, Logi Leó Gunnarsson, and Una
Björg Magnúsdóttir, all of whom are recent
art school graduates.

Runs until August 30
Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn
‘Artistic Inclination’ by Ásmundur
Sveinsson
Works that span the entire career of
sculptor Ásmundur Sveinsson (1893-1982)
from when he was a student at the Sate
Academy in Sweden to abstract pieces
created towards the end of his life. His work
is inspired by nature, literature, and the
Icelandic people.

Runs until October 4
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
‘Áfangar’ by Richard Serra

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

Richard Serra unveiled his environmental
art installation on Viðey Island 25 years ago.
In honour of the anniversary, Hafnarhús
presents an exhibition of Richard’s drawings
and graphic works, as well as film and
photographs from ‘Áfangar’ on Viðey.

Runs until September 20
‘bears; truths…’ by Kathy Clark
Using teddy bears discarded by Reykjavík
children, Kathy develops a narrative about
life’s journey. Throughout her career, she
has shown work in Iceland and the United
States, and is the founder of two window
galleries in downtown Reykjavík.

Runs until October 18
‘Erró and Art History’
The exhibition provides an insight into
the work of the Icelandic painter Erró. He
maintains a style that fluctuates between
surrealism and pop art, integrating elements
of comics and science fiction. This exhibition
presents works in which he has borrowed
images and fragments of pictures by some
of the leading artists in history, such as

ART
ONGOING

Lókal & Reykjavík Dance Festival
Read all about the joining of these theatre and dance
festivals on pages 2-4, including descriptions and
times.
Picasso and Léger.

Runs until September 27
Kunstschlager Chamber
The art initiative Kunstschlager has
moved all of its activities into the upper
level of Hafnarhús. This offers visitors the
opportunity to walk around, pause and
experience the ambiance of Kunstschlager.
The space is devoted to audio and video
works, two- and three-dimensional
pieces, as well as specially-designed
Kunstschlager furniture, on which guests
can comfortably relax.

Runs until September 21
‘Neither nor’
This exhibit features the work from five
artists who tackle existential questions
about mundane life, purpose, definitions,
transformations, anxiety, impossibility, and
nothing.

Runs until August 30
‘Process & Pretense’ by Magnús
Sigurðarson
Best known for his pop-culture-referencing
photographic series and video art, Magnús
Sigurðarson addresses in this exhibit the
universal human yearning for the sublime.

Runs until October 18
'Wiolators'
This international group formed in Gerrit
Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam, and hosts
yearly exhibits in different countries.

Runs until September 21
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
‘Marginalia—texts, sketches, and
doodles in Kjarval’s art’
This exhibit dives into Jóhannes S. Kjarval’s
personal world, presenting drawings,
letters and writings collected over the
artist’s life. By showing everything from
sketches on envelops to doodles on paper
napkins, this exhibit hopes to allow the
viewer to enter the intimate and eccentric
world of Kjarval.

Runs until November 29
'TWO STRONG WOMEN’ by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir & Ruth Smith
Celebrating the centenary of women’s
suffrage in Iceland and the Faroe Islands,
this exhibit presents the works of Icelander
Júlíana Sveinsdóttir and Faroese Ruth
Smith. With 90 works, both oil paintings
and drawings, these artists explore
everything from basic still lifes and
landscapes, to depression, ageing, and
deterioration.

Runs until August 31
‘Vertical / horizontal’ by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir & Anni Albers
This exhibit presents weavings by Júlíana
Sveinsdóttir and Anni Albers who use both
conventional and unconventional materials
in their textiles, creating works that are
both abstract and modern.

Runs until August 31
Reykjavík City Library
‘Comics’ by Halldór Baldursson
Halldór Baldursson is one of Iceland’s most
prolific comic artists. His works, or rather
the works behind the works, sketches and
coffee house scribblings, are on display.

Runs until August 31
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2
Archaeological findings from ruins of one
of the first houses in Iceland and other
excavations in the city centre, open daily
09:00-20:00.

On permanent view
‘Settlement Sagas - Accounts from
manuscripts’
This special exhibition is held in
collaboration with the Árni Magnússon
Institute for Icelandic Studies. At the centre
of this special exhibition are rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of the
settlement of Reykjavík.

On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
‘Rough seas’ by Þröstur Njálsson
This amateur photography exhibit gives
the viewer a glimpse into the life of a
contemporary seaman through Þröstur’s
work on a fishing trawler that sails through
rough and calm waters alike. ‘Rough Seas’
is Þröstur’s second photography exhibition.

Runs until September 20

‘Seawomen - the fishing women of
Iceland, past and present’
This new exhibition, in celebration of the
centennial anniversary of women’s suffrage
in Iceland, explores Icelandic women at
sea. It is based on research conducted by
the anthropologist Dr. Margaret E. Willson,
who discovered that Icelandic women have
been working at sea since the mid-900s.
The exhibit presents not only historical
material but also interviews with Icelandic
women who work in the fishing industry
today.
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On permanent view
‘From Poverty to Abundance’
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen at
the turn of the 20th century.

On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland’s maritime history that showcases
the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.

On permanent view
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
This vessel sailed through all three Cod
Wars and has also served as a rescue ship
to more than 200 ships.

On permanent view
The Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
‘All the signs indicated’
This exhibit features the work of six
photographers including Agnieszku
Sosnowska, Bára Kristinsdóttir, and
others. Each of the pictures includes the
photographers themselves, and aims
to capture their feelings and personal
experiences.

Runs until September 13
‘In Passing’ by Dagur Gunnarsson
In this exhibit, Dagur Gunnarsson displays
portraits he has taken around Reykjavík
that each aim to capture the strong
impression that people have left on him.

Runs until August 30
‘Traces of Life: The Subjective and
Personal in Photography Today’
The exhibition consists of photographs by
Agnieszka Sosnowska, Bára Kristinsdóttir,
Daniel Reuter, Hallgerður Hallgrímsdóttir,
Kristina Petrošiut and Skúta. It turns the
lens around and makes the photographer
the subject by looking into their personal
lives and emotions.

Runs until September 13
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
‘Interplay’ by Sigurjón Ólafsson &
Finn Juhl
This exhibition focuses on the relationship
between the Danish architect Finn Juhl
(1912-1989) and the Icelandic sculptor
Sigurjón Ólafsson in the years of 1940 to
1945. Both were pioneers, each in his field,
and both went unexplored paths in their
experiments with form and material.

29.&30. ágúst. 11:00-17:00
matarmarkadur.is

Taste the best
of Iceland ...
... in one amazing meal

Runs until August 30
SÍM
Spark Design Space
'New Iceland' by Bjarni H.
Þórarinsson

ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín

Bjarni's new photography exhibit features
landscape photos taken on single-use
cameras, arranged in a manner described
as "visual constructive poetry."

Followed by 7 delicious tapas
Smoked puffin with blueberry “brennivín” sauce

Runs until September 19
Spöngin
‘Re-Booking’ by Arkir

Icelandic sea-trout with peppers-salsa
Lobster tails baked in garlic

This exhibit features book art from eight
artists, all members of the all-women
group Arkir. The artists used methods
including paper folding, cutting and
blotting techniques in order to re-work old
books into new creations.

Pan-fried line caught blue ling
with lobster-sauce
Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina

Runs until October 3
Tveir Hrafnar Gallery
In-house summer exhibition

Minke Whale with cranberry & malt-sauce
And for dessert
White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

An assorted collection of artworks by Tveir
Hrafnar’s represented artists, including
Guðbjörg Lind Jónsdóttir, Hallgrímur
Helgason, and Jón Óskar, among others.

Runs until September 1
Wind And Weather Gallery
‘The Shower/ Sturtan’ by Ólöf Helga
Helgadóttir
Paper, paint, and wood are used in Ólöf
Helga Hegadóttir's exhibit, now showing at
Wind And Weather.

Runs until August 30

#matarmarkaður

7.590 kr.
late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is
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are used, and more. The museum is
spread out over six locations in town,
so you can’t really miss it.
On permanent display

Skagaströnd

Spákonuhof
The first named inhabitant of
Skagaströnd was Þórdís the seer, who
lived there in the beginning of the 10th
century, and in this exhibit her life, or
at least what we know of it, will be on
display all summer. Guests can also
have their fortunes told or palms read
by locals, and children can plunder
Þórdís's gold chest for treasure. The
exhibit is open Tuesdays to Sundays
from 13:00 to 18:00.
Runs until September 30

East Iceland
Egilsstaðir

Sláturhúsið Cultural Centre
‘I Want This!’

This exhibition will feature illustrations
from Icelandic children’s books, and
aims to demonstrate the diversity in
artwork in children’s books. This is
the fourteenth time this exhibition is
being held.
Runs until September 20

Color Decay ~*~*~*~*~
Júníus Meyvant

Steinþór Eiríksson Exhibition

Græni Hatturinn
Akureyri | September 3

21:00 | Admission: TBA

ATTENTION CITIZENS OF AKUREYRI: Icelandic singersongwriter, part-time beard enthusiast (and full-time dreamboat)
Júníus Meyvant (AKA Unnar Gísli Sigurmundsson, of the
Westman Islands) is coming your way. His songs showcase that
patented Júníus sensitivity we’ve come to love, and his musical
and vocal arrangements are as colourful and pleasant as they
are complex. But don’t feel left out, Reykjavíkings (Reykjavíkites?
Reykjavikers?)—Júníus will be back in the city for Iceland
Airwaves. If you can’t make it up north, you’ll still have a chance
to catch that Meyvant-Magic come November :D
SLWF
Photo by: Sigríður Unnur Lúðvíksdóttir

North Iceland
Akureyri

Akureyri Town Festival

To celebrate the birthday of Akureyri,
this annual event plays host to a wide
range of exciting events, including
concerts, spooky walks, ice skating,
flea markets, poetry, and a tweed bike
ride. If you’re in the north, don’t miss
out!
August 28 - 30
A! Performance Festival

A wide variety of performance art
comes to Akureyri in a diverse array
of venues, from the herring plant in
Hjalteyri to Akureyri Art Museum,
Oddeyri, and with a number of
off-venue events too. Some of
the talent includes performers as
diverse as Anna Richardsdóttir,
Katrín Gunnarsdóttir, and Snorri
Ásmundsson. This will be the
performance festival’s debut.
September 3 - 6
Græni Hatturinn
Trúboðarnir

These old-school rockers plan on
waking up the Green Hat with their
own brand of music.
August 28 at 22:00
AmabAdamA

Reggae rockers AmabAdamA have
put the beer out to chill and the
ashtray out to hang. Come and listen
to their 4/4 beats and forget your
troubles.
August 29 at 23:00
Júníus Meyvant

Singer-songwriter Júníus Meyvant
brings his sound to the stage at The
Green Hat.
September 3 at 21:00
Moses Hightower

Touted as the ‘vanguard of Icelandic
soul music’, Moses Hightower will play
a concert at The Green Hat.
September 4 at 22:00

Lystigarðurinn
'Maddama, kerling, fröken, fro' by
ÁLFkonur

ÁLFkonur is a group of female
photographers living and working
in Akureyri and Eyjafjörður. This
show features photos from fifteen of
the club's members, and it focuses
on topics relating to the centennial
anniversary of women's suffrage.
Runs until August 31
'NOT - Northern Product Design'

This exhibit, inspired by Akureyri's
industrial history, presents the work of
several Northern product designers.
Runs until August 30

Dalvík

Old Herring Factory
‘Hidden Forest’

This exhibit features the works of 25
different artists, all of which focus on
driftwood and its untapped potential
for practical and artistic use. 'Hidden
Forest' is curated by Elísabet V.
Ingvarsdóttir and Dóra Hansen.
Runs until August 28

Hjalteyri

The Factory
‘Toes’

For the ‘Toes’ exhibit, Olof Nimar,
Una Margrét Árnadóttir, Unndór
Egill Jónsson and Örn Alexander
Ámundason exhibit their work, all of
which has been made with the specific
location of the magnitude and overall
environment of the Factory in mind.
Runs until August 30

Húsavík

Húsavík Whale Museum
In this 1,600 m2 exhibition space are
featured skeletons of many species
of whales and fascinating information
about these large mammals.
On permanent display

Siglufjörður

The Herring Era Museum
This museum is focused on everything
regarding the herring, including how it
is harvested, salted, what kind of boats

This exhibit features paintings by the
late local artist Steinþór Eiríksson.
Many of his paintings are of Icelandic landscape, such as Dyrfjöll and
Snæfell mountains.
Runs until September 2
International Documentary Film Fest

This festival features three short
to mid-length documentaries by
international and Icelandic directors,
producers, and subjects—each film
covers the subject of rural, pastoral,
and/or agricultural life.
September 5 at 17:00

Seyðisfjörður

Skaftfell
This exhibit by Ingólfur Arnarsson
and Þuríður Rós Sigþórsdóttir
contemplates what exactly constitutes
a painting by experimenting with
different methods and surfaces.
Runs until October 25

Stöðvarfjörður

Petra's Stone Collection

In the small fjord of Stöðvarfjörður
there is a collection of rare rocks and
minerals, most of which have been collected by Petra Sveinsdóttir from the
surrounding area. Her wonder world
of stones is now reputedly the world's
largest private collection of rocks. Avid
stone collector as she may be, her
collection also extends to other things,
including pens, cups, sea shells, and
all sorts of small items.
On Permanent Display

South Iceland
Flúðir

Harvest festival

This town festival celebrating the end
of harvest will feature a wide range of
local products, foods, arts and crafts.
There will also be some family-friendly
fun.
September 5

Hafnarfjörður

The World Without Us

The World Without Us showcases
works by various artists—Björg
Þorsteinsdóttir, Brynhildur
Þorgeirsdóttir, Finnur Jónsson, Gerður
Helgadóttir, Marta María Jónsdóttir,
Ragnar Már Nikulásson, Steina, and
Vilhjálmur Þorberg Bergsson—as
they riff on the idea of The Universe:
its various dimensions, things seen
and unseen, known and unknown.
Works range from the abstract to
the personal, through various media
and highly different approaches by
creators from multiple generations of
artistic methods and points of view.
August 28 - October 25

Hveragerði
LÁ Art

Gullkistan: 20 Years Old

Twenty years ago, artists Alda
Sigurðardóttir and Kristveig
Halldórsdóttir banded together and
organised an arts festival, from which
creative centre Gullkistan was born.
Celebrating this momentous occasion,
LÁ is putting on a show with 24 artists
that have been attached to Gullkistan
in one form or another.
Runs until September 20

Hvolsvöllur

Living Room Concert: Dísurnar

This quartet has been performing
since 1997, and consists of Eydís
Franzdóttir, Bryndís Pálsdóttir,
Herdís Anna Jónsdóttir og Bryndís
Björgvinsdóttir, and they will play this
year’s final living room concert.
August 30 at 16:00

Selfoss

Meat Soup Festival

The annual meat soup festival returns
to Hvolsvöllur. There will be many
activities, and you can watch sheep
being herded while you eat their
offspring—fun for the whole family!
August 29 - 30

Bobby Fischer Center In Iceland
This museum hosts memorabilia of the
World Chess Champion Bobby Fischer,
and also serves as the community
centre for the local chess club.
Runs until September 15

Stokkseyri

Keflavík

Afro-Yoga Festival

Hljómahöll

Páll Óskar exhibit

The Rock Museum of Iceland will
be hosting an exhibit exploring the
life and work of beloved Icelandic
pop star, Páll Óskar. Items on display
include his handwritten diaries, a collection of specially designed costumes
and clothing from his shows, original
handwritten scores, and much more.
Visitors will also be given the opportunity to experiment with his music in a
specially designated studio.
On permanent display
Town centre
Hjálmar

Keflavík natives and reggae stars
Hjálmar bring some much-needed chill
vibes to downtown Keflavík.
September 4 at 22:00
Fireworks parade!

To celebrate Ljósanótt festival, there
will be some of the brightest and best
fireworks in all of Iceland, followed by
musical acts.
September 5 at 22:15
‘Back in the old town’

Four bands - Æla, Trílogía, Gálan and
Sígull - take over the living rooms of
the old district of Keflavík as part of
Ljósanótt.
September 4 at 21:00
Boxing Hall (Hnefaleikahöllin)
Boxing tournament

As part of Ljósanótt, some of Iceland’s
best boxers will compete with one another for the renowned title of "boxer".
September 4 at 19:00
Ráin
Garðar Pétursson paintings

On display will be a collection of
Garðar Pétursson’s airbrush paintings
of famous figures - alive and dead.
September 3 - 5
Paddy’s
Vök

Young, dreamy electronica outfit
Vök take to the stage at Paddy’s for
Ljósanótt.
September 3 at 21:00

Mosfellsbær

Gljúfrasteinn
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and
workplace of Halldór Laxness and

July 11
– Oct 25,
2015

his family for fifty years. Today it is a
museum, allowing visitors insight into
the great writer’s world. All facilities,
including the library, have been
meticulously maintained.
On permanent display

Find your inner peace and get your
stretch on with a two week long
celebration of dance, drums, and the
ancient practice of yoga.
Runs until August 30

The Westman Islands

Eldheimar
This museum focuses on the
devastating 1973 volcanic eruption in
the islands that lay ruin to almost 400
houses, and forced the inhabitants to
evacuate the island in the middle of the
night. The exhibit includes multimedia
segments, photographs, and other
pieces.
On permanent exhibit

West Iceland
Rif

The Freezer Hostel
Live Session WIth Local Legends

Come out to Freezer Hostel to see
local legends play a mixture of
Icelandic and international music in a
casual, lounge setting. And you pay
however much you like.
August 25 and 28 at 21:00
The Saga of Guðríður

Come see this one woman show
about Guðríður, a tale of viking times
1000 years in the past—through
music, comedy, and storytelling. The
actress plays all the characters, men
and women: from Leif the lucky to
Gudridur herself
August 29

Stykkishólmur
Library of Water

‘To Place’ by Roni Horn

An audio exhibit offering insight into
the Icelandic psyche, where you can
listen to recordings of people talking
about the weather and how it has
shaped their character.
Runs until August 31
‘Water, Selected’ by Roni Horn

This ongoing sculpture exhibition
features 24 columns filled with glacier
water from all over the country.
Runs until August 31

Ingólfur
Arnarsson +
Þuríður Rós
Sigurþórsdóttir

Open daily
Jul-Aug
12.00 – 18.00
Sep-Oct
12.00 – 16.00
And by appointment

Admission is free

S k a f t f el l – C en t er f or Vi s u al Ar t
Austurvegur 42, 710 Seyðisfjörður, www.skaftfell.is

24 artists from 8 countries:
The visitors’ eye
and some Icelandic
Curator: Ben Valentine
OPEN daily 12—6 pm
FREE ADMISSION
only 40 min. drive from Reykjavik
on the Golden Circle

Author‘s Night at
the Nordic House
7:30 pm

Norræna húsið
The Nordic House

Authors night is a monthly event, first Tuesday of each month at 7:30 pm,
at the Nordic House Reykjavik. Scandinavian authors discuss their works
in Scandinavian language. Free entrance.

September 1st

Jens Andersen (DK)
October 6th

2016

2015

To book a table at Aalto bistro restaurant before the event visit: www.aalto.is.
January 12th

Kristina Sandberg (SE)
February 2nd

Einar Már Guðmundsson (IS)

Gaute Heivoll (NO)

November 3rd

March 1st

Camilla Plum (DK)

Åsne Seierstad (NO)

December 1st

April 5th

Rawdna Carita Eira (NO/samisk)

Susanna Alakoski (SE/FI)

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 5517030, www.nordichouse.is
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Sunday - Wednesday: 11.30 - 18.00 / Thursday- Saturday: 11.30 - 23.30
Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík - tel: +354 571 8877 - www.maturogdrykkur.is

FOOD

The Beer Connoisseur’s Guide
To Icelandic Beer
One man’s quest to educate you on what to drink,
and what to pour down the sink
Words Sveinn Birkir Björnsson
Photos Art Bicnick

You have probably read somewhere that Icelandic authorities banned beer for very,
very many years, until 1989. But true freedom of beer did not really begin until 2005,
when Iceland’s first craft brewery was established on a remote farm in North Iceland.
Up until then, the Icelandic beer sortiment totalled a few different variations of the
two house lagers by the country’s two biggest (and at the time, only) breweries. To
everyone’s pleasure (not the least mine), this is quickly changing.
Good for: bar hoppin’.

Good for: A school night.

Einstök White Ale

Gæðingur Stout

Although Einstök is strictly speaking an
American brewery, it happens to brew
in Iceland, using Icelandic water as the
main ingredient, so we’ll let it slide.
Their white ale is widely available on
tap around Iceland, and, sadly, it will often be the only thing on tap besides your
regular, lowest-denominator brand.
Which, more often than not, makes this
my go-to beer. This is a Belgian witbier,
infused with orange peel and coriander.
It pours a nice yellow with white haze.
Tastes refreshing, with citrus tang that
cuts through the ale taste.

This is a great little stout. It is only
about 6% ABV, but feels larger. It is
nicely balanced, dark chocolate, roasted malt, and tastes of all the things
you’d want from a stout. Sweet, bready
and somewhat Irish in character.

Good for: Sunny days.

Skaði Farmhouse Ale
Brewed in the tradition of Belgian saison
beers, this is a nicely balanced, fruity
beer. It is slightly herbal, and not very
sour. An all-around pleasant beer. Pours
a big ol’ head of foam, orange, cloudy,
and very carbonated.

Good for: Enjoying chocolate and blue cheese.

Good for: Historic
occasions.

Kaldi Lager
I will include this for historical reasons,
mostly. This was the first beer to break
the monopoly of the two big breweries
here in Iceland, and is widely beloved
for that very reason. It is a well-done
Czech pilsner. It tastes a little grainy, but
is great coming fresh from the tap. It is
not a challenging beer in any sense, but
it stands for something in the minds of
Icelandic beer lovers.

Good for: Getting your
Viking on.
Garún Imperial Stout
This is a personal favourite, although
the thick dark imperial stout may feel a
little heavy to the uninitiated. This is a
big beer. Pours almost pitch black, with
a slight yellow head. It exceeds 10%
ABV, but you will not taste it. Instead,
expect a rich malted taste, infused with
coffee, liquorice and tones of chocolate.
This goes great with food—if you find it
in a restaurant, order it out for dessert
and let do its magic.

Viking Stout
This is a rather tame stout, about 6%
ABV, hardly surprising, but very dependable. Much like a good pair of
socks. Dark brown, small head. Tastes
of roasted malts, with a slight hint of
smoke. Leaves a little bitter aftertaste on
the tongue. Viking Stout is sometimes

FOOD

Amazing
7 course menu

FOR THE SOUL

available on tap, so I will include this
for your benefit. It will most likely satisfy your need for something warm and
caramelly.

Good for: Introspection.

A unique Icelandic Feast

Good for: Nature lovers
and long walks.

Leifur Nordic Saison
Brewed in the spirit of the Belgian
Saison beers, but very much infused
with the elements of Iceland, in particular wild arctic thyme and heather. This
beer positively tastes of Iceland. It is
fruity and carbonated, pours a reddishyellow, unfiltered, and gives you the
distinct funky sour-y aftertones that you
would associate with saisons. I am not
a great fan of saisons myself, but this is
absolutely a beer to taste if you are visiting Iceland.

Good for: Feeding your
inner volcano.

Lava
This is another very good imperial stout.
Thick and black, with a nice brown
head. Tastes of roasted malt and chocolate, with a strong smoky flavour, that
stems from the smoked malt. This is a
really nice beer. Sadly, I don’t recall seeing it on tap (if you do, go for it), but I
regularly buy this at the place that sells
beers.

Good for: Post-coital
rehydration.

Móri
This sweet amber ale pours a beautiful red with a normal white head. It is
very nicely balanced, malty tones with a
little fruit and hops on the side. An easily enjoyable beer. Not widely available
out but pick up a bottle at the place that
sells beers.

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“
Puffin
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goat cheese, beetroot
Minke whale
Date purée, wakame and teriaky

--

Some good advice for
people
who like beer
Icelandic brewers love seasonal
beers, and any sort of occasion they
can come up with for a speciality
brew. Make sure you watch out for
the flavour of whatever month you
find yourself here in. These speciality brews are often both exciting and unique, and very worthy of
you drinking them.
As you may have noticed I’ve become so tired of the phrase “staterun alcohol store” that I’ve just replaced it with the phrase “the place
that sells beer.” However, the place
that sells beer is called “Vínbúðin,”
and you would do well in looking
up the closest location at www.
atvr.is. Vínbúðin is both cheaper,
and usually offers more selection,
than most bars.
Two beers mentioned here are
named from Icelandic ghost stories, and one is named after a troll.
This bears no significance for either this article or your enjoyment
of Icelandic beer, but I thought you
might like to know.

Úlfur
Úlfur is, hands down, the best Icelandic IPA on offer—except when its big
brother, Úlfur Úlfur (a seasonal double
IPA), is available, which is, sadly, not too
often. I still have hopes for Úlfur’s new
little sister Úlfrún (a session IPA), however, which—depending on when you
read this—may or may not be available.
Úlfur is an American style IPA, very aromatic, and rich in citrus-y flavours with
a hint of floral character. Nice hoppy aftertaste.

Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

Arctic charr
“Torched“ arctic charr with parsnip
purée, fennel, dill mayo
Lobster
Lobster cigar with chorizo, dates, chili jam
Reindeer
Reindeer slider with blue cheese, portobello,
steamed bun
Free range icelandic lamb
Lamb with coriander, pickled red cabbage,
fennel, butternut squash purée, chimichurri
And to end on a high note ...
Icelandic Skyr
Skyr panna cotta with raspberry sorbet, white
chocolate crumble, passion foam, dulche de leche

7.590 kr.
Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is
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Laminated Menus, Hits And Misses

-----------------------------------------------------------

Primo is a relatively recent addition
to the Reykjavík downtown restaurant
scene, although it used to operate as
somewhat of an Italian fast food takeaway restaurant (pizza being its forte)
in the suburbs not too long ago. Having
acquired one of the best locations in the
city, on the corner of Bankastræti and
Þingholtssræti, Primo reopened last
spring to pretty much—as of yet—no
acclaim.
The reason for this is rather simple.
That exact location used to house a
well-liked mainstay of the downtown
restaurant scene, Caruso, up until last
fall. The landlords gave the owners of
Caruso the boot following a publicly
fought petite bourgeoisie real estate
dispute as the very curious, very petite
bourgeoisie nation of Iceland watched
from the sidelines. It would seem Caruso wasn’t showing due deference to the

NEW AWARD
BEST THAI FOOD 2015

BanThai
RESTAURANT

w w w .b a n t h a i .i s

BJÖRN TEITSSON
ANNA DOMNICK

Do not miss !

“m a n y f a m o u s p e o p l e a r e r e g u l a r s h e r e
A L S O B E S T 2 0 0 9, 2 0 1 0, 2 0 1 1, 2 0 1 2, 2 0 1 3 a n d 2 0 1 4

-----------------------------------------------------------

What We Think:
Family style Italian.
Flavour:
Italian flag, needs a bit of
seasoning.
Ambiance:
Actually, quite warm. Only
tourists, though.
Service:
Very personal, endearing,
but a bit flaky.
Price for 2 (no drinks):
9-10.000 ISK

failed to add much. Luckily, the lobster
soup far exceeded my expectations. It
was served in a gravy boat and poured
into a bowl containing thinly sliced lobster tails, thereby cooking them in the
steamy, deeply flavourful broth. Perfect!
For our mains, my companion chose
the lasagne (2,790 ISK) and I decided,
when in Rome, to go the wheat-egg
route to pasta land, with a hearty frutti
di mare (3,290 ISK) laganelle with lobster, scallops, mussels, chilli, lemon,
garlic and white wine. The lasagne was
very generic, lacking any “oomph” factor—it was in sore need of some seasoning, and the beef ragu could have done
with more flavour, too. Adding ground
Parmesan did improve the experience
slightly, but it was still the height of
mediocrity. The laganelle, however,
was very nice, I must admit. Perfectly al
dente, full of flavour, with a bounty of
seafood. The chilli brought a heat and
sharpness in contrast to the sweetness
of the seafood, while the lemon gave
the dish a fresh top note.
All in all, Primo is nothing more
than what it presents itself to be. There
are faults here and there: the bread did
not arrive on time; one drink order was
served, the other forgotten; and there’s
that embarrassing moment when you
need to ask for cutlery. The food, however, is not bad at all. The lobster soup
comes recommended in any case, although, for generic Italian (not a bad
thing in itself ), there is room for improvement. Starting with new, up-todate, sticker-free menus.

---------------------------Laugavegur 130
TEL : 692- 0564
----------------------------

Þingholtsstræti 1, 101 Reykjavík

overbearing landlords, so they sought
to establish their own restaurant on the
premises (and now have). This is not
the best way to publicize a new business and has not helped Primo locally.
Therefore, Primo has had to endure a lot of prejudice during its first
months in downtown Reykjavík. However, as my companion and I took our
seats at Primo on a Wednesday night,
we decided to leave aside the question
of whether the negative reception was
justified or not. We were about to enjoy
dinner at a cherished location, with a
lovely street view, on a beautiful night—
our meal would be judged by its own
merits. Surely, a restaurant’s kitchen
and service staff are not to blame for
the history of their employers.
The place itself is decorated in a
very similar vein to its predecessor,
with dark wood interiors, rustic furniture, dim lighting and a roaring fire
from the wood burning stove Caruso
had to leave behind. All in all, a fitting
setting for a candlelit dinner. Primo is
an Italian restaurant of the Americanized “family style” type. The menu itself is even laminated, already sporting
white stickers over items that were no
longer on offer. Not the best sign, for
sure.
From the laminated menu, my companion chose a “platter” (1,990 ISK) of
Parma ham, sausages, olives and grilled
vegetables for his antipasti, while I decided upon the lobster soup (2,390 ISK)
with cognac flambéed lobster tails. My
companion was pleased with the platter to some extent: the pork products
were flavourful and the olives delicious
and plentiful—we actually nibbled on
those throughout the evening. The
grilled vegetables were, surprisingly,
heaped with ground Parmesan, and

“

Primo
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Cruising at Caruso
Caruso
Austurstræti 22, 101 Reykjavik
What We Think:
Great service, decent execution,
muddled theme, modest aim.
Flavour:
Italian-American-FrenchSpanish-Icelandic.
Ambiance:
Chill (I’ve never heard reggaeton
played that low).
Service:
Fantastic!
Price for 2 (no drinks):
15-20,000 ISK

My gay-for-pay date for the evening was
looking very happy with his meal. His
manly physique was wrapped in an Entombed t-shirt and his muscular fingers
tapped away in preparation for an upcoming issue of the very magazine you hold
betwixt your eager fingers or tippety-tap
your way through on a flickering screen.
We knew we weren’t about to go on
a culinary voyage careening on a bobsled
of gastronomic hipsterdom. The Caruso
cuisine is more like a group of American
friends wandering aimlessly across Europe on a last-minute Interrail tour (a little
like the movie ‘EuroTrip’—a recommended watch if only to witness the Vinnie
Jones’s career-defining role as an English
football hooligan). What I’m saying is, the
menu is a bit of a patchwork—not all that
hip—but we knew what we were getting
into, and longed for the familiar embrace
of some pasta with sauce.
It’s hard not to pine for Caruso’s old

location (where restaurant Primo resides
now—see that other restaurant review)
with its lived-in feel and the old woodburning stove its proprietors had to leave
behind. Their new digs at Austurstræti
22, which used to house Icelandic theme
restaurant Jörundur (the latest in a long
line of failed ventures the building has
housed), was definitely designed with the
homey vibe in mind, but it does feel a little
tacked-on. From the inside out, the house
is meant to invoke the charm of the old
Icelandic colonial houses you will find at
the Árbæjarsafn living-history museum,
but the faux-antiqueness of it all is palpable. The location is also somewhat smaller
than what the restaurant had to work with
back at their old Þingholtstræti location.
However, it’s not hard to see why they
went with it on a short notice—the restaurant is centrally located, and offers a good
view for people-watching. The proprietors are clearly doing their best to imbue
it with that friendly Caruso warmth.
My dinner date and I ordered the
grilled giant scallops with verde sauce
(2,490 ISK) and a classic Escargots à la
Bourguignonne (2,390 ISK) to kick off
the meal. The snails were served in one of
those ceramic snail holders with plenty of
tasty garlic butter on top of the earthy snail
flavour; everything was as it should be.
The scallops were not what would be considered giant scallops anywhere outside of
Iceland, but they were tender and cooked
just-so. However, they could have used
more of a sear and the salsa verde was both
oily and composed of dried herbs.
A bottle of Masi Campofiorin (at
8,900) was recommended by our waiter.
With its balanced acids and light cherry
notes, it worked well with the seafood
pasta we enjoyed.
The pasta dishes set everything
straight. The spaghetti with sautéed scampi and chilli (3,390 ISK) was ridiculously

#109

generous with the giant shrimp, and had
a pleasant heat for an otherwise simple
dish. It wasn’t over-salted, the pasta was al
dente and they resisted the urge to crowd
it with different flavours. The same could
be said for the langoustine tagliatelle with
mushrooms and leek (3,890 ISK). Creamy
tagliatelle, modestly seasoned, cooked al
dente, with plenty of ultra-tender langoustine lurking in the bowl. Both delivered
exactly what we had hoped for.
For dessert we shared a tarted-up
chocolate molten lava cake (1,490 ISK).
Yes, “tarted-up” means a cape gooseberry
and a dollop of whipped cream, of course.
Like the pasta, it fulfilled expectations
completely. To drink I had a snifter of calvados (1,100) and my date went with the
baffling choice of Diablo, a milky coffee
drink with Sambuca, brandy and Grand
Marnier (1,500). All I can say about the
drink is that every ingredient was clearly
accounted for, and it was fucking demonic.
I almost called in an exorcist after seeing
the face my date made.
The owner of Caruso, Jose, hails from
Tegucigalpa, Honduras and I can’t help
but wonder what he could do with his native cuisine. Reykjavík is in dire need of a
good quality Latin American place that
serves up tamales, carne asadas, platanos,
and coconut broths.
Not that Caruso doesn’t have its fans—
on a Tuesday night we saw a butt on nearly
every seat. They have a client base they
have built up carefully over the years, a
tourist-friendly location, a non-threatening menu, and plenty of goodwill from
us locals following last year’s real estate
drama (see our review of Primo for more
on that).

RAGNAR EGILSSON
ART BICNICK

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.
It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.
There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.100.kr

MOULES MARINIERES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
1.990.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.400.kr

Lífið er saltfiskur
Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snaps@snaps.is +354 5116677

